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H U N T I N G -  

T H E  H I M A L A Y A .  

CHAPTER I. 

I N T R O D U C T O R Y ,  

Plau of Campaign.-Parallels and approaches.-Sketch of 

the Ground.-Proper Seasons for Hunting in the several 
localities.-List of articles to be taken from England.- 
List of articles to be got in India.-Expense of camp 
life in the Hills, and cost of trip out.-Lists and local 
names of tlie game, kc., to be met with in the Doon.- 
Lists and local names of the game, &c., to  be met with in 
the Hills.-Lists and local names of the game, &c., to  be 
met with beyond the Snows. 

SEEING, since my return to England, how 
many spend time, trouble, and money on 

deer-stalking and bird-shooting in Scotland, I 
n 
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conclude that it must arise chiefly from non- 
acquaintance with the facilities for reaching 
the Himalaya, and obtaining an almost endless 
assortment of game there, that our English 
sportsmen do not, if only for the sake of variety, 
attempt enterprizes more worthy of their 
energies. 

It has been said, that hunting instincts 
more or less pervade all nature, but Anglo- 
Saxons are the only true sportsmen in the 
world ; and, in the case of English gentlemen, 
there is no doubt but that instinct and habit, 
alternately cause and effect, do much in pro- 
ducing that activity, and energy of mind and 
body, that promptitude in danger, and passion 
for fair play, which they carry with them 
wherever they wander. 

Never having passed a hot season in the 
plains without being prostrated by fever, and 
devoting invariably any sick leave I could 
obtain during convalescence to travelling in 
the Hills, my wanderings there have beell 
frequent. 

I have no intention of nttempting auy 
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jo~~rndistic account of my various expeditiolls 
through Icutnaon, Gurliwal, and Sirmour, 
Kooloo, Kanawur, and Tartary, but will give 
my march in the last, as the tract least known, 

somewhat ill detail, and trace most of my tours 
on the sketch map accompanying this volume. 

I digress without reserve into topics in- 
cidental to hill travel, though not properly to 
hunting, 011 the ground that " Perdrix, tou- 
joors perdrix," may surfeit even a lover of 
game; and the details I give, being the result 
of practical experience, may, I hope, afford 

some inforiiiatioli on an interesting locality 
insofficiently known. 

I would rather succeed in the matter thail 
the manner of my book, and trust I may be 
excused for quot,ing thc following passage from 
Lewes' Life of Goethe, as being solnewhat 
illustrative. " A Frenchman, an Englisllman, 
and a Gcrman were commissioned to give the 
world the bencfit of their vicws on that in- 
teresting animal, the camel. Away goes the 

Frenchmau to the Jardin des Plantes, spends an 
hour there in repid invcstigation, returns, and 

B 2 
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writes a feuilleton, in which there is no phrase 

which the Academy can blame, but also no 
phrase which adds to the general knowledge. 

H e  is perfectly satisfied however, and says, 

Le voilh, le Chameau ! 
" The Englishman packs up his tea-caddy, 

and a magazine of comforts ; pitches his tent 

in the East ; remains there studying the camel 
in its habits ; and returns with a thick volume 

of facts, arranged without order, expounded 
without philosophy, but serving as valuable 
inaterials for a11 who come after him. The 

German despising the frivolity of the French- 
man, and the unphilosophical matter of fact- 
ness of the Englisliman, retires to his study, 
there to construct the idea of a camel from 

out of the depths of his moral consciousness." 
If this record is found to contain the good 

leaven of our national peculiarity, so quaintly 

described in this quotation, I shall feel content 
tllo~igh convicted also of it8 defects. 

The game of India, like much else which 

we deem characteristic of, and therefore com- 
mon in that coontry, docs not necessarily 
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become familiar to illere length of residence ; 

many persons, ladies especially, may live 
twenty or thirty years in India, without ever 

seeing a live snake, except in the hands of n 
native juggler or snake charmer, though some 

of their sisters at home believe them to be as 

coinmon as spiders and black -beetles here, 
and capable of visiting bed-rooms, and sleeping 

under pillow cases with alarming familiarity. 
There are some old women of both sexes who 
pass a life-time in the country, without ever 
having seen any of our larger game, or knowing 
more of their habits and habitat than their 

friends at home, whose imagination, assisted 
by the letters of powerful correspoiidence com- 

missioners, may picture a perfcct menagerie 
scared off a railway by tlie whistle of a steam 

engine, while snakes and monkeys festoon the 

telegraph wires. Have you ever killed a 

tiger? is n question sometimes put to Anglo- 
Indians, who arc just as likely to have killed a 

sea-serpent. 

Hunting in the IIimnlaye, at least, cannot 

he purchased all madc easy for money as ill 
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Britain, or the birds found for you with all 
the comfort and certainty of pheasants at a 

battue, or poultry in Covent Garden market ; 

but the exercise of the judgment, the 

sharpening of the faculties, and the keen dis- 

crimination requisite for success, constitute the 

chief charm of Himalayan hunting to the true 

sportsman, and, I believe, the surest attraction 
for the majority of that class who visit our 

higllland moors and deer forests. 

Although, however, a certain amount of 
labour is necessary in acquiring the minuti= 

of local knowledge necessary for success at any 

spot chosen as a hunting site, yet a great 
amount of general experience may be obtained 

from practical records of sporting adventure. 

I have often longed, when I commenced my 
career, for some book that would give me 

details of information on points which I have 
had to determine for myself, at a great waste 
of time and trouble. 

I am desirous, therefore, of making my ex- 

perience practically useful to all who may lie 

willing to take a six weeks' voyage for thc sake 
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of Indian hunting, or for those whose destiny 
sends them on duty or sick leave to the 
Himalaya. 

There is a great similiarity in the kinds of 
game to be met with at the same altitudes 
throughout the entire length of the hills ; i. e., 

from Cashmere to Cachar. The only difference 
in birds is in the case of the loongee, or 
a,rgus pheasant, one species only being found 
in Kumaon, another in Gurhwal, and a third 
in Kangra ; as a general rule, too, the burrul, 
or mild snow sheep of the Kumaon and Gurh- 
wal snows, gives place to the skene, or ibex, 
west of the Sutledge, which again gives place 
to the morkhor, or spiral-horned wild goat, 
and the hangul, or twelve-tined stag of Cash- 
mere. I purpose then in order to familiarise 
the reader with the different kinds of Hima- 
layan game, to take a cross section of the 
Hills, beginning with the slopes at the foot of 
them in the valley of the Dehra Doon, and 
passing in review the game of the several 
ranges to the table lands of Thibet, beyond 
the Eternal Snows. Such a cross section 
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embraces one hundred miles of territory in a 
direct line, but numberless deep descents and 
ascents, long circuits, and an immense 

amount of exercise to the pedestrian hunter, 
which, however, the gloriously inspirating air of 
those snowy altitudes, enables him thoroughly 
to enjoy. 

I have given at the end of this chapter a 

list of the articles with which a sports~nnn 
bent on a tour to the Himalayas should supply 

himself; and we will now suppose him to  
have taken his passage ont to Calcutta over- 
land, or by the Great Eastern, and run up 
from the City of Palaces through the dead 
levels of Hengal and the north-western pro- 

vinces by E. I. Railway to Meernt ; this line 

is not yet completed, but soon will be. The 

traveller will pass numberless dreary and 
tlesolnte looking stations en route, where the 
late Company's, now Her Mnjcsty's, servants, 
civil a i d  military, are on duty, in places 
less clleerful than English I'enitentinries, 
and n climate which during the hot wea- 

tlwr and rains, or eight months of the 
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year, is, " T guess," more diabolical than 
purgatory. 

The four cold months are November, De- 
cember, January, and February, and visitors 

should time their arrivals during one of these, 
when even the plains stations begin to look 
comparatively cheerful, and the European 

inhabitants healthy and happy. 

From Meerut to the Va,lley of the Doon, 
a distance of about one hundred miles, some 
little experience in dawk travelling (Indian 
posting) will be acquired. 

The higher ranges of the Himalaya are 
visible from Meerut during the rains, but 
at other seasons they are not seen till the 

traveller enters the district of Saharanpore, 

and when from fifty to one hundred miles 
from the foot of them, the distance depending 

on the state of the atmosphere. The Sewalik 
Hills which bound the Doon to the south, 
and are therefore some twenty miles nearer, 

soon after appear, they are of comparatively 
insignificant height, from five to six hundred 
feet, but make as n foreground, wit11 the giant 
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hills behind them, a scene scarce equalled 
elsewhere. 

Throughout the journey from Calcutta, and 
at Meerut, Dehra, and Mussouree, there are 
hotels which, though not on the scale of 
European inns, are well suited to the re- 
quirements of the country, and as comfortable 
as any sportsman will desire. Beyond Mus- 
souree in the hills, and even while hunting 
in the Doon he must be as independant 
almost as s gipsey ; but in exchange for the 
comforts of houses and town life, to say 
nothing of the sport for which he has come, 
he can roam at will over lands unfettered 
by hedges, dikes, and ditches, and destitute 
of all warning notices as to steel traps, spring 
guns, and prosecutions with the utmost rigour 
of the law. 

The valley of the Dehra Doon is bounded 
by the Himalaya to the north, the Seaalik 
to the south, and the rivers Oangcs and 
Jurnna to thc east and west. I t  is about 
forty miles in extreme length and sixteen 
across. The Sewalik I-Iilla extend beyond 
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its southern boundary both to the east and 
westward, they are about eight to ten miles 
across, and are a mass of boulder and sand- 
stone hills broken up into fantastic shapes 
by innumerable ravines, which are, generally 
speaking, quite dry, except on the southern 
extremity, where a thin thread of water re- 
mains perennially in each, and a plentiful 
supply of .very small fish, called chilwas, are 
got from them. In  the rainy season, sudden 
floods, or " raos " in the vernacular, sweep 
through, carrying away all that opposes them, 
and sometimes endangering travellers or pro- 
perty passing at that. season, the roads or 
ghkt routes through the range being gene- 
rally along some of these torrent beds. 
Captain Burton in his "Pilgrimage to El- 
Medinah and Mecca " adopts th.e word 
I t  mmara," • as exactly expressing the kind of 
channel which wc call a " mo" in the 
Doon. 

The Sewalik Hills are covered with dense 
jungle, the principle trees being sil, sbnd, 
seesum, jamun, huldoo, and cheer; the two 
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first very hard and valuable wood for building 

timbers ; the third a beautifully dark grained 

and mottled wood, resembling rosewood, used 
chiefly for furniture ; the fourth and fifth are 
light, yellowish tinted woods of inferior value ; 
while the sixth is the long spined Bimalayan 
piile, the grain of which resembles deal, but 
as the tree grows with a curious corkscrew 
twist, turning as it were on its own axis, 

all planking or timbers cut from it are cut 
aslant the grain, and are con~paratively weak 
and useless. 

Tllese jungle trees are often overgrown 
with masses of the maljun, or great ele- 
phant creeper, the leaves of which are the 
favourite food of the sambah, or great-horned 
stag of the plains, the native name used for 
this stag is the burra singha, whilc the 

twelve-horned deer is bar& singha, and the 
names are frequently confoundcd. 

The geological formation of the lloon, and 
of thc low hills and slopes at the foot of the 
Himalaya is the same an that of thc Sewalik; 

boulders, clay beds, red marl, niid variegated 
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sandstone, with saline springs in sonle places, 
but the Himalayas thelnselves show an abrupt 

to the oldest limestones and schists. 

It is impossible to conceive a n~ore glori- 

ous amphitheatre than that formed by the 
Doon and its boundaries ; a valley of five 
hundred square miles in extent, beautifully 

variegated by forest and field, the two finest 
rivers in India rushing past it on either side 
over stoiley beds which break their clear 

waters into foam, as unlike as possiblc to 
their silent slimy course, where crawliilg 

saturated with sand and mud through the 
heat-oppressed plains between their moun- 
tain sources and the sea; an ever-cllanging 

panoranla of hills surrounds the valley, the 
course of the sun, and the changing lights 

of cloud and clear sky bringing out or 
throwing back their variegated peaks con- 
tinually, while high, and above all, to the 

northwards, whenever the weather is clear, 
shine the pure white pyramids of eternal 
snow. 

The rainy season, which is the only dis- 
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agreeable time at Mussouree, or in the valley, 
affords to the artist an endless panorama 
of striking effects in light and shade; the 
great command of distance given by the 
elevation of the Mussouree hills, the dense 
clouds of the rains, the bright sun-light of 
the East, the broken shadows of the hills, 
the numberless streams and varied landscape 
of the valley, form dissolving pictures of 
dreamland more wonderful than even Turner's 
conceptions. 

It must be remembered that in speaking 
of the Himalaya, we do not allude to a 

single line of hills or a Sierra, though that 
term applies to the snowy range. The Hima- 
laya include the whole of the country between 
Cashmere and Cachar, and between the plains 
of India and the plains of Thibet, or Hee- 
machul, the country of snow, as it is called 
by the Tartars. This tract of territory possesses 
no table land, properly so called, but is like 
a gigantic system of ravines, being throughout 
a series of steep or precipitous acclivities, 
the valleys deacending to narrow gorges 
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and stream beds, the hills ascending only 

to narrow ridge tops, and again immediate 
descents. 

These hills possess sites for villages at 
every elevation, from one thousand feet to 
the highest limit to which human beings 
have climbed, i.e., little over twenty-two thou- 
sand feet, they present therefore correspond- 
ing varieties of climate, and a flora and fauna 
equally varied. An accurate observer is able, 
with but a short experience in the hills, to 
tell pretty nearly the elevation of any spot 
above the level of the sea, by noting the 
species of trees and plants which are indi- 
genous at it. 

As a matter of course, hunting in the 
hills themselves can only be followed on 
foot, and it is by dint of practice alone 
that any one unaccustomed to precipitous 
ground can traverse fearlessly the airy-look- 
ing pathways, or scra~nble over the dan- 
gerous and pathless cliffs which must be 
scaled in gooral or thkr shooting. The 
faculty, howcver, of looking over a preci- 
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pice, or having a good head for what a 
plainsman would consider bad ground is 

very soon acquired, and a stranger who has 

been roeruing for a week only about the 
Himalayas, is surprised at his own timidity 
on first arrival in places where lie can 

afterwards see no danger. 
Nervous persons sometimes assert that 

having "bad heads " they never lose their 
dread of difficult ground, but this arises 
chiefly from their always avoiding anything 
like a difficult place, or, striving, as they 

ouglit, to gain confidence by practising on 
comparatively easy ground till they call take 
more aclvanced lessons. 

A light pole, about six feet long and the 
thickness of a billiard cue, increases much 
the safety and confidence with which difficult 
places can be passed; hut by far the best 
plan where the sportsman finds himself 
growing timid from losing confidence or 

footing is at once to take off the shoes ; 
this will frequently restore complete self- 
possession, but should it not do so, it is 
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better to lie down and remain measuring 

distances with the eyes, and alternately 
closing them for a few minutes, or for any 
length of time that may be requisite to 
restore confidence. Want of food frequently 

produces a tendency to giddiness, and it 
is as well to take a biscuit or a hard-boiled 

egg and a native chapattie in tlie pocket, 
where a long day's work or difficult ground 
is to be expected. 

The watershed line of the I-Iirnalaya is 
situated beyond the highest snow peaks, 

which are placed on spurs runniug south 

from the watershed. Tlze watershed of a 

mountain, or of a range of hills is very 

often adopted as a boundary mark in our 
hill provinces, and the watershed of the 

Himalaya divides our territory from Thibet. 
Tho crest line of the range which divides 

all rain water falling on it, by scnding all 
streams on the one side to the Ganges and 
Jurnna, and on the other to the Tllibetinn 
bet1 of the Sutlcdge affords a clcar and perma- 

nent boundary, and ally disputed point in 
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its tortuous course can be settled by a bucket 
of water. 

The ghits, or practicable passes over the 
line of snow are all closed for about eight 
months of the year, they vary from about 
15,000 to 18,000 feet in altitude. It is 
desirable that sportsmen should time their 
journey through the lower hills, so as to reach 
the snow ghkt through which they mean to 
enter Thibet about the time the passes open in 
June ; by so doing they carry splendid weather 
with them through the hills, and get out of 

them before the rainy season begins. They will 
not on their first beat through get anything 
like the best of the hill shooting, which call 
only be obtained in perfection after the snow 
falls ; they will, however, pass in Thibet, 
where there is no rain, the only season in which 
Thibet residence is practicable for Europeans, 
and avoid the only season that is disagreeable 
in our own hills. 

The height of the fashionable or gay season 
at our hill Snnatnria are the months of 

September and October, during which time 
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the dense vegetation which follows the rain 
renders sportiug profitless in the hills a i d  
dangerous in the Doon ; these two months 
should be spent after return from Thibet at 
Simln, Mussouree or Nynee Tkl, or partly at  
each, and the perfection of shooting in the 
lower ranges of the hills will be obtained 

from them after the snow falls in November 
and December. 

To repeat an abstract of the best seasons 
for each district or altitude to be past through, 
supposing an English hunter to devote a year 
to the trip, exclusive of the voyage to India 
and back, which will take about a month 

each way. Taking the 1st December over- 
land mail for Calcutta, or the big ship round 

the Cape, if it goes at the time, and can be 
got to steam twenty miles an hour; and 
allowing ample time for looking about on the 
trip np country, the sportsmen will find him- 

self by February 12th in the Doon. Feb- 
ruary, March, and April are the best months 

for Doon shooting without running eithcr risk 
from malaria, or inconvenience froin heat. 
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The months of May and June, the hottest in 

the year, will thus be passed in the hills en 

route from the valley of the Doon to the 

snow, some experience of hill sport will then 
be acquired and specimens of nearly all the 

hill game obtained. 

The rains commence in the hills about the 
15th June, but by that time the entrances to 

the snow valleys which lead to the several 

gh2ts should be reached; in them there is 
but little rain, as their villages have all an  

altitude of ten to twelve thousand feet. What 

little rain falls is in the form of Scotcll mist, 
but the clouds, which float about, spoil all 

sport and render a prompt transit to the 

other side desirable. 
The rains end about September 15th ; 

snow begins to fall on the gllhts in that 

rnotlth, and sportsmen should always recross 
by the 1st September, and time their march to 
Mllssollree by the 20 th. Thc gaiety of the 

hill station will he over by the 1st November. 
All the ladies and officers on sick leave re- 
turning by that date to thc plains, lvliile the 
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silow becoming general over the hills, makes 
shooting deserving of the name till the 1st Jan- 
uary, when the Doon again, or a new beat 
towards Cashmere, or return to England are 
available. 

The following are a list of articles which a 
sportsman shollld supply himself with in 
England and India, prior to commencing his 
campaign. 

TO BE TAKEN FROM ENGLAND. 

1. A double gun, Terry's breech, fourteen 
guage, complete in case. 

2. A double rifle, Terry's breech, Govern- 
ment bore, complete in case. 

3. A Chevalier's binocular field glass. 
4. A small hill tent of vulcanized mackin- 

tosh cloth, coi~vertible into a boat. 
5. One of Mappin's Indian hunter's knives. 
6. A spring balance up to 801bs for weigh- 

ing Coolee loads, flour, &c. 

7 .  A travelling lamp and a supply of 
cnndlcs for it. 

8. Twelve flasks of powder and two bags of 
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shot, No. 1 and No. 6, (a portion of this may 
be taken in the form of cartridges.) 

9. Five thousand gun caps and two hundred 
detonating tubes for shells. 

10. A full dress suit, as also shirts for the 
voyage, and personal adornments according to 
the taste of the individual may be taken out; 
but as a sportsman all that is necessary on 
the ground is :-two suits of brown cotton, 
two of grey woollen, half-a-dozen Crimean 
shirts, six cotton shirts, twelve pair of woollen 
socks, four pair of shoes and a cap. 

11. A supply of towels. 
12. A few pocket knives, blue glass and 

gauze spectacles, for presents to Tartars. 
13. Writing pad and books, the fewer the 

better. 

The articles to be obtained in India, say at 

Mussouree, are : 

1. A servant's pi1 or small hill tcnt. 
2. A bag of five hundred bullets. 
3. A portable charpoy or bed, and hed- 

ding. 
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4. Two large and two small saucepans, 

two light kettles and a frying pan. 
5. Duplicate, dishes, plates, cups and 

saucers, knives and forks, and spoons. 
6. A supply of bacon, preserved meats and 

soups in tins, tea and sugar. 

7. Half a dozen milk goats. 

8. A cantonniere or sling barrel for spirits, 
with a little padlock on the bung and cock 

turned by a key. 
9. One of the G.T.S. maps of the locality. 
It must be borne in mind that in the Mls 

everything must be carried by men, and must 
be packed away in the light bamboo leather 
covered creels which they call " kiltns." About 
twenty coolees should suffice to carry all the 
sportsman and a couple of plains servants can 

require. Each coolee carries a load of fifty 

pounds, and receives as wages twelve shil- 
lings a month. Stores for a six mouths' trip 
cost about £20, extra purchases, flour, veg- 
tables, £1 a month, or every expense in- 
cluded, travelling in the hills costs from £20 
to £25 per month. 
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The cost of passage overland to India is 
f 110, living at the hotels of Calcutta ten 
shillings per diem, and cost of trip up 
country about £25. 

I here annex a list of the game and wild 
animals to be met with in the cross section I 
have named, giving the native names by 
which they are known in that locality, and 
which, in some instances, differ from their 
names in other parts of India. In  the valley 
of the Doon and Sewalik we find. 

The Tiger. 
,, Leopard. 

,, Lynx, 
,, Lynx cat. 
,, Leopard cat. 
,, Tiger cat. 
,, Pole cat. 
,, Bear. 
,, Hyena. 

, , Jackall. 
$ 9  FOX. 
) )  Yellow fox 

Bagh. 
Baghera. 
Seeah Gosh. 
Seeah Gosh Billee. 
Bughera sa Billee. 
Lukkeer wallah Billee. 
Bilao. 
Baloo. 
Lugga Bugga. 
Geed hur. 
Loomree. 
Zurd Lorn. 
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The Grave digger. Bijjoo. 
, y Otter. Ood Bilao. 
), Elephant. Hathee. 
,, Wild hog. Bunbla. 
,, Porcupine. Say. 

,, Great stag. Sambah or Burra Singha. 

I )  Twelve-tined deer. Bara Singha. 
,, Spotted deer. Cheetul. 
,, Hog deer. Para. 
,, Four-horned deer. Dodur. 
,, Barking deer. Kakur. 
,, Hare. Khur Gosh. 

The Peacock. 
,, Floriken. 
,, Barndoor fowl. 
,, Silver pheasant. 

) )  Black partridge. 
,, Grey partridge. 
, Comnlon Quail. 

t~ Rain Quail. 
y y  Bush Quail. 

Various ducks and 

t,eal. 

Morela or Nlohur. 
Churhuj. 
Moorghee. 
Kaleej. 
Kala Teethur. 
Testhur. 
Buthbr. 
Bursatke Ruth&-. 
Lowa. 
Buttuk and Moorg- 

h" (Z 1 lee. 

C 
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The Bara Singha though plentiful to the 
eastward about Burmdeo is almost extinct 
in the Doon. I n  addition to the above which 
I know to be in the Doon, I have heard of 

Nee1 ghai being seen, also the bustard flori- 
ken which is rather larger than the true 
floriken and exactly like a small bustard ; also 
the bastard floriken or leekh, which is re- 
cognized by a pair of curious looking pendu- 
lous green feathers hanging from its throat. 

I n  the ranges between the Doon and the 
snow are :- 

The Himalayan chamois Gooral. 
,, Goat antelope. Surrow. 

7 9  Hill stag. Jurow. 
,, Barking deer. Kakur. 
7 y  Great wild goat. ThAr. 
7 9 Musk deer. Kustoora or Bena. 

,, Tiger, Sher or 13agh. 
y 9 Leopard. Raghera. 
y 9  Rlack bear. Baloo. 
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The Dingo or wild dog. Jullglee Kootta. 

9 )  Hill fox. >I 

,, Pine martin. , )  

,, Forest martin. j j 

The Silver pheasant. 

, j  Blue do. 
,, Brown do. 

,) Mottled do. 
,, Argus do. 

), Red-legged hill 
partridge. 

,, Francolin or black 
partridge. 

y y  Grey partridge. 
) )  Wood do. 
,, Woodcock. 

Icaleej . 
Mooilal. 
Cheer. 
Koklks, 
Loongee. 
Chikor. 

Kala Teethur. 

Teethur. 
Pewra. 
Bun Chaha. 

111 the snow and beyond it on the plains of 
'l'hibet :- 

The Wild Yak. Bui~chowr or Brong . 
,, Ovis nlnmon. Ny an. 
,, Snow Sheep. Rurrld. 

c 2 
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The Wild horse. 
,, Snow leopard. 

#, White ounce. 
,, Snow wolf. 
,, Snow marmot. 

J 9 Thibet blue hare. 

,, Snow pheasant. 
,, Snow partridge. 

Kyang. 
Sufed Bughera. 
Chota Bughera. 
Chanko. 
Yheea. 
Chasa. 

Hunyol. 
Burfke Teethur. 



ELEPHANT HUNTING. 

CHAPTER 11. 

ELEPHANT RUNTINGI. 

Wild Elephant sign.-Sir Emerson Tennant's opinions and 
Ceylon sport.-Hopelessness of riding down Elephants 
in the Doon.-Characteristics of Doon Elephants.-Ele- 
phant killed in the Hutnee Rao.-Khoonnee Elephants 
and the murderer Gunesh.-Morbid propensities for mis- 
chief when " must."-Trapping Wild Elephants.-Pitfalls 
and noosing.-Elephant langiiage. 

WHATEVER may be the kind of game which 
the hunter in the valley of Dehra Doon pursues, 
and whatever the direction he may take through 
its forests, he cannot fail to notice strange 
pathways marked out, not only through the 
more level lands of the valley, but meandering 
over the crests of the Sewalik hills, verging 
the edge of boulder precipices, and sometimes 
slanting along t\rc sidcs of ravines where 
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horses and tame cattle coulcl scarce find a 

footing. 

Long before I had solved the question of 

the formation of these paths, I had imagined 

various supposed causes for their existence. 

The possible tenancy of the great jungle 
amphitheatres of Senralik by villagers, or 

encampments of woodcutters and hunters, or 
the transit of droves of grain-merchants' bul- 
locks over them ; but every theory of the kind 
was refuted by the number and Iabyrintbine 

involutions of the pathways themselves, leadi~lg 

nowhere but to endless entanglements of 

creeper jungle, and raviny solitudes. When 

better acquainted with the Doon and its 

inhabitants, I ascertained that the nlysterious 
paths of both forest and fell were made by 
wild elephants, and in thc broken land of the 
Sewalik, a track long lasting is often trnccd 

by a single transit of these giant denizens of 
the jungle. 

The entire neighbourhood of tlre Doon, and 
the Damon-i-Koh, or skirts of tllc nlighty 

Himalaya, are admirably adapted for the 
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habitat of the wild elephant-great herds of 

which go voyaging about in Indian file, leav- 
ing a track on plain land of about four feet 
wide. On hilly ground they keep close to 

the line, and their pathway is not more than 

two feet broad, the breadth remaining much 
the same whether the herd amount to seven 

only, or seventy. On plain land their soft 

soles merely press down the grass, leaving a 

smooth flat path, without cutting the soil ; and 

the dense growth of rank grasses during the 

succeeding rains, obliterates all trace of their 

roadway. The amount of attention which 
they may have bestowed on the neighbouring 
Bees, marks the speed with which they 
travelled ; if alarmed, or journeying to some 
particular point which they may wish to visit 
for forage, they do not pluck grasses and 
leaves, or break and strip branchcs and bark 

of trees, as they commence doing when their 
walk subsides into a saunter. While near the 

scene of their midday siesta, the main trunk 
line of their journey breaks off into numberless 
single tracks, as each goes foraging for himself, 
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though never straying, except in the case of 
the old male leader, far from the main body of 
the heard ; while a single shrill note of alarm 
brings all, except perhaps the sulky and in- 
dependant old tusker, who owns the herd and 
is conscious of his enormous strength, into a 
dusky crowd, whence every proboscis is raised 
aloft, carefully scenting and analysing each 
breath of air which reaches them, and getting 
grad~lally reassured, despite even suspicious 
sounds and sights in the neighbourhood, if no 

unwonted odours or human taint offends tl~eir 
olefactories. 

Long before I knew by practical and ocular 
experience that large hcrcls of elephants fre- 
quented the Doon, when tracing the annual 
elephant tracks of the plain, or the perennial 
cnoseways marked by their wanderings amidst 
the broken boulder formation of the Sewalik 
Hills, I have tleemcd the colossal game which 
could range over our comparatively limited 
amphitheatre, yct remain invisil~le to our 
unpractised search, as almost rlrythical 
monsters whom I had little chance of ever 
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meeting. I remember, on one occasion, an 

old officer who had lived for some years in the 

valley, describing to several younger hands, 
and myself among the number, a herd of 
about seventy elephants which he had seen 

when on duty by one of the Doon water 
courses. An incredulous glance went round 
the audience on hearing of such a number, and 
we afterwards in conversation agreed that old 
K- used a Inore primitive weapon than a 

rifle in his hunting episodes. Experience has 
since, however, conviilced me that our self- 
sufficiency was more faulty than the old man's 

veracity. 
The resident sportsmen, and invalid officers 

located in the Doon and at Mussouree, appear 
to interest tllernselves but little in the habits 
of the largest of Indian game, though many of 

them are keen and untiring sportsmen in the 
pursuit of spotted deer, or inahseer fishing. 

Invalid officers, hy the bye, I found as a 

wle, to be hale, rosy-cheeked fellows, whose 
ailments must, likc the elephailts themselves, 
have required a practised hand to discover. 

c 3 
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Since writing the following account of Doon 
elephant hunting, I have had an opportunity 
of reading Sir Emerson Tennant's admir- 
able description of the elephant catching in 
the Ceylon Corrals as tohe Kheddas there are 
called. His personal experience as to the 
habits of wild elephants, appears to have been 
limited to the instance of which he so graphi- 
cally describes the capture of two successive 
hercls in the Corral. His strictures on the 
notorious case of cold-blooded butchery of an 

elephant by Gordon Cumming, so often quoted 
against sportsmen from the " Hunter's Life 
in South Africa," all true sportsmen will 
approve, and appreciate his sympathy for the 
calm dignity of despair with which the wild 
elephants in the Corral resigned themselves 
after being bound; but he appears carried 
away hy his suhject, and exaggerates both the 
amiability of the elephant, and the heartless- 
ness of sportsmen. Seated with a number 
of companions on a comfortable platform, 
fastened in a group of trees, the size of which 
ensured absolute safety, Sir Emerson viewed 
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a herd of elephants driven into an elaborately 
prepared enclosure, some three thousand 
natives, and a number of domesticated ele- 
phants assisting, and every appliance of 
science and art employed to prevent danger, 
and render the wild herd comparatively power- 
less. After describing the ease with which, 
acting on their fears, they were driven by 
shouts and clamour, drums, tomtoms, blazing 
torches, and a hedge fire of musketry into 
the Corral, and the facility and dexterity with 
which the noozers, protected by decoy ele- 
phants, bound them to trees ; he concludes, 
page 371, vol. ii. 

" On the whole, whilst the sagacity, the 
composure and docility of the decoys were 
such as to excite lively astonishment, it was 
not possible to withhold the highest admiration 
from the calm and dignified demeanour of the 
captives. Their whole bearing was at variauce 
with the rcpresentdions made by some of the 
sportsmen, who harass them, that they are 
treacherous, savage, and revengeful ; when 
tormented by the guns of their persecutors, 
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they, no doubt, display their powen and 
sagacity in efforts to retaliate or escape ; but 
here their every movement was indicative of 
innocence and timidity." 

This, I should say, was very likely ; but it 
is very natural that a sportsman, accustomed 
to wander alone, or with, perhaps, a single 
attendant through the forest, and trust to his 
rifle alone when tracking a Tusker, or Rogue 
elephant, should give a different account of 
his feelings when face to face with his giant 
quarry. 

I never could conceive what satisfaction 
some Ceylon sportsmen find in slaughtering a 

number of elephants from o herd, in a country 
where tuskers are so scarce that " not more 

than one in three hundred has tnsks."" 
Not only are tusker elephants so scarce in 
Ccylon, that, throughout the descriptions and 
illustrations old Baker's elephant killing, no 

case of his success with a full-grown tusker 
is recorded; but the natives will not touch the 
flesh of the elephant, and he could not even 

* Rifle and Hound, p, 11. 
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have the satisfaction of knowing, as Gordon 
Cuniming did, that by his battues, he was 
supplying food to scores of half-starved iodi- 

genes. 
I started one day from Dehra for Dooee- 

walla, beyond Lucheewalla, wit11 C. Grant, of 
the Civil Service. Our tents were pitched on 
s grassy plain dotted with thorn bushes and a 
sprinkling of jungle trees; we had pad and 
howdah elephants with us, intending to beat 
for general game. We commenced beating 
on the Lucheewalla plain in the direction of 
the Soosma river, and had shot a hog deer 
and clieetul, and started a very heavy pig, 
when I perceived two great slate-coloured car- 
cases in front of us, which I at first supposed 
to be rhinocerosses ; on nearer inspection they 
proved to be young elephants, ten years old, 
who started off on viewing our line. We 
headed them and followed for some time on 

foot, and I got II shot at one with a liglit 
single rifle, the ouly onc I had with me at the 
time. I was anxious to secure one, if pos- 

siblc, as it was the first time I had seen them ; 
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but would not, if I had had a little more ex- 
perience, have thought of firing at such little 
tuskless animals, as I made it a rule never to 
kill game of any kind, unless some definite 
object was to be gained by it. On this occa- 
sion, I learnt at least a little as to the speed 
at which wild elephants can get over the 

ground when doing their best. No runner, 
however fast, could hope to escape an elephant 
by speed of foot, as they will, for two or three 
hundred yards, keep a horse at a sharp canter. 
Believing, however, that it might be practi- 
cable to " ride elephants" in the Doon, I next 
day took out a favourite horse, a chesnut, tho- 
rough-bred water, named " Waverly," and 
determined, if elephants were not met with, 
to practice a run after cheetul or para. 
Starting after breakfast with Grant, I had 
wounded a spotted buck in the foot, and, 
thinking it a good opportunity to test the 
ground, got off the elephant, and was soon 
striding after it on Waverly. 

I found that the boulder spread scrub 

jungle of the Doon made such a race more 
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than sufficiently exciting, to say nothing of 

the numerous dry nullahs, too much concealed 
with bush for the banks to he seen plainly, 
and too wide for any horse to clear, even 
under favourable circumstances of ground. 
As I flew past trees, and dived below 
branches, gaining at every step on the buck, 
I felt sundry ominous trippings of my horse's 

feet, as they broke through heaps of boulder 

stones and earth, the irregularities of which 

were entirely concealed by grass and bushes. 
The farther we went, the faster the pace he- 
came, and the worse the ground ; but, as a 

few more strides would place me alongside of 
the chase, I urged Waverly on, thinking 
each stagger or stumble would be the last, 
and, stretching over his neck, was pointing 
my revolver at the deer's heart, when, with a 

fearful crash, Waverly pitched on his head. 
I,  of course, imitated him successfully, and, 
after n complete somersct, the hone lay with 

his flanks on top of me, the holsters and 
saddle-pummel crushed, and myself senseless. 

How long I lay there I don't know; when 
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I awoke, I found Waverly standing over me 
with a vacant countenance, and most dilapi- 

dated general appearance, while, for five or 
ten min~~tes ,  I had myself but very vague no- 

tions as to my own personal antecedents. I 
soon managed, though much shaken, to re- 

mount, and rode back to the line of elephants, 
fully satisfied of the impracticability of riding 

down elephants, or any other game in the 

Doon, and retaining in my side, for some 

weeks, painful reminiscences of my tumble. 

Some time after the above bone-shaking 
purl, I heard, through certain of my native 
subordinates, that an elephant had taken up 
its quarters near one of the dry torrent beds 

of the Sewalik, called Hutnee Rao, near 

Kansrao, a well known camping ground, on 
the road between Dehra and Hurdwar. As 
is usual when such reports are made, this 
particular elephant was described as being of 

Mammoth size and portentous presence, 
alarming to even more than the chronic atde 

of Elcpllantaphobia all wood-cutters and 
brilljaras in that quarter. 
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While in the valley, my official duties 

seldom permitted irty taking advantage of 
information of the kind, as I could only 
leave the office and t.reasury during native 

holidays, or when on duty in the interior, 
and my assistant on duty at head-quarters. 
On this occasion I had to ride out in the 
evening, hunt all next day, and return at 
night. I had in the meantime obtained the 

skull of a Commissariat elephant which had 
died in the jungle near Dehra, and sawed 
it in two to examine the position and size 
of the brain, nild the inclination and strength 
of the bones of the head.* Gordon Cum- 
ming says, if I remcinber right, in his work 
on African hunting, that it is useless to fire 
at the head of the elephant, as no ordinary 
weapon can ensure penetratioil, and it took 
1k-1 an average of about thirty shots to kill 
each elcy $ant, firing cl~icfly behind the shoul- 
der. Indced most sportsmen seem to be 

ngrced as to the head shot. I n  Mr. Charles 

Vide platc containillg longitudinal section of nn 

Asiatic elephant's skull. 
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John Anderson's interesting work on South 
Africa, published by Messrs. Hurst and 
Blackett in 1856, the following note is given 
as to " where to aim at an elephant." "I  
lost many noble beasts from the small calibre 
of my guns, which did not carry more than 
fourteen and seventeen balls respectively to 
the pound. This was more especially the 
case as regarded the elephants ; and it was 

not until after a time, and when they had 
become scarce and shy, that I found out 
the way of bringing them down with any 
certainty at one or two shots. I found the 
best part to aim at (when shooting by night) 
mas the shoulder, either behind or in the 
centre, near to the lower edge of the ear. 

Another good point, provided the gun be 
of large calibre, is to fire at the leg, which 
once broken, the animal, in almost every 
instance, is completely at the mercy of the 
hunter." 

But Ceylon sportsmen, on the other hand, 
kill numbers of the Ceylon elephant by 
single bullets from ordinary rifles, firing 
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through the forehead or temple to the brain. 
The opinion of Mr. Baker, the first of Ceylon 
elephant hunters, I have quoted in Chapter XII. 

The African elephant I know to be a 
distinct species from those of the Doon 
Valley, the Ceylon is more of the Asiatic 
type, but doubtless a variety, as there are 
marked characteristics by which even the 
elephants of the Dacca, Kheddahs, and As- 
Sam are distinguished from those of the 
Doon ; the latter has all the " points " most 
valued by a hunter, in choosing Shikaree or 
Suwaree (i .e.  hunting or riding) elephants ; 
they have a highly arched back and bowed 
legs, the appearance of bandiness being given 
by the large amount of muscle on the 
exterior part of the fore leg or arm. The 
slope of the forehead and trunk, or facial 
aiigle, is nearly perpendicular, not receding 
and swinish as in the Assam kind ; the colour 
of the skin is very dark, and the species is 
known to the natives as the " Kalabuns." 

Wild elephants always appear a much 
lighter colour than tame ones, from their 
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keeping themselves covered with either mud 
which drys to a yellow or blueish colour, 
or dry dust;  they do this as a protection 
from the bites of flies to which they are 
extremely sensitive, and which cause them 
great annoyance immediately after the rains. 

I had not, at the time 1 heard of the big 
elephant of Hutnee Rao, any guns well 

adapted for elephant shooting ; being very 
fond of rifle practice at a target, and adopting 
the American principle of very small bores, 
with heavy metal, my rifles, though well cal- 
culated for match shooting, were many of 

them almost useless for heavy game. I had 
therefore a conical bullet, with steel tip, 
adapted to my single barrel duck gun, and 
took a comlnon 14 guage double barrelled 
smooth bore loaded with ball as a reserve. 
Tlle comment of one of my friends on my pre- 
partions, was that 1 might as well shy IUY 

hat at the elephant, hc would probably dance 
a tlouhle shuffle on the top of me as a finale to 
the episode of attack. Acting, however, on 

the Khubur, or information I have alluded to, 
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I rode out to Kansrao, where I found. an old 
friend, Major Hampton, of the 31st. N.I. 
encamped ; he lent me an Arab charger, who 
would stand fire, to ride the next morn- 
ing, though I knew from experience that 

following game at speed, or fighting from it, 
would not be practicable on the slopes of the 
Sewalik. A Brinjara guide, and a little 

Ghoorka Shikaree, who carried my second 

gun, accompanied me. On leaving the bank 
of tlie Soosws, me passed through Skl and 
Send forest ; tllc irces much scattered, and the 
plain rather bare froin the grass being burnt, 

or eaten down by cattle. As we approached 
the Sewalik hills themselves, and entered the 

AmsGth and Hutnee Rao, two torrent beds 
just east of the spot marked as the Forest of 
Boolawalla in the map, we found a dense 
forest of young Skl trees and rank grasses, 
through which it would be in~possible to ride 
a horse, or run quickly on foot, but which an 

elephant could crash through at top spced. 
Here the guide suddenly stopt. and, with 

elongated visage, pointed to the great flat 
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footmark of a large male elephant. Twice 
round the fore foot is the measure of the 

height of a elephant, and the impression of 
this foot gave the height of its owner as nearly 

twelve feet. The track was quite fresh, and 
the broken twigs 'nd leaves around un- 
withered ; the solemn silence of their move- 
ments, however, render it very difficult at 
times to follow elephants through tree jungle, 
as an incautious advance might change the 
pursuer into the pursued, and a few sudden 
changes of direction where the ground is 
covered with fresh traces, sometimes throw 
out even experienced trackers. 

We wandered far among the wild gorges of 

the Sewalik without sighting the object of our 

pursuit, at  one time losing all sign of the 
" koj," as the natives call the foot tracks, and 
at another coming on the fresh couches where 
two or three monsters had rolled about or 

slept. We at last lay down tired out by heat 
and want of water, which is very scarce 
throughout the summer in the northern courses 
of the Sewnlik range, when the silence around 
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was broken by the sharp crack of a breaking 
branch ; we went softly and silently in the 
direction indicated by the sound, and came 
on a herd of seven large, and several small 
elephants feeding ; they had not scented us, 
though from inexperience I had taken no 
precaution on the subject, and were flapping 
their large ears, and browzing on the surround- 
ing bamboo bushes and other trees. The 
Brinjara here seeing me lie down to watch the 
herd, looking out for a tusker, incontinently 
volunteered his advice that I should rush 
forward and shoot one, and proceeded to 
dilate on the necessity of being fearless and 
firm on the occasion. Placing him at a safe 
distance, and directing the little Ghoorka to 
keep about twenty or thirty yards behind me 
with the spare double barrel, I commenced 
stalking up to the herd with the single duck 
gun, when some veer of the wind caused a 

number of trunks to be thrown up in the air. 
The trunk has n curious little digit finger 
attached to it, and in n second each of them 
was directed to the bush behind which I 
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lay, marking the spot whence they scented 
danger. The body of the herd then 
commenced slowly moving off, the fact of 

their frequently coming across woodcutters 

in the jungle, rendering them less alarmed 

than they would otherwise have been. Not 
a single tusker was to be seen among them, 
and if the male  m7as not secluding himself 
at some distance, the head of the herd was 

possibly some large Muckna, or tuskless 
male elephant. 

A large female was pulling away at the 
branches of a bamboo bush, a short distance 
in front of me, and running forward under 
cover of it, I got within four paces of her 
before she saw me, and fired directly into the 
temple. I had determined to go down the 
most precipitous bank I could find if my shot 

did not prove fatal, and started back dircctl~ 
I fired to where my Ghoorka Shikaree was 
standing within thirty paces of us. A tre- 

mendous crashing of trees followed the 
sound of my gun, and I caught sight of the 
brinjnra who had just been giving me such 
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valorous counsels, flying across country in a 

horrible fright. 
As I was unpursued, I returned, as soon as 

the herd had cleared off, to the spot whence 1 
fired, and saw the elephant lying dead s little 
way down the bank, whence it had rolled when 

shot. The bullet had penetrated the skulll, 

but only just reached the brain, though weigh- 
ing four ounces, with a steel tip, and I had 
loaded with six d ram,  or about four ordinary 

rifle charges, of powder. Even this charge, 
however, I found on a later occasion, had no 
effect, if the thinnest parts of the skull are not 
chosen when taking aim, and a gigatltic 
single t,iisker, at which I fired from a distance 
of twenty paces, after appearing n little dazed 
or stunned for a few seconds, walked on 
again as if nothing had happened. 

I managed with great difficulty to have my 
first elephant skinned, but could get no nativc 
tanner to attempt to cure even a portion of it 
for experiment ; they gave me the usual logical 
r c~so i~  for not trying what they could do, that 
their " hap dnda," (fathers or grandfathersj 

D 
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had never cured elephant skins. The tusks 
were wretched little discoloured stumps. 
Having thus proved the possibility of shooting 
Doon elephants with single bullets, like Ceylon 
ones, I made a vow to fire no more at tusk- 
less males, or females, unless they were 
khunnees, or murderers, as all those are called 
by the natives which have been known to kill 
human beings. 

As the male who heads the herd will seldom 
allow any rival to remain near it, there are a 

number of bachelors both with and without 
tusks, known as solitary males, or single gentle- 
men, who are often very sinister brutes ; they 
grow savage at certain seasons when " must," 
as the natives say, or drunk (with love not 
wine), and sonletimes kill all they meet or 
can catch for a week or two, becoming, how- 
ever, quiet and comparatively harmless when 
they return to their sobcr senses. 

There is a solitary clephant which frequents 
the Doon, known by the name of " Gunesh." 
This animal belonged at one time to the 
Government Commissariat, but killed its keepcr 
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and escaped to the jungle with a piece of its 
chain still attached to iks leg. The wild 

eleplia~its kcep their buslis in ordcr, polishing 
the points agoillst treca aucl clay banks, and 
the cool and shady savannahs which they 

frequent, preserve then1 frorn splibtii~g, as the 

tusks of tame elcpbn~its do, from tlieir ex- 
posure wlieii labo~irii~g in the sun, and to 

prevent which, about n foot to a foot and a 

half is always snwetl off, tlie end being then 
bound with a brass or irou ring. This cut- 

ting of tlie tusks, and tlre short chain which he 
always drags about with him, mark Ganesll 
whenever seen. I3e is said to havc killed 
fifteen people during the same number of 
years along the foot of tlie hills. 

011 olic occasion, wllei~ a predecessor of 
mine in the Snperiotendency of the Doon was 

encarnpcd at R igha t  13y tlie Jumna in . the 
~ ~ e s t c r ~ ~  Doon, his dnwk peon, or letter carrier, 
was nttacked, wlile quietly running along the 
road with tlie letter bag, by n rogue eleyliar.nt, 
who came aftcr hi111 from a considerable 
distance, arid crushed bilo to death, ap- 

D 2 
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parently from mere wantonness and cruelty. 
The widow of the man was allowed a pension 
of half his pay by government, as he was 

killed in the performance of his duty. This 
murder is one of those attributed to Gunesh, 
I was never able to come across him myself; 
and a party of nearly three hundred Simooree 
Ghoorkas once sent into the Sewalik after 
him when he had committed a murder, failed 
in finding him, which is not to be wondered 
at, however, considering that he has a range 
of many hundred miles of uninterrupted 
forest and jungle to roam in along the foot of 
the Himalaya. 

While I was at Mussouree, a Commissariat 
male elephant which had been for some days 
fractious and troublesome, without, however, 
any proofs of its being dangerous, was taken 

by its mahout to drink at n water course 
passing through the town at Debra, where 

numbers of natives fill their pitchers. An old 

native woman happened to come near the 
elephant while drinking, and was filling her 
ghurrab, or eatllcrn jar, with water, when from 
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some unaccountable motive of mischief, the 
elephant passed his trunk round her waist, 
lifting her off her legs and putting her under 
one of his own feet, with which he instantly 
crushed her to death ; but went on wagging 
his ears and drinking as if his little practical 
joke had been a harmless freak of fancy. 

One of my native writers, who prided him- 
self on his powers of reporting in English, 
aiinounced the circumstance and its effect on 
the public mind, in the following quaint 
phraseology, which is, however, to some extent 
characteristic of his class. 

" Honoured Sir, 
" This morning the elephant of Major R-, 

by sudden motion of snout and foot kill one 
old woman. Instant fear fall on the inha- 
bitants. 

" I havc the honour to be, Sir, 
" Your most obedient servant, 

" MADAR Bux." 

;Is an instance of the savage cruelty of the 
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khunnees, or rogue elephants, as they are 

called in Ceylon, illy friend Captain R--, 
tile superin tenclen t of forests, 111eil tioned to me 
that when the Beejapore water course was 

being made st about three uiiles from Dehra, 

a large solitary elepllant which had coi~cealed 
itself behind a clump of bamboo bushes, 

rushed out on some native labourers going up 
the canal. They attempted to escape hy flight, 
hut the elepl~ant so011 caught ,1111 the last of 
them, and threw him on his face by striking 
him on the back with his trunk; it then 
placed one of its ponderous feet on his legs, 
while it twisted its t ru~lk ronnd his chest 
beneath the arm pits, then wrenched the upper 
from the lower portion of the body a t  the waist, 
dandling the fonl~er in its trunk as it walked 
along ; a line of entrails n~nrking the course 
it took from the cr~lshed limbs, at the spot 
it caught him, to the liend, nnrls and chest 
which it carelessly tossed away ahoilt, twenty 
paces from them. 

Captain R- also informed me, that on 
one occasion two of the cnrpeilters employed 
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in felling trees at a gote, or station, in the 
Chandnee Doon Jungles felt ill and remained 
at the shed instead of going to work with 
their companions. There was also a Brallniin 

left at the shed who was employed to cook food 
for the carpenters. One of the sick men went 

out to a neighbouring spring to fetch water, 
and as he did not return, the other thought 
he had grown better and gone to work, so went 
for water himself, but 11e also did not return. 

In the evening, when all the  woodcutters 
came from their work, they aslied the Brahmin 
where their two friends had got to ; and on his 
replying that they hod left him about noon to 
join their party, some of the nntivcs, with 
characteristic apathy, ai~nounced that they 
had seen a dead body lying near thcir path 
on the way home, but  as it  did not concern 
them they had not made ally illvestigation 
about the circumstance ; tllcy, hoacver, now 
returned, and on reacliii~g the spot folmd the 
history of the two men's fate written on tbe 
ground and s l ~ r n l ~ s  around. 

A khunnee elcplln~lt l ~ a d  cvident,ly been 
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standing near the spring when the first man 

came for water ; the koj, or track of both man 

and beast, with the doublings and struggles 
of the former to escape when pursued by the 
latter were all mapped out. The footprints of 

the elephant sometimes obliterating those of the 
man, showed clearly the position of pursuer 
and pursued up to the spot where the inan 

was caught and where his body still lay. 
There was no external mark of injury, but a 

little dust was on the chest, and on feeling 
the spot, the bones within were found to be 
completely crushed, life having been destroyed 
by a gentle pressure of the beast's ponderous 
foot. 

The sccond arrival had been treated in the 

same way, and his body was found a short 
distance off. This will explain the ahject 
terror which the sudden appearance of wild 
elephants produces, and the apparently un- 
reasonable fright and flight of nativcs from 
their vicinity, even when in n herd and corn- 
pnratively inoffensive. 

There are two methods of trapping wild 
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elephants, practised in the Doon, one by pit- 
falls, the other with the assistance of their 
domesticated brethren. In the former, some 
elephant's path which has been several times 
traversed during the year is chosen, probably 
the road from the jungle to some drinking 
ghkt. Several pits, about twenty feet wide 
and fifteen to twenty deep, are dug in a line 
transverse to their pathway, and are then 
covered with branches and grass. These pits 
are called "ogees" by the natives, and their 
frequency in former times is attested by their 
naming many places in the Doon, such as 

Ogeewallah, Ogec Chokee, &c. 
Though these pits are admirably concealed, i t  

is not often that elephants fall into them ; they 
not only try most carefully, when at all snspi- 
cious, the ground before them with their feet, 
but make incessant use of their trunks ill 
testing the ground, or lifting off thc pathway 
any branches or other irnpcdiments which might 
conceal a tmp. Government has lately taken 
the trapping of wild elephants into its own 
hands, and the officials clnployed in trapping 
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discountenance their being caught by private 
individuals ; there is not, however, any law 
to prevent tlleir being either shot or caught 
by private persons or others ; and as they do 
enormous damage to the rice, sugar, and 
other crops of the Doon, it would not he just 

towards tlie farmers to prohibit tlieir protect- 
ing themselves as they best can. 

I t  is a troubleson~e niatter getting the ele- 
phant out of the pit after once in, ant1 it is 
seldom done in Indin wit,hout the help of a 

tame elephant. A large feillele na111ed Ram 
Kullce, belonging to Anui~t  Ran1 one of the 
Sikh mahunts, or chief pricst s at lIurdwar, was 
famous for its abilities as n n l ~ ~ ~ s e  or trainer to 

newly caught cornpanio~~s. She herself had 
absconded into the jlu~glc on two or three 
occasions, but returned of her own accord 
apparently tired of forest life ; tlie wild and 
tame one are coupled together, a11d it is some- 
times necessary to place a taine one on each 
side of tlie wild animal. If no t m e  trainer 
can be procured, it is necessary to starve the 
newly caught animal in the pit, and ac- 
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complish his taming to some extent before he 
is let out of it, but as full grown rnales are 
almost untalneable and no domesticated one 
will face them, it  is sometimes necessary to 
destroy them. 

It is marvellous how utterly ignorant a 

captured wild elephant appears to be of the 
presence of any human being seated on the 
back or neck of a tame one near him ; the 
newly captured animals are for a time so 
savage, that they could destroy ailyoilc within 
reach of their trunks, and rush furiously so far 
as their leg ropes will allow at anyone who 
passes in front of tlieiu ; but the sainr, person, 
by mounting, as the drivers do, on the neck of 
a tame elephant, call go wit11 impunity up to 
the new coiner and noose a foot, or tic on or 
loose any ncck ropes which iliny be reqaircd. 

The nooses which are placed on the legs 
when thc animal is first cal)tured, get iiubedded 
in the flcsh, as the lcgs swell frequently, 
cutting on one side to the bone and lcaving 
marks wliicll last the animal's lifetiule. No 
food is given for several days to tlie elephant, 
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and the native who is chosen as its mahout or 
driver, then goes and offers it. food of various 
kinds and eases its leg ropes ; the emaciation 

produced by want of food and the wounds on 
its legs reduces wonderfully the animal's spirit, 
making it what the natives call " ghureeb," 
and grateful for the attention of its keeper. 

The drivers throughout India adopt the 
same jargon of words or elephant language ; 
their vocabula,ry only amounts to about a 

dozen phrases, and the animals very quickly 
pick up their meaning; indeed I have heard 
an old mahout stoutly maintain, that the ex- 
pressions they used were the correct and natural 

elephant language, and that elephants had 
an intuitive knowledge of it, understanding 
when first caught just as well as afterwards. 

I give a list of thc words, as it is frequently 
of advantage to the sportsman, especially 
when bird shootillg in long grass, to ride 
on tlie neck of his elephant and drive it him- 
self, having n servant on tlic pad behind to 

carry his gun and load. 
The elepllant call be driven atid guided by 
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signs or words, generally a mixture of the 
two. I t  has a necklace of cotton cords knotted 
at intervals which serve as stirrups, a touch 
of the foot behind the animal's right or left ear 
turns it to the opposite side, a pressure of the 
point of the ankus (driving iron) or a com- 
mon stick against the top of the head urges it 
on ; while touching its forehead, or pulling at 
the ear with the hook of the ankus stops it ; 
a pull of the ear froin the ground with the 
hand makes it kneel down. The following 
words are used : - 

Mail, (pronounced mile). Get up, or go on. 
Baitlz. Sit, or kneel down. 
Dutt. Stop. 
Dutt, dutt (repeated). To go backwards, 

Dug to step over any thing. Sometimes, 
"Lumbn Dug," to take a long step over a 
ditch, &c. 

Turutll. Break, or pull down ally branch 
in the way. 

Rcree. Leave go, or stop feeding, (when 
passing tllrougli crops.) 
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Chai. Turrr. 
Chai Dutt. Turn round. 

Elephants are often very badly treated by 
their drivers, who are ge~~erally Mussulmen of 

the lowest class. Tlie ankus is n heavy iron 
spike with a hook attached to one side of it, 
and this hook the drivers, if they lose temper, 
will sometimes drive, by a blow delivered with 

both hands, illto the cellular boney structure 
on each side of an elephant's skull. These men, 
however, ofleu exhibit considerable courage 
and tact in attending on clnngcrous elephants, 
and at times fall victilus to the perils of their 
profession. A sportsma11 sllol~ld use every 
effort to keep llis te~l~per  with his mahout; 
the whole of the class s~~lolce hclup, opium, 
and other nnrcotica, and  in  tllc state of obfils- 
cation wliich it protluceq, try the te111per of 
their illaster considerably. Noll~ing, however, 
can be more ludricrons n ~ l d  humiliating, than 
t,o see in a case of diffic~llty tho 111n11out ham- 
lneriug away at the head of the elephant, and 
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the irate Anglo-Saxon in the howdah doing 
the same on the head of the mahout, in the 
delusive hope of solving the question, but. 
always making the elepllant savage and the 
driver sulky. 
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Elephantine sagacity. - Government Kheddah. - Hunt at 
Boolawal1a.-Night visit of seventy Elephants at Jubra- 
walla-Bunting at  Night-The white Elephant of Urn- 
barree-Tracking Wild Elephants at Motrowalla-Tusker 
killed in the Horawalla Forest-Proportion of Tuskers to 
Maknas-The fatal points for Elephant Shooting-Dia- 
grams of Skulls-Prejudices, ancient and modem. 

SOME few of the most highly trained hunt- 
ing elephants show an almost human intelli- 
gence in their ready appreciation of the assist- 
ance which they are expected t o  render to 
their masters. The Delilah like tact with 
which female decoys will pet and humbug 
some strong stupid Snmpson, whom the Philis- 
tines have marked for capture, has often been 
described. The female decoy, as she is called, 
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moves up by quiet and unobtrusive advances 
to the side of the old male, and there glances 

in respectful admiration at his massive pro- 
portions and ugly face, until she perceives 
that his eye has been caught by her figure; 
she then gently passes her trunk over his 
shoulders, and head, perhaps places her- 
hand, 1 was going to say, but mean her- 
trunk coyly within his. The gentleman, 
blinking his eyes and flapping his ears, is quite 
pleased with a partner who carries on all the 
conversation by herself, and is ever ready to 
pass from one wheedling manceuvre to another, 
perhaps placing the point of her trunk against 
his lips, or rather right into his mouth, which 
is the elephant's manner of kissing, before 
she commences ticing his legs ; and it is this 

last which most clearly proves their wonderful 
reasoning powers, for the mere flirting and 
fascination being practised in a natural state, 
is not so noteworthy as their appreciation of 
artificial aids, of tho nooses and ropes em- 

ployed by hnnters. 
The Superintendent of Kllcddas, Lieut. 
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moves up by quiet and unobtrusive advances 
to the side of the old male, and there glances 

in respectful admiration at his massive pro- 
portions and ugly face, until she perceives 

that his eye has been caught by her figure; 
slie then gently passes her trunk over his 

shoulders, and head, perhaps places her- 
hand, 1 was going to say, but mean her- 
trunk coyly within his. The gentleman, 

blinking his eyes and flapping his ears, is quite 
pleased with a partner who carries on all the 
conversation by herself, and is ever ready to 
pass frorn one wheedling manceuvre to another, 
perliaps placing the point of her trunk against 

his lips, or rather right into his mouth, which 
is the elephant's manner of kissing, before 
slie commences tieing his legs ; and it is this 

last which most clearly proves their wonderful 
reasoning powers, for the mere flirting and 
fascination being practised in a natural state, 
is not so notcwortliy as their appreciation of 

artificial aids, of thc nooses and ropes em- 

ploycd by hunters. 
The Slipcriiltendent of Klieddns, Lieut. 
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Ilowell, mentioned a case to me in which a 

practised female decoy had not only been 
taught to make the figure of 8, by repeated 
plies of which the wild elephant's legs are 

secured, but also to liitch the end of the rope 
in the last loop to prevent any chance of its 
getting loose. I\laking the simple figure of 8 
I have heard of more tllau one elephant learn- 
ing. Clearing a pathway through jungle, by 
breaking down branches of trees, or pulling 
creepers which impede the liowdah, is a very 
common practice with hunting and pad ele- 
phants, they seldom inistake the particular 
branch which obstructs the progress of the 
line ; and T have known a case when an ele- 
phant on a tiger sl~ootil~g expcdition, suddenly 
commenced trumpeting, swearing, and shaking 
its head, protesting energetically as to the 
immediate presence of the tiger; but as none 
of the party col~ld see any trace of it, one of 

the ge!itlenlcn desired tlie mahout to make 
the (:lrphnnt, i f  possible, show them the 
aliimnl ; and on being addressed with a mix- 
ture of obji~rgation and endearment, in hathee 
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holee, or elephant slaiig, it seized and lifted off 
the grourltl a quantity of dry br~~sllnood, 
beneath which the tiger was lying concealed 
like a cat. 

There are in almost all the stream-beds 
through the serai and jungles, at the foot of 
the hills, quicksands of sand and clay, called 
fussun by the iistives, into ~ ~ l l i c h ,  if elephants 
once sink, it is very difficult t,o extricate them. 
In a wild stat,e, they always avoid beds of 
fussuii ; but as it is necessary in beating tiger 
grass, to keep the line rigidly, there is some- 
times an alarm given of an elepllni~t hogged. 
All halids iiuniedintely assist, if the nnimal is 
too far sunk to get out by its ornil exertions, 
in removing articles from the hoadnh, and 
getting the latter off, wliile others colnmence 
cutting down bo~iglis of trees froin the jungle, 
wit11 l~atchcts generally kept in cvcry l l o ~ ~ d ~ h  
for the purpose ; these bral~ches it is only neces- 
sary to hand to the elephant,, who dcvines their 
pllrport, at oiice raising n leg ns liigh as he can, 
placing a thick bo~lgh mlder it, nntl moving 

trunk about with nervolis rapidity, to scire 
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the supports as fast as they can be brought to 
him. He soon makes a causeway for himself 
to the bank, if there is a plentiful supply of 

wood; but if there is only grass jungle about, 

he gradually sinks, making desperate efforts 
every now and then to escape, while the 
treacherous clay is engulphing him. The last 
that is seen of him is the end of his trunk, 
which he holds up with its curious little digit 
finger, catching for breath, until it is also 

swallowed up ; and the body perhaps lies 
embedded till its sand bed turns to stone, and 
in after ages, the short lived elephant 
achieves fame and immortality as a marvel- 
lously perfect fossil specimen. 

While I was Superintendent of the valley of 

the Dellra Doon, the experiment of trapping 
was tried for the first time by Government. 
A yonng officer of the 2nd Europeans, named 
Howell, being appointed to organise the neces- 
sary establishment, and I thus had an op- 
portunity of seeing hunting on a more gigfintic 
scale than is practised in any other part of the 
world. 
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A kheddah is the rough timber enclosure in 

which elephants sometimes are trapt, but is 
here applied to the trapping establishment, 
which consists of ten or twelve Commissariat 

elephants of different sizes, an equal number 
of phunnetts, or noose throwers, mahouts, and 
forage-cu tters, also a party of matchlockmen. 
The kheddah elephants have each a small pad, 
like a racing saddle, tied firmly on its back ; 
the rope is passed twice round its body and 

once round its neck, and ends in a large 

noose. The pliunnett, during a, hunt, sits on 
the pad, carrying the noose in his hand, and 

driving the elephant with his feet. A grass- 
cutter also clings on by a loop, which hangs 

from the pad over the elephant's tail, and 
urges the brutc when ordered to full speed. 
by hammering on its stern with a wooden 
mallet, f r m  which a few blunt iroh nails 
protntde. 

The camp of the kheddah superintendent is 
constantly moved allout, as the sagacity of the 
wild elephants soon teachcs them to dread its 

vicinity. Any brinjnra, or woodcutter, who 
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brings to the camp news of the locality of a 

herd, and conducts the officer in clmrge within 

sight of them, is entitled to a reward of fifty 
rupees. Ou one occasion, when the camp 
was pitched south of the Boolawalla pass, an 
old brinjara, named 1X~lttl-m Sing, carue in to 
announce that a very large herd of elephants 

was grazing in an amphitheatre of the Sewalik 
a few ruiles off. The entire camp was instant- 
ly in apparent confusion ; elepliants being 

saddled and mountetl, ~notclilockmen equipping 
and lighting their fuses, a11d parties being 
told off preparatory to guarding gaps in the 
circle of precipitous hills, within which the 
elephants were to be enclosed. Of course. 
firing with ball cartridge is prohibited on such 
occasions, the crowd of attendants always 
drive off dangerous males, while females 

or young elephants are to be pursued and 
caught. 

On reaching the spot indicntcd by Ruttun 
Sing, a herd of about one hundred elephants of 
different sizes were found surroundccl by steep 
banks and jungle. The several ghats where raos 
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entered the amphitheatre, or  where the banks 
were sloping, were occupied by matchlockmen ; 
and the hunting elephants, nine in number, 
entered the more level space. There appeared 

to be only two male tuskers with the herd, 
and not knomirrg what their conduct might 
be, Howell directed the largest of the tame 
tuskers, called Ham, (a name borrowed by 
hlussulmen writers, and bestowed on the 
elephant by his ma hoot^) to be moved to the 
front near the herd; the srrlaller of the two 
males which happened to be the nearest to 

Mr. Ham, imnledintcly came down to the 
charge, striking him on the flank, and the 
shock not only scnt him flying in consternation 
from the spot, b i ~ t  affected his nervous system 

for some months afterwards. The herd so011 

got seriously d a r n e d  ; bot when attempting 
escape by ally of tlie regular gl~nts, were 

driven back by the blank volley firing of the 

matclilock~cn ; then, as opportunity offered, 
the phnnnets rushing in, managed to noose 
and drag to convenient trees for tethering, 
four females and four buchas, or baby elc- 
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phants, before the herd contrived to break 
through the encirclement. 

When a herd is approached in the open 

jungle, or without the assistance of any nullah 
ending in a cul de sac, as soon as the older 
and more wary animals are seen moving aaay, 

the pack of tame ones is let loose and a most 

exciting cross country dance ensues; great 
dexterity and agility is required in the riders 

to prevent their being swept off or stunned 

by branches of trees. The wild herd soon 

begins tailing off, the weaker animals drop 

behind, and as the phunnett who first nooses 
anyone of the height received into the Com- 
missariat department (eight feet) gets fifty 

rupees rcwsrd, and there is great jealousy 
between the Mussulman and Hindoo phun- 
netts, they all exert themselves to the utmost. 

The instant a phllnnett nooses n mild ani- 

mal, he cries " mucldnd, muddud," (help, 
help,) at the top of his voice. If he hnppen 
to fix the noose on the slope of a hill, the wild 
animal, whether noosed by the foot or neck, 
carries away the tame one at B dangerous 
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pace, for it rushes at once down liill crashing 
recklessly through bushes and trees. It is 

the duty of any phunnett within hail, to turn 

at once to the assistance of a comrade who has 
fixed his noose, and as soon as two or three 
additional nooses have been fixed, the wild 

animal, anchored to as many of his large tame 
brethren, is helpless. 

In the me"lke which followed the rush after 

the elephants, one of the inatchlockmen got 

thrown down and was killed, while old Rut- 
tun Sing was swept off the elephant on 
which l ~ e  had been seated. Sitting down vio- 
lently on the groond from a height of about ten 
or cleveii feet is quite enough to confilse the 
intellcct ; he had in his fright when run 

away with, as hc thought, commenced 
hollowing vigorouslv " dutt, dutt," which hc 
kile~r. was t l ~ c  elephant lingo for " stop." When 

folmtl on the ground, he was sitting up so- 
le~nnly repeating " dutt, dutt ;" and long after 
he was picked up and placed in safety on 
another clcphnnt, he gravely continued the 

E 
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same formula, which was henceforth added as 
an additional title to his name. 

The buchas, or little sucking elephants, of 

four or five feet high are lltdicrous little 
inonsten ; they become troublesomely familiar 
after about two day's initiation in the ways of 

civilized life. A stranger arriving in Howell's 
camp, and proceeding in all innocency to the 
quarter where the elephants were picketted, 
would be immediately subject to examination 
by those inquisitive little brutes. One of 

them, perhaps, playfully removing his hat, 
when apparently, phrenologically examining 
his head ; while another, with cheerful fami- 
liarity, would make him stand on one leg, by 
winding its trunk round the other. I have 
known one of them considerably astonish a 

gentleman, by insinuating the point of its 
trunk into his pocket, and the suddenness 
and facility with which it unbuttoned his 
pantaloons. 

Wild elephants have a wonderful faculty for 
reillernbering the exact season at which forage 
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of their favourite kinds is fit for eating in 
different places. To the right of the road 

between Dooeewalla and Kansrao, at the 

junction of the Song and Sooswa rivers is a 

large bed of the reeds or tiger grass, called 
" nul" and " nurkut" in Hindostani ; this the 
elephants have apparently declared in their 
mental almanack to reach the stage of matu- 
rity at which it is most agreeable to their 
palates, about the 12th or 13th February ; 
and to it, therefore, they come year after 

year at almost the same date, hiding in the 
Sewalik Hills, just south of the spot, during 

the day and visiting the nu1 every night. I 
was once encamped near this nu1 jungle on the 
bank of the Sooswa, which is covered near that 
spot with n dense bed of water cresses, witah 
my friend Major Ramsay of the Kurnaonees. 
We had several elephants in camp, and about 
midnight they became very uneasy, giving 
vent at first to the sharp squeaking noise 
which is often misnamed trumpeting by 
Anglo-Indians, the only trumpet which it 
resembles is the penny article contested for at 

E 2 
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fairs in the aristocratic game of " Aunt. 
Sally." They soon after commenced the bB1, or 
resoililding bellow, with which the wild ani- 
mals often shake the jungle, and they were soon 

afterwards answered first from one point then 

another of the compass, till the night seemed 
dive with their voices. 

Everyone in camp was soon awake; the 
natives all conversing in whispers, and placing 

extra chains and ropes on the feet of our 

elephants for fear they would break amay. 

There was some danger in thus pinioning 

them, for if attacked by the wild ones they 
would, of course, be unable to escape ; but if 
once loose, it  was probable that the males 

would be killed, and the females go amay with 
the herd. Each of the tame ones lost, or in- 

jured, would hnve cost us eight hundred 
rupees (£8 0 .) 

As we tried to peer through the darkness, 

we suddenly recognised thc presence of one 
great pioneer tilsltcr near our elepllants, then 
moving masses in the neighhourl~ood seemed 
to rise and fall. Some large opaque body 
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which we thought a bushy tree and scarce 

noticed, would slide off in solemn silence, while 
dim outlines of arclied backs and trunks 
moved before us like the dissolving phant'oms 
of a dream. Suddenly, the niain body of 
the herd in the nu1 jungle seemed to take an 
alarm ; and we heard a long continued splash 

as they trooped to our side from across the 

Sooswa. There was a gap in the bank near 

our tents which were about one hundred yards 
from the stream, and as the leading elephants 
made for this, we soon saw the whole misty 
colunln gliding past us in a blue glamour 
light, as evenly as objccts on the slide of a 

magic lnnthorn-a slight crackling sound as 

of straw breaking, being the only one caused 

by their transit. There were, I should soy, 

at a gums, at least seventy iu the herd, and 
as I noted hero and there the gleam of e 

tusk, I regretted much that I l ~ a d  not soole 
weapon, such 8s I have since obtaincd froill 

Witton and Daw, on General Jacob's princi- 
ple, thc shclls from which would have secured 

me at lcast a couple of the seventy. As it 
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was, firing would have been useless cruelty, 

as I could in that light only have wounded 

them, and possibly have tempted them to 
execute summary justice for the assault. 

'I'lie elephants had scared away all other 

ailimals from the neighbourhood, and within 

a few minutes of their departure, the whole 
camp, arnidst unusual quiet, was fast asleep. 

I soon afterwards tried, at the same spot, 
to bring elephants to the camp during the 
night, by making one of my hutnees (female 

elephants) bC1, and succeeded so far com- 
pletely. I had taken up my position under 

a tree with a couple of heavily loaded guns 
to await their approach ; but when they were 

within fifty yards of me, a brute of a tattoo, 
or grasscutter's pony, which was ~icketted and 
forgotten nenr their line of approach, com- 

nicnced a pas seul on its hind legs-its black 
blanltet, which was fastened round the neck, 

flew about like a witch's clonk, and two 

clcpbnuts, who had doubtless ncver secii such 

a hobyo1)lin before, fled along aiiother pathway, 
snorting with terror. 
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Elephant shooting at night, however, must 
always be a dangerous and unsatisfactory 
sport, despite the use of the facilities for 
sighting, which I have detailed in Chapter 
V., it is almost impossible to kill tbein by 
the head shot, as it is next to impossible to 
allign in the dark for the brain ; and though 
the use of shells, and firing into the chest 
may ensure their destruction, and probable re- 

covery when sought for afterwards in the 
forest, yet the chances are very much against 
the hunter's escaping with his life if the 
animal charges him. Elephants see as well 
in the night as in the day, while the hulltor 
feels comparatively blind, and firing at then1 
without " bagging," often drives them away 

altogether from the locality, and deprives the 
hunter of the chance of a fair fight in day- 
light. 

I spent, or rather wasted s good deal of 
tinie in watching at night for an eleplinnt 
still in the Doon, called the Bourh Hathee 
or ash-colourcd elcplinnt, and though I never 
came across it, 1 fired into several othcrs 
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without success. I had beell reading a work 
by Herman Melville called the White Whale, 

and dreaming, as a natural consequence, of a 

somewhat similar contest with a white ele- 

phant, in which contest the rifle of course 

always misses fire at the most critical moment. 

I was rather surprised to hear directly after- 
wards a long account of a white elephant from 

some of the rernindars. The white elephant 
of the Doon is not, however, naturally white, 

I believe, like the specimen worshipped in Bur- 
mab, the proudest possession of his sable 
Highness " the Lord of the golden foot.'' 

Any one who has sew one or two tame 
animals, nlay have noticed the leprous loolting 
white blotches which appear on their t,runks 

and faces ; and from all I could learn, I fancy 
these spots are confluent all over the Bouri: 

IIathee's body, giving him tlie whitisli ap-  

pearance by which he is known. IIe is said to 
lmve splendid tusks, and I hope some of nly 

renders may yet find their way to the Doon, 
and settle the vexed question of his colour 
by bagging him. 
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A3 my visits to the neighbourhood of the 

Door1 after my promotion, depended on the 
state of my health, and sick leave is only ob- 
tainable, except in rare instances, during the 
unhealthy plains season of the hot weather 

and rains, I could not choose my own time for 
elephant hunting. I had, however, got out from 

England a double rifle made to order by 
C. P. Swinburn & Son, three grooved, sixteen 
bore, 36 inches long, and weighing nineteen 
pounds. This weight which was very great, as 
compared with the calibre of the hall, enabled 
me to use heavy charges of powder, as much 
as eight drams could bc fired without in- 
convenieilt rccoil. At tlre closing of the rainy 
season of 1856, i. e., tluriilg October, being at 

Mussouree, I determilled to try what could 
be done in the Doon jullglcs whcu the rice 
was ripening. The first kliubur that reached 

me aftcr scnding out my scouts, was of a 
large mdc dcphant said to visit the rice fields 
of hTotrownlla at night ; Motrowalla is only 

three miles south-east from Dehra. I sent 

out my little hill tent and a heavy rifle, and 
E :3 



a basket of the paraphenlalia for making tea; 

and I slept under a tree close to the spot 

usually visited, not with any intention of night 
shooting, which though ap y arently very suc- 

cessful iu Af'rica does not pay in the Doon, 

but with a view to following up promptly the 

tracks next morning. At dawn, the native 
watchers came to announce that the elephant 

had paid his usual visit, so after swallowing 
some strong tea to fit me for a long day's 
work, I started with two shikarrees on the 

track, which bore as we expected straight for 
the Sewaliks. 

Nothing cau be more simple than elephant 

tracking soon after the rains in tlie Doon, the 
old heatell paths being overgrown with gross 

and jungle, every step the animal takes, leaves 
a legible history of the time he past and the 

pace he went ; the freshness, or fading of twigs 

and leaves, whether broken by his trunk or 

by ncciderit i11 passing, the dew swept from 

the grass in shady places, tlie nrrloui~t of water 
oozing into his footprint? in sedgy pound, 
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mud, besides various tests by cropolytic 
traces, all give speaking testimony as to his 

movements ; and an English sportsinan learns 
in a wonderfully short space of time to 
distance all natives in the art. The impres- 

sion of the forefoot is much larger and quite 
distinct in shape from that of the hind, and it 
is a remarkable fact that twice round the 
forefoot gives nearly the exact height of an 
elephant ; thus a foot mark of about 24 inches 

across, measures six feet round, and gives n 
height of twelve feet for the owner of the 
foot. This niay be taken as the extrcmc 
height to which Asiatic male elephants grow, 

nine to ten feet being the average for females. 

We followed this Motrowalla elephant some 
ten or twelve miles, and at last came face to 

face with what was certainly a magnificent 
male elephant, but destitute of tusks; in ac- 

cordance, therefore, with my previous deter- 
mination I did not attack him ; and on his 
charging through the jui~gle at right angles 
to us, I hnrricd back to camp and started 
my tliings for n place on the Tonse river, 
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called Puilditwarree, about four miles north- 

west of Dehra, from which I had received 
further khnbur. 

The farmers of the village of Punditwarree 
complained that a herd of five or six ele- 

phants visited their rice fields almost every 
night, and that each visit cost them fifty 
rupees in rice eaten or destroyed. The far- 

mers, consequently, were anxious that I sliould 
attack the herd as soon as they arrived, and 
I was called up five times during the iiight 
with news of elephants destroying rice in 
the fields close by; but, though I always 

went out in hopes of a favourable oppor- 
tunity for getting one, I only fired one shot, 
and though 1 hit the animal, did not bring 
it down. 

The natives have timber or bamboo frames 
perched on posts or on trees, as watch-towers, 
cdled " machiins," on which tliey sleep while 
watching their crops at night. 'I'hey are plncacl 
at a height to protect then1 from wild ilni~llals, 
and if elephants are in the neigbbourliood, 
the strongest trees are chosen for them; wlien 
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moving from one field or machin to another, 
they carry a gigantic torch composed of the 
stalks of the biijara or jowir crops, which 

smoulder and keep light for a long time, 
bursting into flame when swung round the 
head ; these are generally speaking quite suf- 
ficient to scare away any wild animal, but 
1 have seen a well-trained hunting elephant 
charging two or three times through a perfect 
hedge of fire, caused by burning jungle grass. 

Next morning early I started to track, and 
adopted, to relieve me of fatigue, the plan 
of following up the sigus on a femslc pad 

elephant, only getting otf when the wild ones 

were sighted ; we found the herd about tlirec 
rrliles west of the Tonse in the forest of 

Dholekote. I attempted four times while 
thcre to stalk the old tusker yaterfaluilias 
on foot, hut they appeared to take alarin 
nlienever 1 dismounted, though gazing np- 
parently without fear on our elephant, wllich 

must havc appeared to them to have sundry 
unbeconling excrescences on its back ; there 

was cvidc~itly no wind, or, if nny, we were 
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to leeward. I therefore determined, despite 

sundry remonstrances from the mahout, who 
doubted the power of the rifle to stop s 
charge, on going up to the tusker and firing 
at him from the back of the pad elephant. 
I had a Yankee match rifle, carrying seventy- 
five to the pound, of which I was extremely 
anxious to test the power, I fired with it at 
the tusker's temple from forty paces ; and 
though at that distance I could strike the 
stalk of a wine-glass, so felt quite certain 

as to the spot I hit, the calibre proved in- 
sufficient, ancl the tusker set off at a racing 
pace followed by four more shots from my 
battery, rather foolishly fired in the vain 
hope of dropping him. We then commenced 
tracking again, assisted here and there by 
drops of blood. After a five mile trace, we 
found that we had changed the track, having 
lost the wounded elephant and taken up the 
traces of one moving away altogether from 
the herd-that wc were, in fact, following the 
fresh footsteps of an old solitary male, on 
whosc reflections we abruptly intruded at 
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about ten miles from the spot where my first 
shot was fired. We were now in the forest 

of I-Iora~valla, which is a sure find for ele- 
phants when the rice is ripening. I tried 

the heavy rifle this time, firing from the 

back of the pad elephant at about fifteen 
paces ; my aim was not perfectly true, the 

tusker, when hit, stumbled and came to his 
knees, or rather to his elbows; but as he 

bellowed outrageously it was clear the brain 
was not penetrated. I therefore slid off my 
elephant, and firing the other bullet direct 

at his forehead at three paces off, killed him 
instantaneously, then climbed upon the huge 
carcnse and seated myself in triumph. I was 
amused to see from Andersoii's work on 

South Africa that be did precisely the some 
on killing llis first tusker. 

I had promised a friend at Dellrn that, if 
successful, I would send him a foot that he 
might try one of Gordoii Cumrning's stews. 
I first cut out the tongue with a pocket- 
knife, and then tried with my hands covered 

with blood to rcmovc the foot with n kookery, 
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or crooked Nepaulese war knife, which, being 

very blunt, would not even penetrate the 
skin. I therefore tried by clasping one hand 

over the other round the handle, and throwing 

my whole weight on the instrument to force 
the point of the blade into the ankle-joint, 

but the blood causing my hands to slip, they 
ran, tightly clasped, down the blade ; it was 

well for me it was so blunt, or I should 
have had no more shooting to record. As it 
was, the bone of the little-finger saved the 
rest; but the muscle and nerve being severed, 
has left but the use of three fingers oti that 
hand for life. The head I got into Dehra 
with great difficulty next day, and buried it 

for a couple of weeks, that the muscles, &c., 

fixing the tusks might become decoinposed, 
and the tusks themselves clrawn out. The 
head should be placed at such n dcpth that, 
though completely covered with earth, the 
tusks remain out, protected, of course, by 
shade from a tree, or by matting, to prevent 

injury by the sun. When becoming loose 
they must be cnref~~lly watched, or are likely 
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to be appropriated by some indigenous gentle- 

man of lax morality, or, as the natives style 

such characters, in Anglo-Indian jargon, a 
" loose wallah." 

The Asiatic species has but light tusks 

compared with those which are imported from 

Africa ; this male, though full grown, had 

tusks of less than four feet long, and thirty- 

two pounds weight; but I have known in- 
stances of their reaching six feet in length, 

and nearly a hundred pounds in weight. 

I have heard of as many as twenty-five 

to thirty male tuskers being once seen to- 

wether in one of the s8ts (deep clefts or b 

gnllics) south of tlie Sewalik; but this is a 

most unusual occurrence, as it is very rarely 

that illore than two or three can be met with 

in a day's march. None of the felnales have 
what, deserve the name of tusks, and many 

of the males, perllaps about a fourth, are 
~nucknas. 

I n  conclusion, I givc diagrams illostrating 

the pmpcr plnccs and direction for the fatal 

sllots in elephant shooting. Nos. 1, 2, and 3, 
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are from skulls of the Asiatic kind ; 4 and 
5 of the African ; No. 6 from a section in the 
Kensington Museum, shewing how bullets 
fired into the medulary substance of the tusk 

are sometimes found embedded in the solid 

ivory. These will sufficiently explain the dis- 

crepant accounts given by Indian and African 
sportsmen, as to the difficulty of reaching the 
brain of an elephant with an ordinary rifle 
ball, for it will be seen that not only is the 
bone of the African elephant's sknll thicker 

and denser than that of the Asiatic, but the 
conformation is such as more completely to 
protect the brain. 

There is a specimen of the African elephant 
skull now at the South Kensington Museum, 
and several of the Asiatic elephants may be 
seen at the College of Surgeons. 

If tlie sportsman supplicd himself with the 
rifle reconimendetl by me in Chapter I., he 
d l  cornlnancl the brain of the animal when- 
ever lle can see the head ; all that is necessary 
is to reine~liher the exact position of the braill 
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md he should allign direct for it without 
reference to intermediate bones. 

When, however, there is time for choice of 
aim, or for the sportsman to change his posi- 
tion-the best course is to take the right or 
left temple, shot, marked A.B. and C.D. in 
diagram 3. This can alinost always be ob- 
tained by a step or two right or left, even if 

the animal approaches directly fronting the 
sportsman. An imaginary line from the ori- 

fice of the ear to the eye, if bisected, gives the 
exact course for the brain. This is the only 
shot that the sportsman can well hope to save 
his life by, if the elephant charge down on 

lrirn, hiding and protecting the brain by 
curling up the trunk. If, however, with the 
Asiatic elephant the straight fronting shot 
offcrs, tlic aim should be taken so as just to 
avoid the l u ~ n p  at the base of llle trunk ; the 
skull of the forehead is thick but ccllular or 

spongey, aud tlle shot meets with none of 
tlic side walls of bo~lc which arc so apt to 
make it glance, even if it gets through all the 
llluscle, kc., at the base of the trunk. 
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On a tablet beneath the African elephant's 
skull, at  the Kensington ;Museum it is stated 

that the proper shot when fronting the elephant 
is as if at  B in diagram 5 and not at A. When 
the forehead is very receding or swinish, it 
might of course be impossible to reach the 
brain by aiming at  the forehead ; but under 

such cirumstnnces, I shonld prefer the shot 

from the right or left oblique (A.B. or C.D. 
in diagram 3.) 

An examination of any skull will explain 
why Mr. Baker, in Ceylon, found tlie shot E.F. 
or G.11. from the right or left rear so successful. 

Aiming at  the bone of the fore leg is, I 
believe, under almost any circurnstances 

rather hap hazard work, and I certaiiily would 
not likc to try it nlysclf. 

One of the great advantages of carrying a 

Jacob's rifle, is that, if provided with suitable 
shells, the shot behind tlie slioulcler at an 

eley hant 's heart, even when the ;~lligorncnt is 

had, will destroy the ilnirnnl with as 1uucl1 

certainty as a poisoned arrow. Sn~o l l  animals 
ore struck down with it as sutldcllly and 
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completely as if struck by lightning ; and n 
shell suited for elephants, i.e. the thickness of 
the copper so regulated that corisiderable 

penetration was obtained prior to explosion, 
would be as effectual as a thunderbolt. 

Captain Harris in a foot note to his work 
on the " Game and Wild Aniinals of Southern 

Africa," and Sir Emerson Tennant in his 
" Ceylon"# quotes the followiti g wonderfully 
primitive piece of information as to our 
ancestors' ideas of the manners and custoins 

of elephants a i d  their hunt,er, from Sir T. 
Browne's " Vulgar Errors."t " I t  sleepeth 
against a tree, which the huntcrs observing 
do saw it almost asunder, whereon the bcast 
relying, by the fall of the tree falls also 
down itself, and is able to risc no inorc." 

That ancient elephant must have hecn ill n 

(1isrcputal)le statc of intoxicnt,ion, a i d  liardly 

(lcservcd n ~norc lcllgt,lly report of his casc than 
" drunk and incnl)nl)le." Kilowing as I do, 
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head, I: would scorn to ascribe the condition of 

the individual immortalized by Sir T. Browne 
to anything weaker than whisky toddy. 

Quaint and ludicrous as the error pointed to 
by Sir. T. Browne may seem however, I have, I 
think, heard of modern fictions almost as faulty. 
I have a vivid recollection of reading in my 
sclioolboy days of turtles being thrown on 
their backs, when caught on the sand, or any 
where out of water, and left there during their 
captor's pleasure as quite incapable of turning ; 
I was rather surprised, when putting the plan 
into practice myself, to find that the turtles, if 
left to themselves, invariably turned on to 
their flappers again and scuttled off. A turtle 
if thrown on its back, after a moment or two 
of quiescence, raises itself a little with one fin, 
sticks out its head till the back of it touches 
the ground, then stretches its neck, of which 
it appears to have an unlimited s~~pp ly ,  until 
it slews itself right again. Another popular 
notion which I have heard quoted, that the 
width between the points of the whiskers of ally 

individnnl of thc feline species is the cxact 
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measure of its greatest breadth, and used as 

sucli by the owner when desirous of stealing 

noiselessly through jungle to its prey, is one 
seldom correct as to its premises, and never I 
believe as to its practice. Nature has beauti- 
fully adapted all creatures for their peculiar 
habits and habitat ; there is no chance of any 
being found who, under circumstances proper 
to the position in which they are placed by 
nature, are improperly or insufficiently or- 
ganized. The breaking of a tree under an 
elephant's weight, a turtle's rolling from a. 

bank on to its back are likely occurrences 
without any human strategy ; but the elephant 
in 3 pitfall, or the turtle on the smooth hard 
deck of a ship, are not, be it remembered, 
parallel cases. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

TIGER SHOOTING. 

The night moan of the Tiger-Hunting and Death of the 
Jubrawalla Tiger-A fallacy of the Chinese faculty- 
Strength of the Tiger - Fighting Tiger killed in the 

Hnrdwar Fair-Best weapon when meeting the Tiger on 

foot-Take care of his claws and whiskers. 

SEATED by the camp fire, or lyiag awake at 

night in the Doon forests, I have sometil~les 
heard n deep reverberatii~g moan, low rolling 
as if along the ground ; and as the faint sound 

of heavy guns at a distance is clearer heardby 
placing the ear to the earth, or by using an 

iron ramrod as a concluctor from it to the ear, 
80 the ominous moaning sigh, which gives 
warning of a royal tiger abroad, seems to well 
up from the ground, hushing all other soiinds 
of the forest, and stopping momentarily even 



the conversation in camp. The native ser- 

vants give each other a startled glance of in- 
tclligence, and desist from their chatter on the 
price of grain and ghee, to resume it in 
whispers directly after on the numberless cases 
of death and injury their experience knows, 
caused by the most savage and subtle foe 

that the sportsman on foot can face in India or 
elsewhere. 

I started one morning with Major R--, 
of the Kumaon Battalion, from our camp near 
Jubrawalla, on the bank of the Sooswa, intend- 

ing to shoot along the Dooeewalla, Luchee- 
walla, and Hurrawalla plains to Dehra ; we had 

seven elephants with us. There is a piece of 
land by the Sooswa, just opposite Jubrawalls, 

which is sometimes formed into an island by 
a rise of that river ; it is covered with young 
cotton trees, and thick clumps of bair 
bushes. I can recommend it as a sure find 
for hog, deer, pigs, and a few peacocks. Just 

after passing this, we came on the dead body 
of n bullock partly eaten by some wild animal, 
the diner on it having apparently but just left 
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it. The ground around was too hard to tell 
tales by footprints ; but we formed line and 
commenced beating, trusting a good deal to 
chance, and following along the course of s 
dry trench partly concealed with jungle, which 
looked an attractive pathway for any of the 
feline species. At the first sharp turn in the 
course of the trench, an ailimal rose out of it 
and stood for a second on the opposite bank, 
within sixty yards of our line. It is wonder- 
ful how seldom, except with practised sports- 
men, recognition of animals, whose gait and 
attitudes in a wild state are little known, is 
instantaneous. On the present occasion, I 
heard one of R-- 's Ghoorkas deliberately 
pronounce the animal before us to be a calf, 
carelessly assuming it to be that which he 
thought most likely to be met with on the 
spot, though in truth a full grown tigress. 

An immediate pursuit was commenced, tho 
tigress taking across a wide ope11 piece of 

land from which the grass had bcen burnt. 
Elephants have a long swinging step, which 
takes them over the ground at as rapid 
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pace as a fast trotting horse would go ; and in 
the preseut instance they were driven by the 
excitement and emulation of their riders to 
their highest speed. The tigress being 
gorged with food, was not in a humour for 
running fast, so kept just ahead of our line. 
It was hunting on a gigantic scale, our chase, 
u. tigress, seven elephants for a hunting pack, 
and scenery to match. 

En route, the tigress charged straight 
through a herd of cattle, scattering them like 
sheep, and producing a most discordaiit yell- 
ing from the herdsmen. After a run of 
upwards of two miles, she reached a small 
patcll of jungle, with a deep nullah through 
it ; and as we could not tell whether she would 
turn and fight, or have sufficient wind left to 
steal off along it, we took opposite sides, and 
recommenced beating. I had hardly entered 
my portion of the jungle, when I saw her 
under a bush, couched for a spring ; and firing 
8 single shot from o smooth bore between her 
eyes, rolled her into tlic nullah. She then 

l7 jl 
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made several charges up  the bank, but failed, 
apparently confused by the effects of the shot, 

which had shattered the skull a good deal, 
grazed past the brain, and caused profuse 

bleeding from an artery in the throat, where 
it had made its exit, The shot was a fatal 

one, as she was unable to leave the place, and 
R- coming up directly after, finished her 
with a ball behind the ear. 

The Ghoorkas corn menced collecting the 
brute's fat, when disembowelling it, prior to 

lifting the body on a pack elephant, believing 
it  a specific against rheumatism. The body 
was not raised to the pad without sundry re- 
monstrances, in fact, profuse " cussin' and 

swearin' " on the part of the elephant destined 
to carry it. 

While the body was being skinned that 
evening in my compound at Dehra, some of 
the Chinese employed in the government tea 

plantation at Kaolowghir came in ; they 
ascribe wonderful medicinal virtues to every 
part of the body of a tiger, and after picking 

out one bone after another, they ended by 
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getting a cart and carrying off the whole 
carcase to their own residence. 

The Chumars of the Goruckpore district, 

frequently eat the flesh of the tiger, and think- 
ing that the custom might prevail in the Doon, 

I asked a Hindoo whether any of his class ate 
the flesh, to which he rather impertinently 
replied, that the only natives he ever heard of 

capable of eating the flesh, were native 
'' Christins." 

Despite the supple, snakelike appearance 
with which a tiger glides over tbe ground, 
when going his ordinary pace, in the excite- 
ment of pursuing their prey, for a few bounds, 
or when charging, they brace up their slouch- 

ing limbs and tremendous muscles to rigidity. 
A blow from the paw of a tiger will strike 

down a bullock, crushing its ribs, or breaking 

any bones it falls on. It will then carry off 
the body, seizing it as a cat would a mouse, and 
raising itself to its full height by straighten- 
ing its limbs, will, without any apparent exer- 
tion, wnlk away, scarcely allowing the legs to 
trail on the ground. 
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Some idea of the tremendous power of the 

fore leg of the tiger, can be formed by seeing 
the matted mass of muscle it contains, laid 
bare in skinning the animal. 

I hnve never heard a tiger roar, though 
perhaps it can do so, few persons, if any, have 

heard what can properly be called a roar. It 
purrs in the company of its kind like a 

Rioantic tom cat ; its cry, heard at night, is b b 

generally the low moaning sound I have 

already noticed. Its charge is accompanied 
with a succession of rapid startling, coughing 
growls, but I hnve heard a bear, when charg- 
ing, make almost the same noise. I believe 

the Bengal tiger to be n more dangerous 
enemy to meet on foot than the African lion ; 
hut it is a sneaking animal, it is always trpng 
to stalk or conceal itself and its movements, 
and never, I believe, indulges in a roar of 
defiance and indignation like the disturbed 
lion. 

The most extraordinary instance of fearless 
fcrocity in n tiger of which I have ever llenrd, 
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Hurdwar in 1555. All readers have heard 

of the Hurdwar fair. The town and temples 

are situated at the south-east corner of the 
Doon by the boundary, but within the juris- 
diction of the Saliaranpore district. It is at 

this point that the holy Ganges takes its 

leave of the hills, or rather is borne to the 

plains by rushing through the sandstone 
portals of the Sewalik range ; and every year, 
in the beginning of April, tl~ousands of Hindoo 
pilgrims, Punjabee Sikhs, Buddhists from 

Tllibet, &c. come to worship-while merchants 
from Bengal and Orissa, Affghanistan and 

Persia embrace the opportunity of the reli- 
gious gathering to effect cominercial exchanges. 
Every eleventh year, called the Kootn year, 
tho number who visit the place are much in 
excess of the annual crowd, the inerit of bath- 
ing being increased by some systeili of fana- 
tical progression ; and on tlie occasion I allude 
to, the crowds at the fair were supposed by 
officials, nccuatomed to attend the asscn~bly, to 
~ R V C  numbered from two to three inillions. 
h tlill~ult in t,hc midst of so mighty a multi- 
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tude, or any confusion in the approaches to 
the principal bathing ghiits would cause 

enormous loss of life, and the magisterial 

officials of Saharan pore were nearly all present 
throughout the fair to maintain order, punish 
theft, and effect not only the restoration of 
considerable stray property, but also numerous 
stray members of family parties who get lost 
in such a sea of human brings. As the 
pilgrims were encamped in thousands on the 
Doon side of Hurdwar, I attended the fair 
as Superintendant of the Hill district with my 
assistant, and the usual troop of native 

officials. Our tents were pitched under some 

mangoe trees, with the Sewalik Hills and 
jungle to the rear, but endless numbers of 

reed thatches and ragged canvas in front; 
the air being so poisoned by the dense crowd 
and the impossihility of enforcing conservancy 
arrangements, as to be quite sickening. 

On the second day of our arrival, just after 
hrcakfast, a native came running into camp 
to report that in a wheat-field, n few hundred 

yards off, slirrounded by tliese dense masm 
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of human life, a tiger had just struck dorvll 
a man. There happened at the time to be 

several visitors in camp, viz. : Major Hampton 
of the 31st N.I., Lieutenant Goddard of the 

87th Royal Irish, Messrs, R. Edwards and 
L. Melville of the Bengal Civil Service, and 

E. 0. Bradford, Esq., now a Deputy Commis- 
sioner in Oude, beside my assistant and my- 
self. None of us could believe at first, that 

a tiger could be promenading in open day 
without even the shelter of jungle, at n spot 
where the never ceasing hum of human voices 
was sounding night and day like billows on 
the sea-shore, andain the face of hundreds of 

people. 
I had a miscellaneous collection of guns, 

and could supply one to each of the visitors 
who were unprovided. We had no Shikaree, 
or hunting elephants in camp, but sallied 
forth rnountcd on three pad ones, with every 
prospect of a scrimmage worth looking at, as 

the pad elephants were pretty certain to 
turn tail, whenever that manoeuvre might 
be most inconvenient to their riders, and make 

P 3 
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confusion worse confounded if we met a 

fighting tiger. There were two of us on each 
elephant, and Bradford rode to the scene on 
one of my horses, trusting to a riding whip 
to keep him out of the tiger's reach. 

Within three hundred yards of our encamp- 
ment, we found the unfortunate grasscutter, 
who had been struck on the head by the 
tiger's paw, the skull being fractured and the 
brain protruding, he was in the agonies of 

death. A little further on, a small ppiltch of 

broken ground, about twenty yards square with 
bushes on it, was pointed out to us in the 
iliiddle of a wheat-field, the young shoots of 

which were only just springing, and near 
which there was no jungle. I n  these bushes 
the tiger was said to have been lying, when 
the grasscutter went to cut forage near, 
and to them it had returned when driven 
from the body of the grasscutter by the cria 
of the loolrers on. 

Thousands of people seeing us coming, 
gathcred round the place, hedpng in the tiger 
with hunlan bodies, and giving us an men8 
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which promised certain mischief from stray 
bullets during the fight. I t  was well we were 

on elephants, for we could fire down on 
the tiger, whereas if on foot it was perfectly 
impossible we could have discharged our 
weapons without doing damage to the crowd. 

Our feline friend was evidently roused to a 

pitch of great excitement, by the expression of 
public opinion which followed his attack on 
the grasscutter, and the position in which he 
now found himself; he did not, therefore, await 
our arrival, but on perceiving us making for 
his lair, charged out of his own accord with as 
near an approach to a roar as he had time to 
make. The three elephants wheeled round at 

ollcc a id  ran against one another, trumpet- 
ing, or ratl~er screaming with fright, while 
Bradford danced round thcm on my chesnut 
waverly ; several shots were, however, fired 
by our quadrille party with tolerable acco- 
racy, inasmuch as none of us were shot, and 
a \)all sent through the fore paw of tho tiger 
"hich stopt his charge and sent him back to 
cover. 
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An active contest now commenced between 
the elephants and their riders, as no moral or 
physical force, no coaxing or goading could 

induce them to approach in line aud beat the 

bushcs, whence the ogre issued that had be- 
wildered their intellects ; but at last huddled 
together like sheep, they were edging along 
about fifty paces from the bushes, steered only 
by vigorous blows of the ankus, when a second 
roar heralded a second determined charge. 
This would have been, from the manner in 
which it was made, doubtless, a charge 
home ; but fortunately, among the numerous 
shots discharged from howdahs rolling and 
pitching like boats at sea, one fired by Melville 

touched the tiger's spine, and rolled him over 

within four feet of Grant's elephant, where he 
appeared lying on his back with hind legs 

paralysed, to be going through some pugilistic 

performance with his fore paws. The bellow- 
ing of the elephants, the growling of the 
tiger, and the shouting of the crowd caused a 

Babel of confusion that made Melville's ele- 
phant fairly turn tail and run away altogether. 
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The cheer which followed the fall of the 
tiger had hardly subsided, when he staggered 

to his feet and managed to charge forward 
principally on his fore legs for a few paces ; 
this he repeated several times when fired at, 
a rifle ball having apparently a revivifying 

effect like sal volatile on his system ; he 
staggered up for the last time when some of 
us were getting off our elephants to take a 

closer inspection of him. H e  proved to be a 

male, and one of the largest I have ever 
seen. 

Soon after our return to our tents, a native 
came up who had got a bullet through his 
hand ; it had not apparently injured any of 
thr. bones, and he thought himself in luck on 
receiving eight rupees, or sixteen shillings, 

which is the usual wage for a labouring man 
for two months. Tt was fortunate under the 
circumstances that no worse accidents oc- 
curred. 

The motion of on elephant running away is 
indescribably rough and disagreeable ; guns, 
ammunition, &c., are generally rattlcd about 
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the howdah till scattered over the line of 

flight, and the riders have enough to do to 
hold on. The best way of stopping the 
anima.1 is to send another full tilt after it ; the 
approach of the second has a soothing effect 
on the nerves of the agitated monster. In 

tree jungle, an elephant running away may be 
a very serious matt,er, howdah and contents 
are sometimes smashed against thick branches ; 
and the best course for the rider is to catch 
hold of the first branch he can reach and 
draw himself out of the howdah by it, leaving 
his guns, &c., to take their chance, as he will 
do them no good by getting his own bones 
broken with them. 

I n  the Teira land, at the foot of the Nepil hills 
just north of Goruckpore, I have seen six tigers 
killed in a fortnight, and we did not kill all 
that we saw ; but it is not often they are met 
with in such n ~ ~ m b e r s  in any part of India. 
The largcst of the six measured twelve feet 
from the nose to the end of the tail, and that 
size is, I believe, seldom if ever exceeded, 
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the late Lucknow collection, and which is at 
*resent in the Surrey Gardens, says he is 
thirteen feet and a half in length. Only one of 

the six tigers was killed by a single ball, and 
that one only because he happened to be 
swimming across a nullah at the time the shot 
was fired, and being cramped by it was at 
once drowned ; the one which showed most 
fight was a tigress with young, and this is 
invariably the case. 

I consider that no amount of coolness and 
daring can ensure the life of a sportsman, if he 
attempts killing a tiger when alone and on 
foot with the ordinary double rifle or gun. 
Lieutenant Rice, in an elaborate and interesting 
work devoted to tiger shooting in the Bombay 
Presidency, states that a large party of natives, 
citller wit11 or without English sportsmen, say 
ten or twelve men in all, can pass with safety 
tllrough tiger grass or jungle when beating, 
8s the animal is always scared away by the 
noisc of many together, but would charge 
llome \villi certain destruction to some of the 
party if small in number. 
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In  tiger hunting, however, the conditions 

of the meeting cannot always be laid down by 

the sportsman. It is desirable that he should 

be so equipped, as to require nerve only to 

render him more than a match for a tiger at 
any time-and this, modern science enables the 
hunter to obtain, as the effect of one of Jacob's 
or Metford's shells bursting in the head or body 
of a tiger would be to paralyse it at once, 

as though struck down by a thunderbolt. 
Lastly I would warn every sportsman who 

may wish to preserve his specimens of tiger 

skins complete, that they must not only be 

watched most jealously until properly cured, 
bllt must afterwards he kept under lock and 
key until sent out of the country, as the 
natives will lose no opportunity of destroying 
the whiskers and stealing the claws. I t  is 

quite impossible to prevent this in skins 
lair1 out for use or ornament in India; when 

the tiger's body is first brought in t,o camp, 
the native attendants immediately singe off 
the whiskers, this is partly a superstitiolls 
ceremony, but intended also as a grievous 
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insult to deceased. If the natives expect 
any objection on the sportman's part to their 
indulging this safe and unaccountably agre- 
able piece of revenge, they will simply take 
an opportunity of doing it  surreptitiously, 

and I have known an Englishman quite sur- 
prised at the whiskerless state of his tiger 
skins, when I directed his attention to the 
fact. w he claws are valued as charms by all 
classes of natives, who make them into orna- 
ments and hang them on their own persons, 
or those of their children ; and as tbeir loss is 
not often noted by a European sportsman, 
his servants have the less hesitation in appro- 

priating them. Give the skin while being 
cured into the charge of the jemadar, or 
head servant, and if i t  is to be exposed or 
used as a rug in India, take off all the claws 

and keep them in a cap box till your return to 
England. 
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CHAPTER V. 

GENERAL DOON SHOOTING. 

Beating with Elephants in line-Borrowing Elephants-Car- 
riage in the Doon-Grass Burning-Localities for Cheetul 
-Average of bag to bullets fired-Caution in aiming at 

Animals-Beat from Boolawalla to Motrowalla-Locality 
for Sambah-Locality for Four-horn Deer-Localities for 

Doon Game-birds-Hawking-Fishing and Fish Shooting 
-How to cook newly killed Game tender-Portable Ma- 
chh, or Shooting-box for trees-How to sight with gun 
a t  night -The Spring-gun trap -- Vultures and their 

Vision -European Soldiers on Private affairs-A digres- 
sion on the " unacknowledged necessary of life," and 
a Military Execution. 

A DAY in the Doon, at the proper spot anti 
aeason, beating with a line of elephants, and 
firing at all that gets up, is certainly the per- 
fection of tropical sport ; the variety of the 
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think, for its inferiority iu active excitement to 
hog hunting. 

Two or three sportsinen go out together, 
and the battery brought from England is 
lodged in holders expressly adapted for it in the 
howdah of the sportsman's Shikaree elephant, 
all necessary ammunition being arranged in 
pouches round the seat, and a native atten- 
dant lodged in the kawass behind, ready 
to load the guns, if required, when the game 
is plentiful. A pad elephant between each 
two howdah bearers is necessary, thus three 
sportsmen would have five among them. 
Native nawabs, or Hindoo zeinindars who 
keep several elephants for state occasions, 
are always willing to have one or two kept 
free of evpencc when not required for their 
own usc ; gentlemen borrowing elephants, of 
coursc pay all charges for their food, as 

81~0 the wages of the two servants usually 
~ttnched to each elephant. Govenimci~t Com- 
missariat elepl~ants iuay also often be borrowed 
on the same terms ; but they are seldom of 

anv osc except for beating jnngle, tlie valuc 



set by Government on Commissariat elephants 
is eight hundred rupees, or £80 for each 

alike, whether good or bad, and this must 

be paid if the animal is severely injured or 

killed ; but good Shikaree elephants in that 

part of India are worth from one thousand to 
two thousand rupees. 

I t  very soon becomes known whether a 

sportsman treats the animal well ; and though 
at first they can only be borrowed by pro- 
pitiating the good offices of those of the 

district officials, through whom application 

for the loan of elephants should first be 
made, it  is easy enough after the sportsman 
has been once out and fraternised with the 

owners, attendants and animals themselves, to 

get any number he may wish for. The cost 

of the keep of each elephant, including servants' 

wages is £3 per month. 
The tents, cooking equipage, &c., noted in 

Cliaptcr I. as necessary for hill marching, are 

equally serviceable in the Doon ; but instead 
of troop of Coolees for carriage, a few camels, 

say three for each sportsman, arc equally 
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efficient, and the hire of each camel is but six- 
teen shillings a month, every contingency in- 
cluded. Camels can go anywhere in the Doon 
and travel quickly, but constant delays and 
difficulties are incurred by using hackeries 

or country carts for carriage. 
When the march for the day, i. e., the site 

of the next camping ground is determined on, 
the camp and attendants move off to it by 
the most direct route, arriving in time to 

cook dinner for their masters by their arrival 
in the evening. The line of elephants moves off 
to some good beat for game, and from it 
to another, keeping merely the general bearing 

of the new canlp site-so that after shooting 
all day, the pilrty arrives about dusk at the 
camp, where i;l~e animals killed are quickly 
skinned and pegged out, and the sportsmen 

fight their bnttlcs over again while at dinner 
or tea. 

I lost many weeks of shooting when first 
in the Doon, from ignorance of the habits of 
its wild animals, and the proper localities in 
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which to seek for game at different periods 
of the year. 

The dense undergrowth and giant grasses 
which the rainy season generates in the Doon, 
get to be sufficiently dry for burning during 
January and February, the more elevated or 

drier localities of course taking fire the earliest. 
All brinjaras and others owning herds of 

cattle, are interested in firing the grass, in 
order to obtain a fresh crop of young shoots 
for grazing. When the camp happens to be 

pitched near a long stretch of dry grass on a 

windy night, it is well worth while for a party 
to proceed after dinner with torches along a 

line, to the leeward of course of the tents, and 
ignite the grass at some fifty different places; 
the spots fired all unite in a long irregular 
wave of fire, the flames rising to fifteen or 

twenty feet in height, in some places roaring 
and crackling as fanned by the wind, while the 
reed-like cclls of the long grasses explode in 
numbers, as the air within them is expanded 
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bers of black and green fly-catchers flutter 
about, awoke by the noise and light, and 

tempted to prey on the insect life disturbed 
by the flames. Deer and other ruminants 

sometimes break away through the jungle, 
scared more, however, by the presence of the 
torchmen than the progress of the conflagra- 
tion, as the frequent repetition of the same 

fiery programme, renders them generally in- 
different to the sight of flames, unless in very 
close proximity. When the grass is first 
burnt, however, as some little time elapses 
before the young crop appears through the 
ashes, the deer seek cover and food in the 
Sankote forest, and on the slopes at the foot 
of the Sewalik. The Sankote forest is at the 
north-east corner of the Doon, by the Benga,la, 
Rambuha, nild Chundanawa streams, and a 

sportsma11 should kill, if beating with ele- 
phants, fifty head of sambah, cheetul, and 
kak~lr, &c., in it during the first week in 
Jnnuary . 

Wild hog and para, of course, remain 
where the ground is marshy ; and when the 
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first grass commences growing on the burnt 

plains, and the forest grass and young shoots 

are being burnt, the deer return to the ground 

about Jogeewalla and Beebeewalla, in such 
numbers, that by the commencement of the hot 
weather, every patch of covert which is too thick 
to be seen through, is sure to contain some- 

thing in the shape of pig, para, cheetul, or por- 
cupine, with occasional peacock, black part- 
ridge, quail, and sometimes floriken. 

In  shooting from the howdah with ball, a 

very great number of bullets are wasted, and 
rlumerous animals go away mounded. Few 
sportsmen are aware how often they miss 

altogether in such shooting, unless they try 
the experiment of counting every charge they 
use. I have known an officer who was a 

pretty good shot, and who deemed himself 
much above the average, who used to say that 
he bagged one out of every three shots ; this 
however, proved to he a fiction, as on testing 
the results of a day's shooting over the ground 

at Dhalooaalln, and Jogeewalla, he found that 
he hntl dischargcd ninety bullets, and bagged 
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five head of game. I have myself been over 

that ground in April, with a friend, when we 
each got upwards of ninety shots during the 
day, but bagged only five and six head of 
game respectively ; we, of course, only count, 
four-footed game on such occasions in the 
bag. I feel sure, that if shells only instead of 
bullets were used, much better results would 
be obtained, as the expense of using shells 
rvollld prevent careless or random shots being 
taken, while almost every animal strllcli would 
be secured. In  using l~all, a t  any rate, the 
sportsman cannot too early impress on him- 
self the utter folly of firing, as many do, all 
their lives, at the centre of the body of an 

animal. The sight should always be taken a 

little above the point of the elbow, or what is 
usually called the shoulder of n deer ; the head 

is n mrlch better aim than carelessly firing at 
the centre of tlic carcase. A little considera- 
tion will show that when the aim is taken at. 
the middle of the body, ilotliing but an ncci- 

dent can sccure the animal ; if the ball strikes 
the spot nimcd at, whei~ the deer has its side 
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to the sportsman, it will merely spring forward, 

and disappear in the jungle for ever, though 

doubtless it dies miserably ultimately. If the 
bullet strike behind the central spot aimed at, 

merely passing through the stomach or in- 
testines, the deer may go ten or twelve miles 

without dropping. I have known a deer 
gallop one hundred and fifty yards, though 
shot clean through the beart, the body being 

afterwards opened to test the fact ; but this 
was a rare instance. I shoulcl advise every 
good marksman, when he get,s a standing shot 

within one hundred yards, to fire at the head ; 
and beyond that distance, or if the animal is 

moving, at the chest. Never be tempted by 
nervousness or hurry to aim vaguely some- 
where about the centre of the entire animal. 

I parted one morning with Major I-Iampton, 
at a place called Boolawalla, vide map ; hc 
intended returning viP Dooeewalln and IIur- 
rahwalla to Dehra, while I proposed beating 
the jungle, with one howdah, and two pad 
elephants, between the S ooswa and the 
Sewalik to Motrownlla, whence I could ride 
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in to Debra,. I can strongly recommend tliis 

beat, whether on starting from, or returning to 
the station ; there are no villages through- 

out it, but every variety of shady hollow and 
grassy plain, slid a great deal of the dense 
young soul tree jungle, so chnracteiistic of the 
Doon, is to be met with. The liowdal~ ele- 
phant I was on was a very steady animal, 
belonging to the maliuilt or Sikh priest of the 
temple at Dehm ; my own being not so well 
trained, I degmtled for the day to carrying a 
pad. A very slight difference in the want of 
steadiness of n riding elephant, of course 
maltes s very material difference in the result 
of the clay's sport. When a shot is fired at  
an animal running, it is not ,usual to stop 
the clephant for the purpose, the swing of 
his step is followed by the sportsmoll's body, 
and a snap shot taken, wliich is seldom 
effectual except at very short distances ; when- 
ever n snmboll dew, or other animal, is sighted 
standing, tllc sportsmnn says dutt, whicli both 
the mahout a i d  thc elephant rinderstand ; the 
formcr lays his nnkus on the forehead of the 

a 2 
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elephant, to ensure his remaining as steady as 

possible, while the sportsn~an takes sight with 
his rifle. Some elephants when stopt in this 

way, will persist in flapping their ears, swing- 
ing the head and trunk, jerking the tail, or 
lifting the feet, so as to produce a swaying 
motion of the howdah, which makes the 
muzzle of the rifle oscillate about the object, 
and drives the excited sportsman, who loses 
some valuable opportunities of bagging fine 
specimens, half frantic. The mahunt's ele- 
phant which I was on, would stand when 

stopt, for four or five seconds motionless ns a 

statue. 1 first flushed a floriken on the Boola- 

w-alla plain, near the Dhoolkund Rno, but did 
uot follow it up, as it left our course. I next 

sighted a young spotted fawn, which T killed- 
s standing shot under a burgut, or banym 
tree. I soon after shot a, hog deer in some 
raviny grass west of Dhoolkund. A large 
hertl of cheetul got up all arori~id us in a sad 
forest en route, and I killed from among them 
a frill sized jnnk, or male wit11 horns. I the11 
came, in the deeper solitude of the Motrownlla 
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forest, on three fine samba11 (the big horn,) 
of which I bagged one ; and a little fiirther on, 
got two more spotted deer, making a bag of six 
deer, which is an average day's work in the 
season for a sportsman acquainted with the 
best localities. 

I found that the best and surest find for 
sambah deer, the largest and noblest looking 
species of stag which is found in India, is ill 
the ravines, or broad, dry, grassy channel beds, 
marked in the centre of the Chandpore forest. 
In  hunting for these animals, the sportsmail 
shonld take a single elephant without howdah, 
the pad being supplied with a rest for the 
rifle, and ammunition bag, and passing noise- 
lessly along these channels, or across the flat 
stretches of grass junglc sparsely covered 
with trees, he will frequently corne on close 
cropt patches, wherc tlle big horn has sta~nyt 
his traces, or abraded the bark of the trees 
around, in peeling or polishing his antlers. 

When first seen, this ginnt deer is probably 
standing motionless, and though gazing full 
on the intriicler, so apparently unconscious 
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in his gaze, that it is difficult to believe that 
he is alive ; this is the moment to halt t.he 
elephant, and take fatal aim at the head or 

heart. If the sportsman be a tyro, be 
probably fires a shot or two rapidly and with- 
out effect, which will leave the sarnbah still 
statuesque, apparently ui~conscious of sight 
or sound, while a second after, as if suddenly 
awoke from a dream, he throws up his head 

and disappears. Following him at the time, 
if not wounded, is useless ; but in a week or 

ten dayy after, a ret,urn to the spot will 
ensure in most cases a sccond interview with 
the same forest chief. 

There is a great deficiency of water in the 
Dliolkote nnd Cl~andpore forests (luring the 
liot weather, so tlint few if any clicet~ul, hog 
deer, pigs, or birds rernain in them. The 
samba11 appear able to do longer without 
water than other animals, or perhaps to go 
filrtl~er for it ; nr~d 1 liave, before learning the 
(:llarncteristics of tho Doon, gone for miles 
a n d  travelled many weary l~ollrs t l~rol~gh those 
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effective on the plains of Dhaloowala, Jogeewalla 

and Beebeewalla without seeii~g a single 
animal of any kind ; tlie few sambah being 
scared by the noise of our approach and no- 
thing else existing. 

All shooting in the Sen~alik Hills is of 
course very different from that in other parts 
of the Doon, from the difficulty, the impossi- 
bility in some parts, of using elephants. The 
sportsman, wit.11 his double barrelled rifle 
proceeds alone, or accompanied by a single 
attendant, moviilg as noiselessly as lie can, 
nod studying the course of the wind ~vlieil 
approaching any Inore than usually likely 
covert. The four-liorned deer, sollletirne!: 

called tlie goat antelope, whicll is a rare 
animal, is found principally 011 the Sewnlik. 
Kakur are coinmon, and samba11 f i e -  

qucntly inct with. The natives report tlie 
existence of gooral; but this I doubt, as t l ~ o  
(lotlur, or four-horn might easily be mistuken 
for gooral, wliicb I hnvc never see11 in tlie 
Scwalik, or anywllere at so low an elevation. 

Tlrc Kalecj pheasant, and peacocks n rt: 



numerous in the Sewalik ; great numbers of 

black partridges may be shot in the Sursown, 
or mustard oil fields when in flower through- 

out the Western Dcon ; and unlimited numbers 
of the common jungle Moorghees, the origin 
of all varieties of the chicken tribe are found 
in the jungle about Hurrecpore and Khalsee, 
just above the ju~lction of the Tonse and 

Jumna rivers. 

I have made no allusion to hawking and 
fishing in tlie Doon, because unable while 
there to spare time for either pursuit ; but 
those who have time and are attached to 
that kind of sport, will find ample opportunity 
for indulging in the amusement. There are 

a great variety of l~arvks procurable in the 
Mills, the principal of which are the baz, 
churrett, behree, and shaheen, which are 

caligllt with great facility, by means of fi 

net between two straight reeds stuck lightly 
into the ground, and a pigeon or other appro- 
priate hait placcd on the opposite side to that 
on which the hawk may be perclletl. Or1 its 
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becomes entangled for a few seconds in, 
the net, the trappers running up and appro- 
priating it before it  has time to get way. 

Camphor and certain preparations of hemp 
and spices are then administered to it  
which produce intoxication, it  is kept hooded 
for twenty-four to thirty-six hours, and 
after that time appears to have become per- 
fectly tame, or at least fearless of the people 
about it. 

The curlew, peawit, storks and herons 
are caught with the behree, while the baz 
is flow11 at peacocks, hares, and even at 

antelope in the plains. The disappointments, 
difficulties and coinparatively trifling results 
however, which attend hawking, make it, 
so far as my experience goes, a most unsatis- 
factory class of sport. 

On the other hand, the fishing of the Doon 
is excellent, as good as any in the world ; the 
Ganges and Jumna, as also some of the 
smaller streams, during the rains are full of 
mahseer, the salmon of that part of the 
world; it is n finely flavoured fish which 

u 3 
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yields excellent sport, and grows to an enor- 

mous size, the small ~nahseer are bet,ter for the 

table than the large and coarser ones. Five 
seers (or ten pounds) is a small fish, eighty 

pound weight is not an uncommon size, and 
I have heard of specimens of hundred pounds 
~veight. These monsters are usunlly taken with 
spinning tackle, and with lines so strong as 

lo stand the chance of the bait being gorged 
by the gowch or freshwater shark, which 

attains, near Hurdwnr, to one hundred and ten, 
or one hundred and twenty pounds weight. 
The mahseer do not leave the stones, being 
unknown in their favourite rivers, as soon as 

the latter pass over the mud and sand beds 
which commence a few miles from the foot 
of the hills. Within the hills themselves, 
after the subsidence of the rains, the large 
pools formed by eddies and bends in streams 
ore left fill1 of very large mahseer which 
be easily shot either with conical hall, or 

one of Reilly's air cane barpoon throwers, 
wherever the banks are suficiently precipitous 
to allow of shooting down at about right 
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angles to the surface of the water. Tlle plai~ 

enunciated by Whitworth and alluded to in 
my last Chapter, would, I believe, facilitate 
this kind of shooting. 

I have see11 some fine specimens of mabseers 
killed with ball, and also liumbers of tlw 
anwtiri, or mullet, which often swims along 
the surface of the water with eyes projecting 
above it like a frog's, killed with the cornmoil 
shot gun. As so011 as the mullet is struck, if 
even with a single pellet of small shot, 
it, appears stunned, and turns on its back ; 
but, as it begills sinking at once, it is 
generally lost if not iiumediately seized by 
sollie native attendant. The anwAri is tile 
finest flavoured fish which I have tast,ed in 
India. 

While referring to the flavour of fish, I 
would point out a very simple plan for 

ensuring tender meat, and baking it in the 
jungle. I t  is not gellerally known that if 
the flesh of any animal is cooked directly it 
is killcd, so prolnptly in fact that the heat of 

roasting or boiling will warm it before its 



own animal heat has left it, it remains per- 
fectly tender. Several days of keeping or 
hanging are required only for tlie purpose 
of removing that toughness and rigidity 
which newly killed meat acquires when cool- 

ing. Suppose then a wild fowl or a porcu- 
pine shot in the neighbourhood of the camp, 
which is always supplied in the Doon with 
a blazing wood fire ; the first thing to be 
done is to cut and wash out the trail, or 

gralloch tho porcupine, while an attendant 
mixes u p  some clay and water into a thick 
paste, which is quickly smeared all over the 
animal, the quills or feathers giving it a firin 

hold. This strange looking mud pie is then 
laid in the fire, which first dries and bakes 
the mud covering into a seamless earthem 

vessel, which retains the juice of the meat 
while baking ; some experience is requisite 
to determine the time for removing the dish 
and placing on the table or the ground, wliell 

R blow with n tent peg separates the case 
with its quills and feathers, and gives access 
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I have alluded to night shooting in the 

Doon, and its unsatisfactory character as 
applied to elephant shooting ; but as it is 
sometimes useful for tigers, I describe a 

conveilient portable n1uchA11 which I had 
made ill the Doon. I t  is, of course, sometimes - 
a troublesome matter putting up a platforlri 
on a conveiliellt tree, and it is often there 

bitterly cold ; the chief point in sleeping out 

at night, is, as Galton poiliis out in his Art 
of Travel, to get some good protection from 
the wind, and this is effected by any air 
tight partition eighteen inches high. 1 there- 
fore had a bed made which was six feet 
lol~g, two wide, and n boarding eiglit,eeu inches 
high all round ; the legs six inches long to give 
Q hold on branches or for lashings, two iron 
rings by each leg also ;~ffording a hold for ropes. 
Outside the plmki~ig, right nnd left, were 
sockcts for rifles, a cloth flap over each pro- 
tecting the~n from dew or min, and a third 
sockct outsidc tllc plank by the head for 
ammunition ; this bed is just as useful as 

another ill camp, and being easily triced up 
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in a tree, or slung between two, it saves all 
trouble in muchin making. 

I t  is, of course, difficult to get the al- 
ligninent with our browned barrels at night ; 

I have known a diamond fly sight useful 

for this purpose, but found the best plan 
to be buttoning a piece of white tape 
on to the ordinary fly sight then bring- 
ing it down between the two barrels, 
and securing it to the grip of the stock. 

When, however, there is ally necessity for 

night shooting, it is better to leave the gun 
to do the work by the common spring gun 
trap, than to lie out with it. It is de- 
sirable to have a fire hole chilled in each 

trigger of a gun to be used for a tmp ; the 
gun is securely fastelled to a couple of posts 
or small trees, and n string attached to the 
triggers is passed round n smooth stick, tied 
to the stock and then brought to the frofit, 
and tied to some bush or tree across the 
path or track which the animal is expcctetl to  

Pass. For hyenas, jackalls, wolves or other 
vcrmin, it is easy to place a picce of meat 
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against the muzzle of the gun and attach the 
string to that. 

In the Doon, as elsewhere in India, if the 
carcase of a deer, or any other animal, is left 
on tlie ground for an hour, it is soon visited 

by scores of vultures. These animals are con- 
stantly wheeling far up out of sight in the sky, 
and they have a vision so keen that one of them 
is quite sure, ere long, to spy the body ; and 
the instant he changes his apparently purpose- 
less idle wheel in the air, for a fixed course to 
the object of attraction, every vulture within 
sight follows him, the most distant of them 
has others again iuore distant to follow him, 
nod thus the fact of food to eat is telegraphed 
for hundreds of miles. On o wide plain, when 
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no speck floats in the sky above, if a deer 
newly shot, be carefi~lly covered with grass 
and hranches of trees, and protected from 

jackals, it may lie till it rots for any danger it 
runs from vultures ; but if left exposed, a few 

faint specks first appear in the sky, and as 

they increase in size, steering direct for the 
spot, other specks as distant and as small 

appear ; and one after another swoop down, 
alighting within a few feet of their food, till, 
perhaps sixty or seventy of them, are fiercely 
tearing at the garbage. It is difficult to con- 

ceive why any one with opportunities of 

watching these details, should argue, as I have 
heard men do, that vultures are attracted by 
the keenness of their scent. All birds have a 

keen and as quick a perception when their 
wits are sharpened by hunger. See, for 

instance, five or six reflective looking, grey 
Calcutta crows, sitting on a house top, pen- 
sively preening their feathers, or hopping about 
in absolute vacancy of mind, " thinking of 
nothink," in fact. If s t  this moment perhaps 
a friend flies p a ~ t ,  probably bent on business, 



the very flap of his wings and style of going, 
his general carriage, if not exactly the expres- 
sion of his countenance, clearly conveying a 

conviction that he is going to dinner, and 
knows, or sees where it is to be found-how 
instantaneous the effect on the others, how 
lively their appreciation of so important a fact, 
and how promptly they follow the leader. 

I remember, on one occasion, two European 

private soldiers arriving in the Uoon from 
Meerut, where they had got a few weeks of 
leave, which they determined to devote in a 

sporting spirit, to hunting in the Doon jungles. 
Their weapons were not, of course, finished 
specimens ; and as they could not afford huts 
and attendants, t4hey got sl~elt~er in some cow- 
shed, or village out-house, bivouacking before 
a large fire when better accommodntion could 
not be obtained. Pirervood is plentiful enough 
in the forest, though hospitality is an unknown 
virtue among Hindoos, and t-llough recognized 
among Mussulmen, is only practised towards 
n few of their own persuasion. 

Allout the time of the visit of these two 



privates, a tiger had been doing some mischief 

near the village of Suhenspore ; and fired with 

ambition to secure such a prize, the two men 

went to the expense, a heavy one for them, of 

buying a calf worth from eight to ten rupees, 
and watching it by night from a tree muchin 
in the jungle, where the tiger was supposed to 
reside. While thus employed, however, the 
tiger killed a native in the neighbourhood, 
upon which tlle soldiers proinptly disposed of 

their calf to the highest bidder, and appropriat- 
ing the dead body, proceedetl to sit over thnt, 
with a nonchalance peculiar to their class, as 

im inexpensive bait for the tiger. I am glad 
to soy they succeeded in shooting one after- 
wards, but whether it was the same they had 
taken such pains to secure, I am not aware. 

Every encouragement shoultl bc given to  

steady men, of good temper and chnri~cter, t o  

make shooting of this kind n relief to the 
dreary tetliurn of barracks. 

The listless life led hy our soldiers during 
peace in the hot wcather, can horclly be con- 
ceived by residents of England. Cornpara- 
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tively speaking, little is done to provide ill- 
teresting occupations or amusement, that 
indeed, which has been aptly denominated, 
" the unacknowledged necessary of life " for 
our soldiery ; and if in a bracing and genial 
climate, exciteliieat, to a certain extent, is 

8 
~lecessary for the healthy action of the mind 
and body-how much lllore necessary is it in 
tlie enervating, and mortally llopeless heated 
stagnation of station life in the plains of India. 

Efforts are solnetimes made by officers it1 
our higher class regiments, to interest and 
occupy their Inell when cantoned, by pro- 
mot ing national sports, and amateur the- 
atricals ; but tlie systematic, universal, and 
business-like mode of setting to work to pro- 
vide amusement, which prevails in tlie French 
army, is wanting. Spasmodic gaiety subsides 
before the hot wcntller begins, and the soldier 
is driven to drink, in the delusive hope of 
escapit~g the effccts of dcpressillg atmosphere 
nlld maddening vacancy of mind. Govern- 
lncnt wollld be nn~ply r e p d  in tlie health and 
llappinoss of its troops, and the saving of some 
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portion of the expenses incidental to sickness, 
or intemperance, if it subscribed by wholesale, 

to every illustrated periodical published in 
England, as also n selection from the non- 
illustrated press, for six months in the year, 

and sent a copy of each paper to every Eum 
pean regiment, or depdt in India, from April 
to October. 

At one time, not very long ago, when our 
political horizon was clear, and the blighting 
action of the hot winds and weather at work, 
tohe practice of striving for transportation by 
committing some crime, so slight as might 
ensure such relief from present misery, becam 
very general in our Bengal army. 

So sooil as our soldiers found that by 
throwing a cap or glove at, or slightly strik- 
ing some superior officer, they could hope for 

the punishment of transportation to Australia, 
they eagerly embraced the prospect of escape 
SO afforded, and acts of insubordination and 
consequent courts martial, soccecded each 

other with startling rapidity. 
The Commander-in-Chief, seeing clearly that 
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such a state of things must soon be subver- 
sive of all discipline, promulgated an order, 
intimating that the extreme penalty of mili- 
tary law, and not the more lenient punishment 
of banishment, should in future attend every 
instance of striking an officer. 

The men, however, did not, unfortuately, 
believe that the threat would be carried out, 
and before the first instance of the offence 
which succeeded the notification could be 
tried a l~d  disposed of, some t h e e  or four 
had occurred. 

Among other ir~st~ances, was one related to 
to me by a friend shortly after, a t  t,he place 
of its occurrence. A young Assistant-Surgeon, 
froin the neighbowing stud depht of 1-Iaup- 
per, had driven into Meerut, and was passing 
along the road to cantonments, when he met 
a Europcan soldier. The man did not at 

all know who he was, and had, of course, 
no personal antipathy to him, but seeing, 
from the gold band round his cop, that he 
was an officcr, Ilc took off his own light 
forage cop and threw it at him. The in- 
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cident was reported, and the offender, whose 

object was recognition and trial, was brought 

before a court-martial, who found him guilty 
and sentenced him to deatb, their finding 
was approved and confirmed in accordance 
with the warning duly issued by superior 
authority. 

The young surgeon, the innocent cause 

of the prospective fatal termination to the 

affair, wollld gladly have averted the soldier's 
fate had it been practicable, but he was 

powerless under the peculiar circumstances 
of the case, while the prisoner himself llever 

apparently dreamed of the possibility of the 
sentence being carried into execution. 

The funeral procession of o condemned 
soldier takes place, so to speak, before his 
death, the troops are all ~ a r a d e d  to witness 
the execution, and their procession marches 
past with arms reversed, the band playing 

the Dead March, while the empty coffin is 

followed on foot by the soldier for whom the 
lament is played. 



folded and kneeling by his coffin, at a few 
paces oi~ly from the firing party of his com- 
panions, whose fi~sils are all discharged to- 
gether that it may not be known whose 
was the fatal bullet that terminated his 
existence. 

The sergeant in commar~d of the firing party 
is always armed with a loaded pistol, and it 
is his duty to walk up  to the body and ensure 
the immediate death of the senteliced man, 
if the fire of the twelve executioners is not 
promptly fatal. 

On the present occasion, after the volley 
had been fired, the inan was found to bc 
untouched-the feelings of his fellows were 
strongly excitcd in his finour, and they had, 
RS the majority of his comrades had doubtless 
anticipated, purposely avoided hitting him. 
The scrgeant did not liesitate between the 
protnptings of his private feelings and his 
public duty ; he walked up to the kneeling 
figure, and placing the nluzzle of the pistol 
to the man's head, blcw out his brains. 

No time is allowed to military men to 
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brood over the solemn spectacle of a corn. 

rade's death, and, as in the case of military 

burial, the last words of the funeral ritual 
are scarce over, when the merry notes of the 
returning march and the quick light step of 

the soldiery scare away all saddened reflec- 

tioi~s ; the still pageant of the execution re- 
mained fixed but for a moment, and was 

then rudely broken by wheeling columns, 
shrill music, and the rapidly dissolving lines 
of gay and flaunting holiday war. 

But, within a few days of the event, the 
dead body of the sergeant, to whose duty 
it fell to complete the execution, was found 
floating in one of the wells of the barrack 
lines. No inusic or red pageantry could 
wash out for him the scene in which he had 
such a part to play. I le  had wandered 
unnoticecl, or avoided, in solitude amidst the 
crowded haunts of former friends, till he 

sollght for rest and forgetfillness in the silent 
depths of that dark well, flying uanywher~," 
away from thought, and out of this world. 



CHAPTER VI. 

Starting.-Passport.-Order of the March.-Barking-deer 
and Goora1.-Holloway's pills as current coin.-Instance 

of the value of quinine.-Driving for game or " Hankwa." 

-Beuighted on the march.-" Down the Khud."-Trap- 

pin: hedges in the Hills.-Description and calls of the 

Hill Pl1easauts.-Description and calls of the Hill Par- 
tridges. 

IN preparing for a start from Mussouree 
through the Hills, it is of vit,al importance to 
your enjoyment of the trip, if not to its actual 
accomplishment, that you should be, as far as 
possible, indcpendent of the villages dong the 
route for food. I t  is usual for all travellers 
to takc a certain stock of stores with them; 
but many trust to getting eggs, milk, butter, 
flour, and firewood on the road. Now there 
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are many places where these cannot be got, 

and I should strongly recommend every 

sportsman to incur cheerfully the expense of 

the extra number of Coolees required for con- 

veying everything of the sort for a few stages, 
at least. Firewood can be got almost every- 

where ; yet one or two spare Inen to convey 
it  to particular camping grounds, where it is 
not found, from the last prolific locality, are 
desirable ; a small supply of eggs, - bread or 

biscuit and butter suffice, as the gentlemen of 

the party alone use them ; but the carriage 
of flour in considerable quantity, i. e., four or 
five days' supply for the entire party, must be 
calculated on, as the Coolees make it almost 
their only food. The simplest plan on start- 
ing, is to find out the first large village on 

your route, in which there is a bunya, or 

grain-sellcr, replenish all vacant space in the 
flour-loads at his shop, and osccrtain from 
him the next locality en route where o bunya 
resides. The Mookias, or heads of all vil- 
lages, are hound to sell you food at  a profit- 

able remuneration to themselves in theory, 
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but in practice, as they hate strangers or tra- 
vellers, are utterly apathetic to trifling casual 
profits, and will never part with any of their 
stores of food, if passive resistance can effect 
it;  they subject you to endless trouble and 
quarrelling if dependant on them. Neverthe- 

less, in case of accident or detention, causing 
your party to run short of supplies, or sick- 
ness among your Cooleea, rendering it neces- 
sary to get means of carriage en route, every 
traveller should carry a porwanah, or general 
order by the civil authority of the districts 
through which they pass, to the villagers to 

assist you if requisite. The order is framed 
much in the style of language used in con- 
tinental passports, and is sometimes quite as 
necessary for locomotion in the hills. 

In bidding adieu to the gay station of 
Mussouree, after hiring Coolees, purchasing 
supplies, and leather-covered kiltas to load 
them in, disposing and weighing the several 
loads, which should not exceed 25 seers, or 

50 lbs. for each Coolee, you fix on some grassy 
spot about three miles out of the station as 

H 2 
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your first camping ground. Starting, as 

usual, soon after day break, and commencing 

the very enjoyable course of a1 fresco break- 

fasts ; for in fine weather, the table, or if you 

have none, the table-cloth, is always spread 

under some shady tree by a stream of water, 

whence the kettle is easily filled, and on the 

smooth stones of which the Coolees knead and 
moisten their flour for their very simple re- 

pasts. The kilta of sugar and tea is brought 

to yon as soon as the bacon, eggs, &c., are 

. ready, a ~ i d  for this, as also for all ammunition 

kiltas, it is necessary to have multiplying 

letter padlocks, which are quite inviolable by 
natives, anrl the keys of which you are never 
pestered by losing. 

The advantage of thus beginning practical 

camping, and passing a day so near the sta- 

tion is, that yo11 find out nllrnerons little 
things that you have forgott,en, ant1 can scnd 

hack for them to the merchant's stores in the 
station, prior to being finally launcl~cd on 
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system in which to regolate your marches was 
to determine, after collecting information froni 
your men and the nearest villagers, what place 
you will halt at next day; then direct n 

couple of kiltas to he prepared with all the 
breakfast things in it at night, to start on 
your being called next morning. The khit- 

mutgar (table at tendant) accompanies these 
two kiltas, and halts at any convenient 
stream about four miles from the starting- 
point, where he has breakfast ready by the 

time you reach it, or, at least, a good fire 
lighted under a tree, at which you can amuse 
yourself testing your own culinary skill. 
While yon are at breakfast, the remainder of 

the Coolees and camp arrive ; no teilts are 
pitched or are needed. The Coolees lay 
down their loads, and rapidly prepare their 
single day meal ; sportsinen amuse them- 
selves bathing during tlie day in the strean), 
or sliooting at a mark, or look up game in tllc 
rleighbourhood ; somctiines, however, starting 
t)y a circuitorls route for tllcir night camp, 
but leaving tllc usu:~l order to the liend scr- 
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vant to start all the Coolees at 2 P.M., SO that 
tents are all pitched, fires lighted, and, pro. 
bably, dinner ready by the time the sportslnen 

reach their camping-ground in the evening, 
where, as practised in the Doon, they talk 
over the adventures of the day, lament the  
bad shots they made, or the chances they lost 
for want of presence of mind; or, if successful, 
superintend the skinuing of the deer and 
other animals they have killed. 

The first of the mountain deer which are 
usually bagged after leaving the station, are 

the gooral, and tlie little red barking-deer; 
the latter frequents woody coverts at a low al- 
titude. I t  is often found even in the Doon, 

and frequently gives ootice of its proximity by 
the hoarse bark from wliicll it gets its name. 

It runs quickly when disturbed, and dodges 
among bushes and trees; its flesh is very like 
hill mutton, and as it frequents easy groun(l, 
is generally shot when the sportsman is Beat- 
ing for knleej, or partridges, and it should he 
a stancling rrdc rvitli every IIiinalnynn hunter, 
however cnreless ire n ~ u y  be about having a 
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shot gun with him or near him when march- 
ing, never to permit his rifle to be out of his 
reach. An intelligent servant should be 
chosen as rifle-hearer, and he will soon learn 
to put it prourptly into the sportsman's hand 
when game is afoot. I seldom carried m y  
own rifle in the hills, for, though some shots 
are certainly lost from the delay of taking the 
weapon from a nlan who is naturally liable to 
loiter in a long inarch, or to have his wits, 
perhaps, wool-gathering now and then-yet 

many more animals would escape from the 
unsteadiness of the hand caused by carrying a 

heavy weapon far in difficult ground. 
Gooral frequent the steepest grass-covered 

hills and test the head of the sportsman in 
following them, they only move about and 
feed at dawn, and for a short tiale i l l  the 
evening, but can be huntcd up during the 
day when lying in nooks and corners, or 

under bushes or prccipitoas ledges whence 
they fling themselves fearlessly if disturbed. 
Tlwy look likc littlc grey goats, and their flesh 
has n very game flavour if kcpt for a tiole. 
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There are a number of gooral on the face of 

the precipitous cliffs, both east rand west of 

&Iussouree, and I have shot them about the hill 
of Deobun ; but at  each village en route it is 

desirable to employ a Shikaree or practised 

hunter to shew vou the best ground, paying 

them well if they shew you game, hut giving 
them only the day's hire if they do not. They 
always petition for powder, and the traveller 
must exercise his own cliscretion, as to how far 

he practises the principle of aiding them to 
destroy th  e game ; but  as in sorne cases, 
nothing else will elicit good information 

as to the exact lie of the animals, it is as 

well to carry a small supply of a coarser kind 
of powder to suit their matchlocks, for the 
purpose of rewarding good informants. 

On the subject of pnrchnsing good infor - 
mation, I n ~ a y  mention that all tlie Hill mm 
have implicit confidence (i. e. ,  all those who 
have not tried them) in cur ilr~lgs, and will 
often bring supplies of milk, or eggs, ant1 

firewood for medicine, when thev arc c:~reless 
about their equivalent in aloney. An il~tclligent 
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traveller, by using a little discrimination, 

may often do much good by administering 

Holloway's ointment and soiiietiines even his 
pills, or by painting now and then a case 
of goitre with iodine. Many of the Hill men 
know and appreciate the value of quinine 
in fever or rheumatism &c., marked by period- 
. . 
icity, and a good supply of it, as also of 
Oxley's Essence of ginger sliould be taken. 
The Coolees are very liable to cramp in the 
stomach, especially when near tlie snow 

marches, or where from scarceiless of fuel, their 
cakes are insufficiently cooked. 

I remember, on one occasion, having a loog 
and fatiguing day's hunting after tahr, in 
which though I had managed to shoot one, 
which we hat1 tracked a long way 11y its 
blood, I had bagged nothing but a Moonal 
pheasant which I had knocked over with a 

ball, and had therefore staid out Inter and 

strayed furthcr than usual. We had gonc 
over some bad gro~lnd and reached a 

~onsitlernble altitude ; I was accompanied as 

usual by my faithful attendant Kunhaya 
H 3 
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Sing, a clcan limbed young Rajpoot, who 
could walk apparently for ever carlying my 
heavy rifle ; and we had taken as guide a 

poor cadaverous looking Puharee who had, 
and by his conduct during the day deserved 
a high character as a hunter. As the day 
begsn closing in, and we had a long way still 

to go to our destined camping ground, the 
guide showed some anxiety about reaching 
camp or to some made pathway before sunset, 
which I at first attributed to a dread of 

" Bhoots," malignant spirits of forest and fell, 
and phases of the goddess of destruction 

Kali or Devee as the Hill men ctlll her. On 

questioning him, however, while striding 
horncwards, or taking springing steps down 

broken ground in the direction we had seen 
our tents from a peak, he informed me that 
for two ycars he had suffered a pain in the 
diaphragm, whicli came on with more or less 
severity every evening at sunset, so~netimeg 
doubling him lip for an hoar or two with 
pain and obliging him, if on thc hill side 
and in the evening dusk, to lie benighted and 
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benumbed till the light of the moon, or even 
till succeeding dawn enabled hi111 to pick his 
way along the never ending precipices of the 
hills to his village. Almost while speaking, 

sunset was approaching with every promise 
of a black night, and the Shikaree attacked 
with cramp, lay down on the ground de- 
claring the impossibility of his standing, and 
telling us that we must leave him where he 
was. It was clear we could not carry him 
to the tents, and could do no good by re- 
maining with him. I n  the day time, i t  
might be possible for strailgers to the ileigll- 
bourhood like Kunhayo or myself, by taking 
our bearings from conspicuous peaks, to 
return to the exact spot where the inan was 
from our tents; but on a dark night, torches 
ouly illuminating for a short space around, 

it is impossible for a stranger, without the 

aid of some pntlrway, to retracc at night the 
course traversed in the day. We reluctantly 

pushed on to cairrp which we rencliecl just 
aftcr dark, not without sundry inisgivings 

as to the position of the unfortunate Shikaree 
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lying out cramped with pain on the jungle- 
covered hill in the black night, but consoled 
by the reflection that he had done it with 
impunity before, and that the leopards of the 
hills, unlike the tigers of the plain jungle 
would not pay him any further attention 
than a serenade. On reaching camp, I men- 
tioned the case to a Doctor who happened 
to be one of a party with me, and he gave 
me a large packet of quinine for the man, 
RS much as would rest on a sixpence to be 
taken twice a day. The Shikaree made his 
appearance next morning, having resumed 
the march as soon as the night cleared up 
sufficiently for a born forester to recognise 
his course, and on paying him for his 
services, I gave him the quinine with in- 
junctions to take his doses regularly. Never 
returning to that neighbourl~ood I did not see 
him again ; but on n future trip in another 
part of the hills I met a party of native 
travellers, who recognising me at once, applied 
to my servants for some of the wldte powder 
which thcy said had effected n wonderful 
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cure in removing the unfortunate Shikaree's 
diurnal misery. 

There are a number of deep gorges, thinly 

grown with trees and brushwood, which run 
into the higher hills from the Doon, and 

while passing along the Mussonree range 
before striking into the hills, i t  is desirable 
to try in these what the natives call a 

hankwa, i.e., driving game by a line of hired 

heaters who commence beating from one 

end, while the shooters place tllen~selves in 
convenient positions in ambush at  the other. 
The common native Shikarees are the bcst 
judges of the proper beats to make, as it 
is quite a native system of sport, and followed 
principally by them, or by old invalid oficers, 
who finding their waists expanding as their 
calves diminish, prefer n kind of passive to 
active enjoyment in their sport. 1 have 
known several surow and jurow killed by 
this metllocl in the immediate neighbonrhood, 
i.e., within ten miles of Mussonree ; thc jurow 
of the lower range have not, however, such 
splendid antlers as their brethren thc hurrol 
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singhas of the ranges just under the snow. 

The only precaution necessary while awaiting 
the approach of the beaters while hinking 
is to maintain profound silence, and to choose 

your ambush to leeward of the line that the 

game must come, otherwise they scent and 
dodge you. 

Marching on one occasion, in company with 
Lieutenant Syeke of the 65th N.I., we started 

from a place called Munjil for Rampore, a 

distance of about fifteen miles on the Sut- 
ledge river, we had fired some shot's at a 

surow, and bagged, along the pathway, some 
chikor and black partridge, and straggling 
after these to likely patches, we were sepa- 

rated, my Chuprassie Kunhaya alone accom- 
panying me. The Coolees, as usual, were 

scattered, two or three only of one village 
or caste keeping together to help each other. 
The descent to the Sutledge, frorn the heights 
where we had last encamped, is considerable, 
and the banks are in some places very pre- 
cipitous. I had left the usual road and 
turned down a narrow pathway which, from 
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the general bearing of the road and river, 
must, I knew, lead along the face of the cliffs 
to the town of Rampore. The length of the 

journey was, however, much more than I bad 
anticipated ; the day was rapidly drawing to 
a close, and the number of clouds above the 
narrow valley we were in promised a black 
night; but the darker it became, the longer 
the road seemed to grow, and our long 
swinging steps changed to double-quick it1 

hopes that we might sight the lights of 
Rainpore before the day quite closed, until 
at last surroundii~g objects grew hazy, and 

our steps uncertain, as stones and gravel, 
slipping off the pathway, sounded the depth 
of thc abyss beside us, by crashing from rock 
to rock till they plunged into the Sutledge 
which ran foaming beneath. 

Wc had only passed two or threo of our 
Coolecs carrying loads on the potllwoy, and 
they appeared pretty surc of being benighted, 
but the m;!jorit,y hat1 probably gone round 
by tlic road, or were far in advance, and, 
possibly, in Itnloporc. My CLuprossie and 
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myself were soon obliged to feel our way 

along t'he path, by resting one hand against 

the hill side ; but in a broken and tortuous 

track, it is difficult enough to pick your way 

in daylight, and it soon became quite im- 

possible to move, as Rampore was as far off 

as ever, no light even visible, while the inky 
darkness prevented our even seeing each 
other. One or two of the Coolees, with their 
loads, managed to creep up to where we 

were after it got dark, moving apparently 
by instinct, for I could not see my own 
lland when they arrived. None of the party, 

now amounting to five, were, however, able 

to advance beyond where we were, the path 
appeared abruptly to terminate, probably 
descending a few yards by rude notches cut 
in the rock, I atten~pted to grope my way 
down ; hut mistaking some ineqllnlity I fou11~1, 
in feeling with my foot, for a step, the sop- 
port, whatever it  was, gave way, and 1 
scrambled back with difficulty. I then com- 
menced firing my gun every minute, in hopes 
the sound might reach Rnmporc, not that 
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any native would move hand or foot to assist 

us, but thinking that Speke might have 
reached it by the upper road before it grew 

dark. No sound was, however, returned, 
save the echoes from the opposite rocks, and 
the monotonous wash of the Sutleclge river, 
and I began to contemplate the possibility 
of perching where we were all night like 
cormorants, with, perhaps, an interlude of 
rain to vary the cold of the night-when, 
suddenly, the sound of footsteps and voices, 
and, directly after, the flash of several pine 
torches, broke on us, as Spelie, with three 

or four natives, dashed round a sharp turning 
in the pathway at the double, to hunt 11s up. 

We got on easily enough then to Rampore, 
but heard, on reaching it, that the greater 
nurnl~er of our Coolees who were conling by 
the main roadv~ay had not yet arrived. BTe 

were arranging a party to send after  then^, 

and harrying the preparation of some re- 

freshn~ent for ou~*sclves, when the sound of 

numerous voiccs outside the little stone guest 
house we were in, announced their ar- 
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rival ; but the hurried repetition of the omi- 

nous words, " down the khud" sent us 

quickly out to make inquiries. The khud 
is the term used i11 the hills for all deep 
precipices, and the term down the khud, as 

then used, might well take away the breath 

of those who well knew what it was to stand 

at the khudJs edge, and gaze down its dizzy 
depths to where the eagles floated lazily 
about ; and from whence, a body thown would 
part with life long before it reached the 
bottom of the abyss, a shattered mass of 

shapeless flesh. 

The Coolees described to us, with nervous 
volubility, how they were coming along the 
upper road in the dark, one of their number 
being close to the wooden railing, placed to 

prevent accidents at the most 
places; an indentation of the line of the pre- 
cipice brought it a, little within the line of the 
railing. Owing to the darkness, howeves this 

coul(l not he seen, and, before hc could stop 
or rocover liirnselfJ the man had slipt, betwecll 

the rail otid the roodway ; he gave a cry, they 
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said, just as he fell, and they heard the noise 
of the stones, &c., displaced by his fall ; but, 
after a second or two, they could hear or see 
nothing, and, native like, had at once hurried 

away from the scene, scared by the accident, 
and only happy that it  had not happened to 
be one of them. Spelie and I instantly 
bolted into the guest house, one to light the 
lanthorns, and get some ropes, and spirits and 

water in s bottle, tlie other to rig out a kind 
of haillmock with a blanket, and the ridge 
pole of o tent. My wan, Kunhaya, got ready 
quickly, as pretty sure of going wherever I 
went ; and in a few minutes we were calling 
for volunteers among the Cooiees to come witli 
US after the man ; but our proposal was only 

reccived witli an incredulous smile. Who was 
willing, wc asked, to come and search for tlie 
man, nnd savc him if still alive ? W i l l i ~ g  ! why 
of coilrse no man was willing. Volnnteeri~lg 

(lid not accord with thcir idiosyncracies, and 

sympathy with n fellow creature in distress is 
scarcely conceivable in tbe Gcntoo mind ; our 
exciten~ent on the subject was evidently con- 
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sidered childish ; and, on our pressing the 

point, Speke's mate, or chief of the Coolees, 

enlarged with indignant eloquence on the 
folly of risking ally more valuable lives ; one 

man was dead and gone, and we should do 

nothing till the morning. Our s~iggestions as 

to how he himself might like to lie, with per- 

haps two broken legs all night, at the bottom 

of a khud, were scornfully disregarded, as 

quite irrelevant to the question. It was 

absolutely necessary, however, that we should 

have six men with us to carry the body if 
found, whether the man was dead or alive; 
so we adopted the Asiatic mode of silnply 
seizing the six ablest, and intimating, that if 
they did not come quietly, they would have to 

do so vi e t  armis, and after n. goocl thrash- 
ing. Upon this they cheerfully acqlliesced in 
our plans, and appeared inerely to have been 
looking out for tho first specific de~larat~ioo of 

our sentiments. Spehe, l~owcvcr, scnteiltiollsly 
inti~natctl to thc nintc, tha t  he would disflliss 
him next day. 

We set out by tllc mid cliff p t h  by lvhicll 
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I had come, and after going along it for about 
a mile, watching narrowly the edges of the 
road to mark any signs of abrasion, we soon 
came to a broken tea chest, a basket, and 
other articles, but saw no trail across the path 
to lead us to suppose that the man had past 
it. We therefore comnienced climbing, 
adhering as closely as we could to the line of 

traces, made by the articles of his load which 
we llad found. T l ~ e  fa(ci1ity wit11 which the 
giddiest heights can be climbed on a dark 
night, with only the aid of a lanthorn, is 
wonderful; the light of the lantliom only 
reveals the proportions of the rock and soil on 
which you stand, and by which you climb ; 
dl the depths, immensurable by the eye, which 
produce sickness and giddiness in daylight, 
are cnvelopecl in darkness. I n  like manner, 
on a very foggy day, when thick flkccy clouds 
have restctl below the edge of a precipice, that 
1 could scarcely stand on, ant1 gaze from in 

fine wcatller, I 11nvc been able to traverse the 
entirc length with a pcrfcctly steady head and 
firm foot. 
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Our Coolees climbed like cats, and one of 
them came on the object of our search about 
half way between the upper and lower roads. 

He was apparently half paralysed with fright ; 
stunned and scared by his fall, he made no 

answer to the questions put to him ; his whole 

mind seemed concentrated in the idea of 

clinging, with cataleptic tenacity, to the ledge 

on which he had unconsciously effected a hold 

during his fall. Ignorant in the pitch darkness 
of his position, of the distance he had fallen, 

or the shape of his restil~g place, or any means 
of access to it, any movement might have 
been fatal ; ancl there, if we had not come, 

he would have remained tlirongli the lollg 
night, or till fright and exhaustion sent him 
lopelessly down to the Sutledge. 

W e  ascertained that though n good (leal 
bruised, he bad no bones brokcn, and after a 

dose of brandy and water, more for his mind 
than his body, rve carried hini to Rampor& 

Spekc's good-nature making hiin forget all his 
threats against the mate. 

Little did we then think, while congratulat- 
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ing ourselves on our escape fcom tlie dangers 
of the khud, that we stood, that same moment, 
on the brink of a far more dangerous pre- 
cipice-that the massacres of Meerut and 
Delhi had already occurred, and tlie natives of 
Rampore had caught the first faint murmurs 
of the storm; though we, from our sojourn in 
the snow, were profoundly ignorant of our 

position ; and that, within a few days, we 
should both be hurrying back tbrough Ram- 

pore, on our way to the plains ; myself to 
volunteer for service in the Dolb, and to seek 
to take life as ardently in tlie ranks of the 

Meerut Ressalah, as we that night had tried t,o 
save it ; and Spelie, poor fellow, to his last 
fatal climb, through a leaden rain, up the 
Cashmere breach at Dellii. 

When the snows fall in the month of 

November, pheasants and other game are 
driven southward from the higllcr rangcs 
near the watershed ; the natives, therefore, 
taking advantage of their compulsory migration, 
just before the snow is expected repair long 
hedges, which by years of small additions 
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they have prepared, extending to some places 
across hills to a distance of four or five niiles 

in length. These hedges are made of branches 

cut from the woods in which they are 

situated, and are just sufficiently high and 

thick to tempt the game to save themselves 
the trouble of jumping or flying over, by 
passing through one or other of the numerous 

gaps purposely left in them by the maken ; 
but in every one of these gaps there are 

nooses placed which are attached to the 
spring of a bent sapling, the size of the gap 

is always pr~port~ioned to the thickness of 

the noose string and of the sapling, which 

is found most conveniently situated for 

joining and bending into n s~ringal.  Thus 
a small hole which will admit nothing hut 3 
pheasant or a knkur requires but sligllt 
tackle ; n gap between two trees, perhaps, 
which a stag might choose, can bc sopplied 
with a spring stake driven into the ground, 

if none of the saplings near are strong enoogll; 

and the constant worry and drag of even a 

small looking springal will soon wear out the 
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streilgth of the strongest deer, if a firm grip 
by the noose is once taken ; these nooses are 
sometimes not visited for days by the natives, 
and the musk deer or other animals caught, 
are appropriated and eaten by leopards. 

The hill pheasants and other birds which 
are trapt in this way, are of course very 
perfect as regards plumage, and the English 
Sbikaree, Mr. Wilson, prepares for sale some 
very beautiful sets of game birds so obtained. 
I observed among his testimonials, one from 
an ornithologist in London, who not only 
complimented him on the beauty of the 
specimens he had sent him, but also, on 

" the care with which they had been shot !" 
none of the important ports, bones, beaks, 
or skulls &c., had been injured, which the 
ornithologist evidently attributes to Mr. 
Wilson's skill with the arquebus. Poor indeed 

must be the feat of shooting a goose at five 
miles wit11 the Armstrong gun, compared to 
the dexterity of which the cockney bird- 
~tuffer must suppose those sportsmen possessed 
who can so shuffle the shot which they fire 

I 
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from their guns, as to dodge all important 
aids to "setting up," when killing an unu- 

sually fine " specimen !" 
But the natives don't depend on these 

hedges alone for their supply of game in 
the winter ; when the approach of the snow 

is gradual, i. e., when not more than four 
or five inches of it falls in a night, the deer 
take warning and rapidly move down hill, to 

an altitude where they are safe from any 
heavy drifts ; but if, as is sometimes the case, 

two or three feet of snow fall by some long 
continued shower, the gooral and other small 
deer are regularly trapt. Then their legs and 
small feet cause them to sink up to their 
bellies in the snow, and they can only pro- 
gress by n laborious succession of short 

springs, which leave n well-marked furrow 
in the snow and frequently compel them to 

halt ant1 take hrenth; hut at early dawn, 
after si~ch a fall, scores of villagers are on 

the alert, they have n kind of boot or stocking 
mnde of goat's hair, which both keeps their 
feet rvann and prevents them slipping on 
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the snow. They can of course often walk 

over snow fields in which the deer's legs 

sink, and if after a survey from some con- 
venient peak they observe a deer furrow in 
the distance, they go to it, mark the direction 
in which the animal was travelling by the 
cast of the particles of snow displaced, and 
following it up are very soon able to knock 

the animal on the head with a hatchet, or if 
not, to kill it with a n~atchlock from a con- 
venient range of twenty or thirty yards. 

I used generally to wear the highland 
kilt in the hills, my entire suit being made 
of a grey wodlen kind of cloth called Looee, 
which is brought from Affghanistan. I found 
this kilt very convenient for this snow travers- 
ing, as bare legs do not hold the wet like 
pantaloons, and on taking off my goat's hair 
boots, I had only the trouble of putting on 
dry shoes and stockings. 

Snow l~linting is very good fiun, bet n 

very po~chiiig plan of procedure, and angone 
who has witnessed it will not be surprised 

I 2  
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at the comparative scarcity of game in the 

finest looking game forests in the summer. 
There are six different kinds of pheasants, 

and five of partridges to be met with in the 
hills, some of them are well k.nown in England 

having been introduced alive with a view to 

their propagation in our game preserves. 

I give, however, a list and description that 
the reader rnay be to some extent independant 
and recognise the varieties when meeting 
them. The best plan for obtaining an 
accurate idea of the plumage of the different 
varieties, both male and female, is to purchase 
one of Mr. Wilson's complete sets of bird 
skins, which can be commissioned through 
Messrs. H. G. Scott and Co. of Mussouree. 

The sportsman should, however, also learn 
the cry of each variety, and their several minor 
calls ; as when travelling through the jungle, 
some faint note close at hand, which thc 
uninitiated would not notice, may arrest the 
steps of the practised hunter, and direct him 
to game which wo~lld otherwise have entirely 
escaped him. I I i o ~ a l n ~ a n  sportsmen are 
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obliged to rely much more on the keel~t~ess 
of their own senses than English shooters 
ever dream of, for although some assistance 
may, in tlie hills, be received for a time fro111 
active cocker spaniels who will flush game, 
yet they soon fall victims to the ~ll~irleroils 
leopards of those neighhourhoods, and often 
become, when not eaten, so wild as to be 

of very little use. 

The six pheasants in the order of their 
rarity are, the Kaleej, Moonal, Koklass, Cheer, 
HBnykl, and Loongee. The kaleej is the 
colllo~onest, and the loongee the rarest, and 
most difficult to secure of all Himalayan 
pheasants. 

The kaleej, both male and female, are n b o ~ ~ t  
the same size as the English pheasant, similar 
in shape, with the long tail, but they are 

~dorncd with crests. The niale when young 
is nearly black, but gets, when older, a num- 
ber of silvery white feathers over the body ; 
the fe~llale is the ordinary brown game-mottle 
colour, and both have bright red skin round 
the eycs, cbnractcristic, with suitable chan~cs  
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in colour, of all the pheasants. They havea 
short, sharp whistling chirp as their cry. 

The koklass are nearly the same size, per- 
haps a trifle larger, and the female in a dress 
almost as quakerish as the partner of the 
kaleej. They are long-tailed, and the male 
has some rich alternations of slate-coloured 
and sienna hackle-like feathers on his body. 
Their ciy is a deep note, repeating the word 
" kokla, kokla." 

The cheer is considerably larger than the 
koklass ; the male and female very much 
alike ; long-tailed, russet-coated, and only dif- 
fering slightly in sire, the male being the 
larger. 

The male moonal is a gorgeously plumaged 
bird ; the head, neck, body and wings bright 
blue, beautifully iridescent, and covered with 

gold and copper metallic lostre. The weak 
point in his costilnie is the tail, which is short, 
fan-like, an ugly Indian red colour, and some- 
times with a patch of wllitc feathers at the 
base. The female is the some shape as the 
mole, but a very game-looking bird, with the 
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ordinary brown mottle feathering. Their size 

and weight is nearly that of a turkey. When 

separated, or setting in trees, they give a soft, 
long-drawn cooing note, a cry of enquiry, 
either as to the position of their mate, or of sos- 
picion of strange footsteps in the neighbour- 
hood. When flushed, they dash down the 

khud like sky-rockets, uttering a loud, sharp 
whistle, much louder, but somewhat like tlie 
kaleej. 

The loongee, or Argus, is the most beau- 

tiful of all pheasants. It derives its name 
from being covered with a number of bright 

white spots. There are two kinds ; one of 
which has the body all red with white spots, 
the other, with a dark grey body, and brilliant 
red about the breast and head ; it has also a 

curious bluish skin apron, pendailt from below 
the beak, and, at certain seasons, a pair of 
thin round horns, about an inch and a half 
long. The feinale has n red and tan body, and 
the spots are of a duller shade than tlie male. 
'l'lleir cry sounds sonietliing like that of the 
goat, and they will sotnetiilles comn~eiice it tts 
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if in anger when some slight noise suddenly 

disturbs the stillness of the forest, such as the 

firing of a cap, or the crack of a branch. On 
a like occasion, also, the kakur will someti~nes 

begin barking. The Argus is nearly the same 
size as the moonal. 

The hGnyk1, or snow-pheasant, is the 
largest of all; the male and female have the 
same plumage, a lightish game-mottle, with 
white patches; their call is very like that of 
the moonal, and though I fancy I could re- 
cognise the difference, I believe the real rea- 
son of our always knowing which is calling, is, 
that they are found at different altitudes, and 
on dissimilar ground. 

I have, of course, mentioned merely the 
cornnlonest cry of each bird, which strikes the 
ear of a sportsman ; no doubt, a naturalist 
who studied their habits, spied out their pri- 
vate life, and listcnccl to their domest.ic dis- 
agreements, might write n whole vocahulaly 
of sounds as learnt ainong them. 

The partri(lges of the IIimalayn are the 
black, grey, chikor, pcwm, and snow par- 
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tridge; the black partridge, or francolin of 

Europe, is as beautiful a game bird as exists. 
Its jet black breast, and brilliant white and 
dark red in the wings and head, with the 

game mottle of its back, make it look like n 

cross between the black cock and red-legged 
partridge ; the feiliale is much duller in plu- 
mage, approaching in its feat bering to the 
russet of the coinmoll partridge. Their call 
can be exactly imitated by taking a tailor's 
thimble (open at the ends) fastening a piece 
of wet parcluliient or bladder over one end of 
it, and when dry, puncturing the centre of 

the same with a fine hole, through which 
thread a l~orse-hair knotted at the cnd. If n 

little resin is rubbed on the horse-hair, and it 
is rapidly drawn with n jerking motion be- 
tween the finger and thumb, the francolin's 
call is produccd ; it is only nccessary to mark 
the time or fcet used generally, viz., two long, 
three short, and two short. The grey par- 

tridge is so like an English one that it need 
not be further describcd. 

Thc chikor is simply the Indian edition of 
1 3  
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the French red-legged partridge, rather larger 
and brighter coloured, it has the red beak 
and legs, slate-coloured body, and barred 

wings and tail of its European cousin. The 
~ $ 1  is something like that of the common 
fowl, especially when half-a-dozen chikor are 
sitting or feeding together, though they are 

so like lumps of earth in appearance that 
they can hardly be seen, yet the querulous 
chirping conversation they carry on often 
attracts attention and discloses their position. 

The pewrah is a slighter bird with a few 

sienna coloured feathers mingled in the russet 
of his game mottle, but otherwise very like 
our English partridge. 

T ~ I C  snow-partridge is black with white 
spots all over it, larger than any but the 
chikor, and has a loud whistling call. It 

is easily recognized, being perfectly distinct 
from all the others, from the absence of all 
game feathers in its plumage. 

The woodcock need not be described, being 
exactly the same in appearance, though lighter 
in weight, than our English woodcock. 



CHAPTER VII. 

HILL PECULIARITIES. 

Polyandry .-Social Classes .-Bazgees and Dancing Girls.- 
Dirt and Disease.-The Plague in the Hills.-The deserted 
Village of Sarkot.-A Hint on Hydropathy.-The Coloniza- 
tion Question and Trade. 

As it may he interesting for s sportsman 
passing through the country, to know some- 
thing of customs, of which he must note the 
results without understanding their causes, 
unless he starts with some rudimentary 
instruction, I purpose noticing some details 

of polyandry, temple-worship, &c., in the 
Hills. 

There are in the old sanscrit epic of the 
Mahabharata various histories, many of them, 
or rather much of each of them, being doltbt- 
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lessly fabulous ; amongst others are detailed 

the fortunes of the five Pandava princes, and 

the history of their adventure in an archery 

cor~tcst at the Court of Drona. The character 
of the reward to be given by the king to 

the most successful archer was unknown, but 
the five Pai~dava brothers agreed to divide 
the prize if any of them should prove the 
winner. The eldest of the brothers, A j u n ,  
was declared victor, and received as his prize 
the king's daughter, Draupadi, who was 
doubtless coi~siderably surprized to find that, 

under the agreement already made by Arjun, 
she was equally the property of his brothers, 
or, possessed five husbands instead of one. 
Arjuil and his wife and her other four bus- 
bands, also, lived for some years at the fort 

of Bltirath, the remains of which, or rather 
a Ghoorka structure on the same site, are 
still visible on a hill near the north-west 
corner of the Doon. 

I t  is a rcniarkable fact that the system of 
polynnllry thus introduced, thooglr almost 
universal in the Jounsar and Bawur par- 
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gunnahs, hill districts attached to the Doon, 
is apparently unknown in the hills of Gurhwal 

and Kumaon on the east, or those of the 

Simla superintendency on the west. 
In the Jounsar district, when the eldest 

brother marries, the woman is equally the 
wife' of his younger brothers, though the 
children are, by courtesy(?), called the chil- 
dren of the eldest brother. When much dif- 
ference exists in the ages of the brothers of 
a family, as, for instance, when there are 

six brothers, the elder may be grown up, 
while the younger are but children, the three 
elder then marry a wife, and when the young 
ones come of age they marry another, but 
the two wives are considered equally the 
wives of all six. 

It is also remarkable that wherever the 
practice of polyandry exists, there is a striking 
discrepnnce in the proportions of the sexcs 
among young children as well as adults ; thris, 
in a village where I h ~ v c  found upwards of 
four hundred bovs, thcrc were only one 
hundred and twenty girls, yet the temptn- 



tions to female infanticide, owing to expensive 
marriages and extravagant dowers which exist 
among the Rajpoots of the plains, axe not 

found in the hills where the marriages are 
comparatively inexpensive, and where the 
wife, instead of bringing a large dowry, is 
usually purchased for a considerable 'sum 
from her parents. In  the Gurhwal Hills, 
moreover, where polygamy is prevalent, there 

is a surplus of female children. I am not 
aware what effect the practice of polygamy 
in Turkey has on the relative members of the 
sexes born, but, so far as my Indian ex- 

perience goes, I am inclined to give more 
weight to nature's adaptability to national 
habit, than to the possibility of infanticide 
being the cause of the discrepance found in 
Jounsar. 

The great body of our Hill men are Raj- 
poots, there are a few villages of Brahmins, 
but both the one and the other are such 
heterodox Hindoos, that their intermarriages 
render the distinction between them destitute 
of all real difference, while some of them even 
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keep poultry, an abominatioil to all but the 
very lowest of plains Hindoos. 

These soi-disant Brahmins and Rajpoots, 
are the upper section, or gentry, of hill 
society, their residences are recognizable in 
almost every village by being superior in 
make, and possessing the more elevated por- 
tion of the village site; the lower range of 
huts, which usually form a distinct group 

from those of the owners of the soil, are 
inhabited by the DBms, or Htilees, who are 
sometimes de facto, though not de jure Brit- 
tanice, hereditary bondsmen to the Rajpoots ; 
by bazgees, who are, both men and women, 
professional dancers and singers in the temples, 
and by the various mechanical trades, black- 
smiths, carpenters, &c., whose art is of the 
most primitive kind. The bazgees are a 

rrumerous class, have no land of their own, and 
seldom cultivate. Their dancing is tame and 
senseless, the music hideous ; but their 
female children form the pincipal portion of 

those devoted to the temples, or, in other 
words, and as in other parts of the world, 
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devoted to the priests, and numberless holy 
mendicants, who wander fat, lazy, ash- 

covered, ochre-coloured, and insolent from one 

place of pilgrimage to another. These girls 
were largely supported in the former hill 
revenue settlements by government grants of 

rent free lands, which have now to a consider- 
able extent been resumed ; but it should not be 

forgotten that our government, in its osten- 
sibly liberal minded and impartial support of 

the religion of the mild Hindoo, by upholding 
rent free tenures, and grants to Hindoo 
temples, is indirectly aiding something 
more systematically vicious than our " Social 
Evil." 

The men of all castes in the hills, are short 
and of poor physique; they look worn, and 

get deep lines on the face at a comparatively 
r 1 early age. Ihe  young women are often ex- 

tremely pretty ; those living in the higher and 
colder villages, having at fifteen or sixteen, a 

complexion as fair as many Spaniards or 
Italians, and with very regular features ; but 

they grow unaccountably darker as they grow 
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older, and are hideous old hags, only less ugly 
than their plains sisters, when forty. 

Strangers need not, however, except when 
the pathway leads through them, see anything 
of the dirt or disease of hill villages, which 
appear at a little distance, all that can be 
desired in picturesque beauty and apparent 
comfort, for where stone, wood, and slates are 
plentiful, the bouses are naturally very 
substantidly built. I believe that the indes- 
cribable amouilt of dirt and filth of these 
villages, does, at times, materially afiect the 
~ealth of the inhabitants ; but it appears that 
it is only under certain conditions of thermo- 
meter a id  barometer, that disease is gener- 
ated in them. I t  is quite possible, therefore, 

to point to pig-styes whence no pests are pro- 
pagated. 

Tllc hills arc in what are called the plague 
latitudes, but for a long time, the disease 
known to the natives as the mnhclmurree, or 
great dcntll, was sllpposed by our medical 
men to be b11t n severe form of typhoid fever. 
It nppcilrcd durirlg spring and autumn in the 



Kumaon and Gurhwal hills, and extended on 

one occasion to the Rohilcund plains ; but I 
have never met with it, or heard of it, in the 
hills north of Mussouree. Its advent used to 
be presaged by the death of domestic animals, 
and even rats and mice, a sign well known 

I hear, in Egypt, and a strict'er diagnosis soon 
led our physicians to declare the fact, that the 
mahamurree was identical with Egyptian 
plague. As soon as the true character of the 
disease was recognised, our goveri~ment, in 

1862, appointed two doctors, both of 

them of the allopathic, or regular drug H C ~ O O ~ ,  

to take measures for checking the disease; 
their medicines proved utterly worthless, 
or powerless, for the cure of persons at- 

tacked ; but their sanatory measures, though 

of a kind only possible in Asia, proved a bless- 
ing to the people, in a re venting in many 10- 
calities, the generation, ab initio, of the poison. 

When these doctors received their commis- 
sion, I happened to be on sick leave at Nynec 
Tal, in the Kumaon hills, whence access to 

the infected districts was easy. I felt con- 
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vinced, from what I had heard of the patho- 
logy of plague, that its cure by the ordinary 
wet sheet packing, or hydropathic poultice, 
was, humanly speaking, certain and easy ; and 
hearing that one of the medical commissioners 
was about to pass through .4lmori1h, I pre- 
sented myself at that place, and solicited per- 
mission to accompany him, and try my hand 

on some of the cases we might meet. The 
medico was a liberal minded, and thoroughly 
honest young fellow, who had already had 
some experience in the disease, and he at once 
said he should be glad of my company, and 
willingly allow me to try what I could do, as 
the administration of drugs only brought 
European science into contempt ; medical 
skill was of no avail in the cure, and he had 
already outlined his sanatory scheme for pre- 
vention. Wc were bound for Gurhwal, and 
got on swimmingly as far as the Suneeana 
bungalow near Lohhn, in the province of 
British Gurhwal, as I had received the 
necessary purwanah for carriage and supplies, 
from the Deputy Commissioner of Kumnon, 
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and without which they could not at that 
time have been secured at all. The doctor 

had, of course, every assistance officials could 

give him. At Lobba, however, we were in a 

new district ; the purwanah and government 
Chuprassies were for the medico alone, and after 
waiting for some days, I received in reply to 
my application for the necessary passport, a 

letter from the local authority, refusing me all 
assistance, on the groond that my irregular 

system wonld throw discredit on the plan pa- 
tronised by government. This would have been 

more reasonable if the drug treatment had not 
failed already ; there was no help for it, how- 

ever, I could not run the risk of travelling 

under my friend the doctor's purwannh, far 

into the interior, as I should be stranded in  
the province, unable to proceed or return, if 
the termination of my leave, or any other 
cause separated me from my medical friend; 

he, moreover, was obliged to join his brother 
metlico, whose professional views not being so 

liberal as his own, would not at that time be 

as pleasant a companion 1 therefore re- 
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o;ained at Lohba, in hopes of hearing of some 
accessible plague village ; and as soon as the 

two doctors were at a safe distance, some 
natives, who had heard of my object in visit- 
ing the district, came to inform me that 

plague had broken out at the village of Sarkot, 
about seven miles off; but they kept the fact 
concealed from the medicos, as no case they 
had attended had yet been known to recover. 
It is hut just, however, to state, that through- 
out the district, I could only hear of a single 
traditionary case of a man recovering who had 
been attacked by the plague ; and the nat'ive 
belief of its infectious and contagious charac- 
ter, and the entire uselessness of anything they 
can do for the sufferers, causes them to 
abandon the infected, and the villages in 
which they ore, as soon as the distinctive 
symptorns of thc disease are declared. 

I began to find living difficult at Lohba, 
the local officer having acquainted tbc official 
who brought mc his refi~sal with its contents. 
I found I was already known to the natives as 
" the gentlctnan who was not to have any 
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food or Coolees." This unenviable distinction 
made it difficult for me to get even coarse flour 

to live on. If I had anticipated the difficdt! 
I should of course have provided against it. 

I, however, started for Larkot, determining 
to pitch my tent somewhere near it, taking a 

number of blankets, sheets, &c., which I had 
brought with me, and enjoining on the natives 
in the neighbourhood to report all I did, and 

wherever I went to the Commissioner, to pre- 
vent any misunderstanding with the local of- 

ficer or medicos. A severe murrain had 
visited Gnrhwal that season, and not only the 
neighbourhood of the villages, but numerous 

places along the pathway were in a ~estiferous 
state from the dead bodies of cattle lying 
about. In  the jungle, on my way to Sarkot, 

I met the pudhkn, or heed-man, who had fled 
with the rest. H e  illformed me that plaglle 

had appeared in his village for three years 
siiccessively ; he had lost his wife the year 
hefore, hut had married another. This year, 

six cases had occi~rred ere they fled ; four 
bodies had been buried, a fifth lay in one of 
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the houses, keeping a grim watch over the 
desert,ed tenements, and the sixth (a brother 
of the pudhbn himself) was supposed to be 

still living, having been then only three days 
ill. 

I proposed that he should accompany me 
and attend on his brother, but I could not 
argue him out of the fright which custom and 

bad example had engendered. " Dustoor" or 
custom, is an all-powerful argument with a 

native. He said, " Sahib, in this illness, the 
son abandons his father, the parent his child, 

and the husband his wife ; my wife and chil- 
dren have fled with i ~ e ,  and, were I to be 
hanged for the refusal, I would not touch my 
brother." My sweeper, however, a man of 
the Meehter, or lowest caste, from the plains, 
who had never seen mahamrlrree, agreed to 
mist me for five rupees in "packing," &c., 

and I next day got all necessary appliances 
taken to R stream by Sarkot, making a native 
carry one of the string frames on which their 
goats sleep during the rains, to the same spot, 
which, tllough filthily dirty, was the only bed 
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procurable. The pndhbn had agreed to go 
with rue to the stream if not compelled to 

enter the village, and to call to his brother to 
come out if living, on condition that I would 
not hold or detain him (the podhh) when 
the brother appeared. 

Sarkot contained, apparently, about fifty 
houses and one hundred cow-sheds, mixed to- 
gether as usual; no living creature was visi- 
ble, but I did not go through the village, theair 

being poisoned by the bodies of cattle dead 
from murrain. 

At first, no response was made to the 
pudhLnYs screams for his brother, and the 
former said he thought he might have got the 
" Bhhm," or horror, a delirious paroxysm, 
and got into the jungle. He said that his 
brother, whose name was Jowharoo, had, on 

the second day, managed to light R fire in a 

shed near, but the owner had driven him out 

with stones for fear of his infecting it, and put 

out the fire. 

Suddenly, however, several of the villagers 
who had come with us, commenced moving 
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off, and the yudhhn, as he retreated, pointed 
towards the village to a bush behind which, 
on going up, I found the unfortunate Jow- 
haroo-a miserable wretch, who seemed scared 
at the approach of his fellow-men, while the 
dirt and lines marked by tears on his face, 
told a long story of lonely misery. 

His pulse was ninety-six ; a good deal of low 

ferrer, and a swelling on the neck. The wet 

sheet packing reduced his pulse within the hour 
twenty-six beats per minute, and care and treat- 
ment for two days assured him that he would 
soon be well. I then heard that the two 
medicos had returned to Lohba, en route for 
Chuprakote. I, therefore, rode over to re- 
port progress, and cliallenge them to come 
and judge for themselves. They had, how- 
ever, heard of nurnerous cases at  n place 
called Bounghar, and, after giving me some 
interesting details of their experience, left me 
for that place, while I returned to my tent by 
Sarkot. 

Jowhnroo soon became quite well, but no 
one in the village would touch him till he had 
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been on a pilgrimage to Budrinath, and been 

purified by the Brahmins there. I had been 
procuring necessaries by purchase with diffi- 

culty from the people of the place, and as his 
brother promised to hire Coolees for me to get 
back to the Kumaon province, I made over my 
blankets to my patient, and returned. I 
heard, afterwards, that a commission of French 

physicians, in a report on quarantine, had de- 

clared that the only satisfactory cases of cure 

of Egyptian plague that they had met with, 
had been treated hydropathically. 

Now, the principles and practice of this 
system are so generally known, that if any 
traveller be ignorant of it, he can acquire dl 
necessary acquaintance in a week. I know 

by experience that native attendants can be 
taught the packing operation in half-an-hour, 
so that, although any sportsman, hearing of 

mahamurree, may avoid its locality should hc 
think it advisable, yet I believe there is no 
sufficient cailse for abandoning any goo(] 
shooting ground on its appearance. 

As regards the question of the possibility 
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of Al~glo-Saxon colonization in the IJi~valaya, 
I am aware that tlle matter has temporarily 

lost iolportance, owir~g to the good under- 
standing we have been cultivating with the 

great Indian feudatories, and the security we 

have purcllased by some concessioil of Englisll 
doctrinaire principles to Asiatic facts ; but a 

co~~sideratioil of the practicability of the ques- 
tion may not be without interest. 

I have myself been over tlie greater part of 

our I-Iills-the only part of which I have no 
local experience being the grass lands of 
Cashmere-but I believe that tho most prac- 
tical opinion that can be ohtailled on the 
question is that of Mr. Wilaou, known in his 
own part of the world under his norn de 

plume of the <' hlountai~leer," froill his contri- 
bntioos to the c r  Calcutt,a Sporting Rcview." 
He is well clescribed in Colonel Markham's 
book on Shooting in the I-Iimnlaya. R e  ori- 

ginally went to India as a trooper in the 3rd 

I)ragoons, was inoculated with a taste for the 
sport of the IIimalnyn during a visit on sick 
leave to Lnndour, ant1 yearning after his re- 



turn to Yorkshire, for the far-off region under 

the snowy peaks, he worked his way out to 

Calcutta, and travelled up on foot to the 
scene of his present mountain home, not far 
from the source of the Ganges, at a village 
he received from the late Rajah of Teeree, 

where he has resided for many years. His 
knowledge of the natives, of the country, and 

of the means of procllring an existence, or an 

independance, is, of course, perfect ; and I feel 
convinced, both from communication received 
from him, and from my own experience, that 
colonization, ill the ordinary acceptance of 

the term, is impossible. 

The physical character of the cou~itry is a 

bar to ordinary agricultural pursuits, on any 
hut the scanty scale already monopolised by 
natives, and no mere labourer could compete 
against their prices. No doubt a system1 of 

military settlement, the localization of a 

corps of European Riflemen with their wives 

and chilclren might be effected by liberal 
Government assistance ; hut its success in a 

pecunii~ry point of view, wlletller with reference 
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to the men themselves, or t.heir masters, would 
be problematical. There is, however, an 
endless field for English enterprize in the 
cultivation of tea, and in trade with Thibet 

and Central Asia. The slopes of the Himalaya 
afford space for sufficient tea to supply a11 
Ellrope as well as India, and the returns a t  

present on the investment of capital in its 
cultivation are upwards of a hundred per 
cent, with a demand that must remain for 
many years practically unlimited. 

I speak of borax and wool in a later 
chapter ; I believe, however, that an article 
of infinitely greater i~uportance has, up to 
this present time, been strangely neglected. 
Allnost every animal that lives in Hundes, 

except the domestic sheep, is covered during 
winter with a downy wool called pushum 

by the IIindustanees, which is of exq~is i t~e  
fineness, far surpassing in quality, though 
not in length of staple, any of the WOOIS of 
Europe. It is obtained most plentifully fro111 
the shawl goat, and largely used in the famous 
sllnwl looms of ~ns l lmcre  ; but the dogs and 
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wolves of Thibet, the ovis ammon and 
even the yak are all more or less possessed 

of this pusbum wool. At present it onlv 
passes from the wool marts of the Indus bonks 

in Thibet t.o Cashmere, where a portion is 

appropriately used in shawls, and a good 
deal wasted in the thick soft material known 
to Cash~neerees as pushmeena. Shollld a 

demand for it arise, the numberless native 
traders of these snow valleys could contract 

for large quantities from Gartok and Dahn; 
and the best test of its being able to b c ~  
the expense of goat, joohoo, and sheep carriage 

over the g l ~ l t s  is, that common sheep's WOO] 

bears that expense at prescnt. Pushum is 

an article at present almost unknown in 
England, and her Majesty's civil and military 
officers are prohibited, under pain of dismissal, 

from entering into agricultural or colnrnercinl 
speculations in the country ; but I believe tllat 

any Anglo-Saxon trader who will bring 
energy and capital to cotnn~ence the t ~ f i c  
in I'ushum wools from l'hibet througll 011s 

hills, :rnd also to ensure a mnnufacturc IT- 



taining their distinctive character to sight as 

well as touch, will rival, in the novelty and 
import'a'nce of the fabrics he will found, the 
far fanled alpacca looms of Saltaire. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

SOME R ILL EXPERIENCES. 

Tea planting and manufacture at  Gwa1dung.-Kill Kakur 
and Jurow.-Sand flies.-Kill a Kustoora.-Jungle of 

gigantic Box-wood.-Kill a Baloo and catch a Tahr.- 

Poisonous honey, and Procession of drunken Coo1ees.- 
Marching in the rains.-Leopards and Dogs.-Leeches. 

TIIE Provinces of Kumaon ancl Gurhwal 

are admirably adapted for the growth of tea, 

and the abruptness of the hill sides renders 

it possible for Ellropean planters to have their 
houses at the elevation of six or seven thou- 

sand fect, where they have an English tem- 

perature, and are yet within easy reach of 

their plantations which should not be brought 
above five thousand feet. 

There is a large qlia~ltity of nnoccllpied 
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land available for tea cultivation in Gurhr~~al 

and Kumaon, and the terms on wllicli it is 

allotted for that purpose by Government are 

extremely favourable. At a place called the 

forest of Gwaldung in Gurhwal, I came 011 

a location which had been taken by a yollilg 
Englishiuan for tea planting ; the Goveriiment 
tea garden of Ayartoli was within a day's 
march, and the garden of Paoree aboat two 
or three on the other side. H e  had adopted 
the very sensible plan of consulting some 

of the Chinese manufacturers at the Govern- 
ment garden, as to what they thought the 
best site for a plantation, and as the Cl~inesc 
are energetic sportsmen, wui~dering long 
distances in search of game, they ~rrentioned 
Gaoldung as one of the most pramising 
locations they had seen (I recommend this 
plan of choosing n site to intending enri- 
grants). IIe then got the Deputy Commis- 
sioner's permissioll to erect boundary pillars at 
the points he had chosen for the purpose ; 311d 

as no village lands approached his location, 
K 3 
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there was no difficulty in the matter. In 
accordance with the Government regulation in 
force on the subject for these two provinces, 

all barren or jungle land within the area 
which was unfit for the growth of tea he got 
free, as also all the tea lands for four years, 
after which time, the latter are subject to 
a rent of one anna, or a penny halfpenny, per 

acre per a n ~ ~ u m  for the first year, two annos 
for the second, three annas for the third, and 
so on ; but the Government has bound itself 
never to take more than sixteen annas, or 

two sllillings per acre for the lands, and as 

it takes twenty years h o l d i ~ g  to reach that 
rnaxirnnm, while all the rest of the location is 
held free so long as the rent for the cultiv- 
able area is paid, the cost of land, is, as com- 
pared with the profits of tea planting, very 
trifling. 

It is necessary, where the slope of the 
hill side is very abrupt,, to terrace all colti- 
vatecl lnntl-n successioi~ of low stone walls, 
like a gigantic flight of steps, affording nar- 
row level strips of earth for fields, and if 
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any unusually heavy rain carries away the 

earth from an upper field, i t .  is only carried 
down to the next, not lost in the nearest 
ravine. A large extent of this terraced laild 

is lying uncultivated in most villages, and 
might be talten from the owners on long 
leases, at from three to four annas per an- 
num. Tea plants and seed to any ainount 
available from the nearest Government gardens 
are allowed gratis to planters ; the tea plant 

takes four years to obtain a sufficient height 
for plucking, and then produces, on an aver- 

age, eighty to one hundred and sixty pounds 
of manufactured tea per acre, for which from 
three to four sllillings a pound is obtained 
at present on the spot, which sufficiently ac- 
counts for little or none of it having ever 
reached England. 

Labourers are easily ~rocured at four ru- 
pees, or eight shillings, per mensem, ~11d 
Hindustani tea-toasters who have learnt the 
manufacture from Chinamen imported by 
Government, at from one ~ o u n d  to one pound 
ten per mensem. This accolints for the fact 
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tha,t all the tea planters are at present making 

from two to t,hree hundred per cent on the 

capital they have invested, and that any 
planter who can devote his own energies as 

well as two or three tho~lsand pounds to the 

trade, may safely cour~t on two or three 
thousand a year for the next fifteen years 

a t  least ; for the limit of the demand for India 
could hardly he reached in that time, to say 

nothing of the facilities of transit to Europe 
which railroads will soon afford. At sixpence 

pound, tea planting and manufacture 
would pay, and i t  is not, by any contin- 
gency now conceivable, likely to fall below 

two shillings in ten, or one shilling in twenty 
years. 

The busy time in tea making is fron~ ~ p r i l  
to September, during which months there is 

~ l w a y s  something to be done in the tea 

manufacture, and packing of the spring find 
autumn picking ; thus the planter can easily 

have five months holiday in the yenr, from 
October t,o March, if he leaves n trusty foreman 
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out during the first named period have all 
a burnished look, which they lose if left for 

o few weeks unpicked ; these are the only 
leaves fit for tea making, the full grown 

ones affording an infusion little better than 
hay. So that a tree which has just been 

picked, looks at first glance just as full and 
bushy as ever. As the picking begins in 
the fourth year of the plant's growth when 

d n ~ t  two to three feet high, the removal 
of the young buds and shoots in pick- 
ing, keeps the whole plantation at that 
height. 

There are, of course, various gradations of 
quality, between the youngest and best leaves, 
and the full grown useless ones ; but all are 
picked together, and brought in the same 
baskets to the roasting sheds, where a por- 
tion is given to black tea makers and a 

portion to green ditto. The black tea is 

curled by toasting in iron basins, and when 
con~pletely dried, the different character of 
the leaves composing it become conspicuous ; 
there ore four sorts of black picked out in 
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India, the coarsest and badly curled leaves 

are first separated, chiefly by sifting, and 
form the commonest kind of black tea, or 

" bohea," the other three kinds are separated 

chiefly by hand picking, viz : pouchong, sou- 

chong, and fine souchong. The leaves al- 
lotted for green tea require more manipu- 

lation than the other, are rolled and curled 

a good deal by rubbing with the hand on 
the working table, and when all the sap is 

removed from them, are separated into gun- 
powder, (the best), young hyson, and hyson 
skin. 

The difference in the colour of the black 
alld green trees, is sometimes developed by 
the portions used for black being kept rather 
longer before toasting than the leaves for 
green tea ; but a great deal depends on the 
manipulation used by the manufacturers while 
the leaves are in  the toasting pans, as they 
can turn a basket of leaves from 
one place, and dried at the same time, half 
into black and half into green tea. 

The dight frosts which appear in winter 
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time at an elevation of five tllolisand feet. in 
the Himalaya do not injure the tea plant, 
and it is not liable to the blights, or alter- 
nations of good and bad seasons, which affect 
indigo, sugar, and opium. 

The various plants, by the flowers and 
leaves of which the scenting of tea is effected 
in China, have been introduced into our 
'Indian plantations, but I have never known 
of their being used for the purpose. Govern- 
ment is, very properly, anxious that the tea 
sent from its manufacturies should be per- 

fectly pllre, and objects to allow even of the 
ad~~lteration of scenting. When private specu- 
lators enter more into the trade, they will 
doubtless supply the public mitli wlidever 
they buy wit11 most avidity, like the Chinese, 
who do not hesitate to dress some of their 
green teas with prussinn blue and gypsum, 
though expressing considerable surprise at 
the barbarous taste of their customers in 
p'efering such a mixture. 

As my friend had merely pitched his tent 
on an open grass knoll by a piecc of water 
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in the forest, and commenced boilding 

bungalow, sowing tea, and burning wood 
sim~~ltaneonsly, he had visits from jurow and 

other deer almost daily. His native valet, 
having a taste for sport, brought him some 

pheasants while I was there, having borrowed 
his master's gun to kill them with; and on 

my going into the neighbouring jungle I shot 
a kakur within two hundred yards of the loca- 

tion, and a fine specimen of the jurow about 
the size of a galloway a little further on. 

These animals are generally found at a 

moderate elevation, like that of Gwaldung, 
which is five thousand feet, because they 
there find the character of forest and food 

which they most affect. 
In descending froin Gwaldung to the Pind- 

nee river, we were persecilted by a small 
species of fly, which, though scarccly per- 
ceptible, so minute are its ~roportions, yet 
creates considerable irritation by its bite, and 
leaves a black spot of congealed blood under 
the skin ; they only make their appearance 
in worm valleys, and though their tattooing 
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is scarce visible on a black skin, they give 
a curious piquancy to a European's face and 
hands, and a bold and expressive character, 
both by swelling and spotting, to the nose. 

At Rainnee, four marches north of Gwal- 
dung, I came on a good shooting ground for 
iiloonel pheasants, and musk deer-shooting 

one of the latter. The hair of the musk deer, 
like that of most of the deer tribe which live 
in the snow, is composed of grey and white 
tubes, which are extremely brittle, but  each 
hair being so large that the hollow is distinctly 

seen when one is broken off. This provision 
of nature enables these arlil~ials to lie out on 
tllc surface of snow while freezing, without 
losi~lg aniinal heat, or suffering from the 
llunll~ing influence of tlleir bed, as they would 
do 1)ut for the natural air cusllion which their 
thicli coat of tubings interpose ; while close to 
the skin they h : ~  tllc downy coating of 
1)11sh1im wool. l'he musk bag, or pod as it 
is tech~iicnll~ termed, is only possessed by the 
male ; it is about the size of ail egg, and 

sitllatcd under tlie skin, betnccn tlie orifice of 
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the urethra and testes. When cut open, the 
musk looks like rhubarb pills, and sometimes 

has small pieces of dry grass mixed with it, 

though it is difficult to conceive how the grass 

gets there. The pod usually contains from one 
to two ounces in weight, and is worth thirty 
shillings per ounce, being used as the basis of 

Inany of our English perfumes ; but as the 
animals shed their musk at certain seasons, 

the pod is sometimes found almost empty. 
Mr. Wilson informed me that he and his 
Shikarees, one season, killed a hundred and 
fifty musk deer. 

Beyond Ramnee, at a place called Sem 
Khurruck, I came on a wood or jungle of box- 
wood trees, which I commend to the attention 

of the two London Illustrated Papers, or any 
persons ]laving large wood engravings to get 

up. The trees were as tall as firs in England, 
and some of them as thick round as a man's 

body ; the wood is known as pibur lukeree 
by the natives, and may at present be cut 
without let or hintlrnnce, in any quantity, by 

anyone who wants it ; the only use the nat,ives 
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appear to pot it  to, is in making hair combs. 
There is, I know, another place in the Hima- 
laya, where a similar growth of box trees is 

found, and blocks of sixty pounds weight, or a 
load for a man, would cost merely the cutting 
and carriage down to the Ganges, if commis- 
sioned for engraving purposes, through any 
one acquainted with the localities. 

There are some fine ssmbah, or jurow deer, 
at the lake of Eranee, five miles beyond Sem 

Khurruck, and several black bears. When 
out looking for koklass pheasants, with a vil- 
lage Slliltaree, named Deopooree, a t  a hill 

above Kowar, 1 came across a young bear 
which I bogged, and some of the men caught 
a young tahr, which I reared for some time by 
letting it suck s goat, but  it  died of rain and 
long inarches afterwards. The native nttend- 

an t  who caught the tabr was a long rind any- 
tllillg but hands~nle  C~oleo, who grew a kind 
of shaggy stuff like n tail 011 his head, 

hilt came to complain i l~d i~nnnt ly  a~n ins t  the 
killd nnd q~~al i t ,y  of the supplies furnished at  
the village we stnyed ~t--saying tllnt, alnong 
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other deficiencies, his hair was being utterly 
ruined for want of oil. 

When crossing the Bireh Gunga stream, 
between the Goodyar Thl, and the village of 

Elanee, some of my men pointed out to me a 

large honeycomb attached to an overhanging 

rock, a b o ~ ~ t  one hundred feet above us, which, 
like a roof, completely sheltered it, and made 

it quite inaccessible. The villagers told me 

that a sahib had fired a rifle ball at it the 
former year, but it only made a small hole, 
bringing down a few drops of honey. I saw 

at once, that by striking the surface of the 

rock -just in front of the comh, my heavy rifle 
hall wor~ld be flattened out like a sheet of 

paper, and cut it off the rock, I therefore 
fired 110th barrels at the spot. Down came 

the greater part of the comh with a ~erfect 
stream of lloney, and a clolld of infuriated 
bees ; we all fled instantly, the Coolees throw- 
ing down their loads and seeking refuge in the 
jungle, while a herd of goats coining clown 

the opposite bank was seottemd in nl l  direc- 
tions; a low howl now and then from the 
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dogs in charge, testifying that the bees had dis- 
covered that their noses at least were not 
covered with hair. Rolling a blanket round 

the entire body is a complete protectioi~, as the 
sting is not long enough to reach through it, 
and as the Coolees all carry blankets, very few 
of them, comparatively speaking, got stung. 
As soon as the bees commenced swarming 
again on the remnants of comb left sticking to 
the rock, the natives pronounced all danger 
passed, and rushed forward to secure some 
of the honey. The villagers of the neighbour- 
hood seized on large pieces of the comb, which 
they said was a powerful medicine for cattle ; 
but my Coolees, who knew nothing about the 
kind of honey they were collecting, secured as 

much of the liquid portion as they could find, 
and ate it. I merely tasted some, as it had got 
mostly mixed with grass and gravel ; but 1 ob- 
served that the few bees lying about, were of a 

much larger and heavier kind than any I had 
seen before, and the honey soon began to have 
d i s ~ ~ l ~ l  effects on the Coolees, who staggered 
about as if intoxicated. We had ascended a 



narrow path with precipitous ground on one 

side; most of the Coolees who had eaten the 
honey had ahandolled their loads at the bottom 
of the hill, but they had sense enough left to 

know that if they staggered about as they were 

doing much longer, they would go over the 
khud. So the first of them gravely went 
down on all fours, the rest following his er- 
ample, and amidst shouts of laughter from 

their unaffected companions, this solemn pro- 
cession of drunken Coolees wound its way up- 
hill, affording those who had failed in the 
scramble for honey, and therefore did not 

grow sick, an opportunity of discnnting on the 
evils of gluttony. The villagers then favoured 
us with the information that, the honey was of 

a poisonous kind, which they only used as 

medicine. 

During my last visit to Thibet, where1 had 
intended to stay until the rains were over 

in the hills, I got so tired of living er~tirely 
alone without any European companion to speak 

to or practice English with, that I determined, 
though the rains were in full force, to start 
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away frolrl the snow and to push through the 
rains to ~ i s s o a r e e .  I had some cliriosity to 

ascertain what such an experience would be 
like, and whether it was possible to travel or 

not at t,hat season. I found that the practica- 
bility or otherwise of keeping one's health 
on such a journey, depended on the possi- 
bility of securing a dry shed of some sort to 
dry your traps and sleep in. As the rain came 
doan in torrents almost all day and night, 
it was of course impossible to keep dry at all 
from the time of starting after breakfast, for 
the march, up to arrival at the village in- 
tended for the halt ; and it was equally im- 

possible to pitch your tent or sleep in its 
reeking folds if pitched. No native, whatever 
your discomforts or difficulties, would give 
YOU shelter, unless he mistook you for one of 
the district officials, so the only plan was to 
walk straight into any uninhabited shed or 
shelter you could find, and proceed to light 
a fire for your followers, of course paying 
lihrrtlly for any firewood or other notice 

that the apathetic inhabitants vouchsaf(:d ~011, 
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which, however, they never dreamed of, 

unless it was ordered in an authoritative 

tone. I made a point of paying one rupee, 
or two shillings for the night for any place 
1 occupied, and though that would for a 

villager have sufficed for a year's rent, I 
believe the owners would prefer, even if 
guaranteed such tcrms, to prohibit tra- 
velling and exclude strangers. A sick 
man arrivirig at a native village would, if 

none of his own caste were in it, be allowed 
to die under any tree he lay by, without 
s chance of assistance from its apathetic 
in habitants. 

Throughout my hunting tours I have not 

seen above half a dozen leopards in the 
jungle ; they conceal themselves so carefillly, 
that even where plentiful and doing serious 

damage to dogs and goats, and often callght 
in traps, they cannot he sighted for shooting. 

While marching along one day through 
the rain, followed by my dog-keeper who 

was leading a large Tllibetian puppy, called 
Pluto, a slight scuffle and n cry from the 
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dog made me turn round just in time to see 

R. leoparcl, which had sprang at Pluto froru 
the thick grass by the pathway, rllsli down 
the khud. The brute had evidently been 
following us for some time for an opport~nit~y 
of appropriating the dog, but failed in his 
spring. In no wise daunted, however, it 

coolly returned to the bank just nbove us, 
and r~lnning along parrallel to our course, 

was gazing in hungry admiration at the 
proportions of Pluto, when a ball i11 the 
stomach froru my revolver, drove it from 
the contemplation of more digestible diet. 

A11 officer living in the hills told me, that 
a friend of his lrad sent hill1 a favourite grey- 
hound bitch to pass the hot weather under 
medical certificate in a cool climate ; and his 
sweeper was on one occasion leading her 
backwards and forwards on the gravel walk 
in front of the house, and he himself was 
looking on when leopard sprang from some 
l~llsbes in the neighbourhood, and thougll 
failing to seize the dog ns it sprang behind 
the kecper, yet managed to leave a scratch 
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on the flank which showed a very narrow 

escape for the little animal, who, nevertheless, 
uttered no sound of surprise or dread, appa- 

rently nerved to silence by the greatness of 
the danger; but no sooner was it taken into 

the house and saw the door safely shut, than 
it indulged itself, in reward for the restraint 
it hod practised, by setting up a prolonged 

howling for some minutes-in fact giving 
way to violent hysterics in lndicro~~s cari- 
cature of superior organizations more sensitive 
than sensible 

On the first appearance and fall of the 
regular rains, the grass or jungle throughout 
the hills swarms with small leeches, which 
when you march in any costume but the 
kilt, wander up your trowsers, down your 
stockings, and gorge themselves to overflowing 
with blood before you suspect their arrival. 
Their bite is scarce perceptible, but the 

irritation which it brings on afterwards is 

often very troublesome, and they have 8 

strange fancy for fixing in the nostrils of 

dogs, causing a tickling which makes them 
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continually rub their noses with their paws ; 
and living in safe retirement in their narrow 
retreat, until, in some unguarded moment, 
the dog's master manages to seize the tail 
which they hang at times out of the nostril 
with a pair of pincers, and either applies a 

dose of salt to loosen their hold, or pulls 
them out at the cost of a loud yelp from the 
poor pointer or spai~iel who has been their 
victim. 



THE SNOW RANGES. 

CHAPTER IX. 

IN THE SNOW RANGES. 

Rarity of the Bunchowr or Wild YBk.-The course of the 
Dhowlna river. - Gold washing. - Gin drinking. - The 
Yong river route and its di5culties.-Coolee carriage 
changed for Jooboos.-Surjoo the Shikaree.-Compact 
with the new Coo1ees.-Passage of the Chor Hoti Ghft. 

H A V I N ~ ,  prior to 1858, killed at different 
times all the ordinary varieties of Himalayan 
game, I was very anxious to employ a 

portion of a six months' leave, which I ob- 
tained after the Mutinies, in securing the 
rarer kinds of Thibetian animals, more especi- 
dly  the bunchowr or wild ykk and the nyan 
or ovis ammon. Major Alexander Cunning- 
ham, of the Bengal Engineers, spcaks of the 
hunchoar as follows, in his Physical, Statis- 
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tical, and Historical Account of Ladak and the 
surrounding countries, published by Allen 
and Co.in 1854, page 197. 

" The wild y$k, brong or dong is ssid to 
inhabit the grassy plains on the upper courses 
of the Sutlej and Sangpo. 

" The people generally believe in their exis- 
tence, but I codd neither procure any of 
their horns, nor find any persoil who had 

actually seen the living animal. Vigne was 
informed that the wild ykk was to be found 
to the north and east of Garo, that is the 
district of Gndri. 

" As the tame yik has been dolnesticated 
from time immemorial, the existence of wild 
herds in the same cot~ntry may, perhaps, be 
doubted ; but tho general prevalence of the 
belief is worthy of being recorded." 

Now the tame y i k ,  known as the chowr 
gai, is a noble looking animal, if cornpa~~erl 
with the conlrnon bull of India; but the size 

of the banchowr may be judged from tile 
native expression thnt " the liver of a wild 
yhk is n load for a ta.me orle." 
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I determined, therefore, to hunt for wild 
ykk in the snow valleys " by the upper courses 
of the Sutledge," between the Himalaya and 

the Kailas or Gangree range. 
I n  pursuance of this plan, I arrived 

in the Dhowlna valley, in the Gurhwal 

district, which trends up to the Niti Pass, 
and several more dangerous paths across 
the snow, on the 17th June 2856, with 
the view of penetrating into Thibd. I 
had previously crossed the Borenda Pass 
into the Buspa valley, and visited Kannwur, 
returning viL Rampoor and the valley of 

the Sutleclge, at  the point where it forces its 

way through the Himalaya. I think a11 account 
of the later journey will best describe the 
pleasrrres and perils of travelling in that part 
of the world, and point out the best districts 
hy far for Thibetian game. 

The snow valleys may be supposed to 

commence from the town of Joshimuth situated 
at the junction of the Visllnoo Gunga :and 
Dhowlnn streams. From thence, along the 
left bank of the Dliowlna, a pntliway in some 
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places precipitous, brought us by a march of 
about ten miles to Tuppobun, and the next 
day we encamped at a small guest-house, n 
low-roofed hut of about twelve feet square nt 
Sommunghenta. This place is sufficiently far 
up the snow valleys to be protected to some 
extent froin the periodical rains, which though 
falling heavily a little farther south, had not 
crossed the higher hills, or found their way 
along the snow streams to the so called snow 
villages. During the height of the rains, how- 
ever, clouds find their way up all these 
valleys to the foot of the ghiits, and rain, in 
the form of Scotch mist, is frequent though 
not constant. 

Thcre is a stream entering the Dhowlna 

at Surni~lun~lienta which issues frorn n snow 
vallcy, apparently not yet explored, it is 
called " the gorge of smoke" or " vapour; 7 #  

its physical features are " fudgedH in the 
portrait of it which we find in our maps, ant1 
the natives in the ncighbourllood say that 
they havc never gone through it, as there is 
no practicable path, that it oor~tnii~s nothing, 
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and trends nowhere ! The stream which issues 
from it, however, is very impetuous and 
effects a natural quartz crushing of the rocks 

in its channel, and several Dhunias, or gold 

washers, visit it annually to extract gold from 

the sands of the bed. They use a primitive 
looking but neatly made cradle of reed work, 

and are quite ignorant of the use of mercury 

for extracting the gold. The Dhunias belong 
to the lowest caste in the Hills, and I should 
say from their general appearance and tenue, 
that gold seeking as practised by them is not 
a very profitable profession. 

Two clays' march took us from Summull- 

glienta to Malari, the principal village of tlie 
Dhowlna valley ; during the journey, we crossed 
the river several times by bridges, composed 
simply of two or three long pine trees thrown 
across the stream, and with small pieces of 

wood tied across them as a roadway. These 
I~ridges, besides being at times 3t a height 
of thirty or forty feet, above a stream that  
no aninla1 collld stem or swim in, used to 
sway about with the weight of evcry one who 
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crossed. I found it therefore impossible for a 

uhoont or Tartar pony, which I had intended tJ 

to take to the ghLt, to go any further; but it 
would be easy by slight repairs of the bridges 
and pathway to take poneys up the valley, and 
over the Niti Pass into Thibet. The goats, 

sheep and cattle used for carrying merchandise 
by our Bhotia traders go over these bridges 
with marvellous dexterity. 

Intoxication prevails to an extraordinary 
extent among the Bhotias ; they distil a kind 
of whisky, some of which is of full proof 
strength. The cost of this spirit is little or 
nothing, as they make it for themselves, free 
of all excise restrictions-so dram drinking 
begins every evening about six o'clock, and 
is more universal than in ally part of Scot- 
hind. I bad put up at the Pnnchnyut Gurh, 
or town-hall of the place, a dirty looking 
building, or rather hut, bu t  with soole 
curiously carved and eaves, and on 
sending for the pudh$n of the village at 

about 8 P.M., 1 w s  told that it was too 
late to see any men of the place on bugi- 

L 3 
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ness that night, as, by that time, all were 

drunk ! Sollie of the regular topers appeared 
to be systematically intoxicated every night, 

and in a chroilic state of obfuscation all day, 
while the temperance section only got drunk 

on highdays and holidays ! The women ap- 

peared to take no share i11 these orgies, it 
was manifestly considered by public opinion 
to be no part of " woman's missionJ' to imitate 
their lords in everything. All field labour, 
however, such as it is, in altitudes where 
but little can grow, is performed by the softer 
sex, while the husbands are absent on trading 
journeys into Thibet ; and at home, the males 
appear to have no permanent occupation but 
spinning, which they accomplish while idling 
about the Punchayut Gurh, having a roll OF 
prepared wool round the waist, from which 
they attach a few fibres to tlic hook on a 

piece of wood passed, at right angles, through 
the centre of a wooden cross, which they 
spin by a twist of tho finger and thumb. 

Now, as my object was to visit, in the 
first instance, the valleys about Shelshel and 
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Kyungrung, (which, being out of the ordinary 
tracks of the Bhotia traders to Thibet, are 

therefore the more likely, from their unbroken 
solitude of years, to be visited by the bun- 
chowr bulls, which are said to wander from 
mountains far away in the interior of Tarttlry), 
it will be evident from a glance at the map, 
that apparently the easiest route would be 
along the bed of the Yong river froin Malari, 
and on this subject I have a few words to 
say. The map shows that near the Niti 
ghkt, which is just south of the great Thibe- 
tian marts of Gartok and Daba, the line of 
eternal snow, through which our difficult and 
dangerous glikts into Thibet pass, takes n 

bend southward, leaving the watershed line 
which is our boundary, and along which the 
snow ridge line, (except in this instance), 
extends ; and although d l  the highest of the 

Himalayan peaks are foruild on spurs south 
of the watershed, yet the line of watershed 
itself is throughout so elevated, ns to place 

tax of difficulties, almost pohibitive, on 
the bulky and low priced staples which alone, 
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up to the present time, our coulrnerce has 
cmmnenced interchauging with Central Asia, 

China, and Thibet. I t  was this difficulty 
which induced Lord Dalhonsie, when at 

Simla, to direct the commencement of the 
weat Thibet road, which takes advantage of b 

the passage cut through the Himalaya by 
the Sutledge, to make a commercial artery 

between Central Asia and Hindoostan ; but 
the interminable and easy gradients of that road 
will require, to make it worthy the design 
of the projector, an amount of outlay which 
our Government can hardly, in the present 
state of our finance, afford. 'L'he sums eve11 
necessary for proper repairs on what has 

been accomplished, appear now to be ob- 
tained with difficult,y-and, until railways 
cover the Punjaub, the point where this road 
debouches on the plains must be deemed 
inconvenient as regards the further jourlley 
towards Europe of coniirlercinl staples from 
Thibet. Of the great value and inlportancc 

of the Thibet Trunk road, however, and the 
advantages it will give us in introducing our 
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manufactures direct to Central Asia, (instead 
of hearing, as we have done, of Manchester 
piece-goods being procurable only from Rus- 
sian traders), there can be no doubt, and 
it is much to be regretted that the present 
stagnation in its progress exists. 

To return, however, to the point on the 
map to which I have alluded, the triangular 
tract of land enclosed between the high snow 
range and the watershed line is now an 
w in inhabited waste ; it is above the range of 

tree vegetation excepting just at Yong, where 
birch trees and a kind of cypress are plentiful, 
but is covered with excellent grass, and an 
innumerable number of flowering plants ; 
vetch, and lupins, wild onions, leeks, rhubarb, 
and atees (the fashionable substitute for qui- 

nine) grow in quantities. 
The character of tho slopes, and the entire 

geological formation, is more that of the table 
land of Thibet than of our precipitous hills, 
and there are throughout it numbers of small 
lakes, or rather ponds, which, being supplied 
with water wormer than the atmosphere 
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around, forln agreeable baths throughout the 
summer. 

The names marked in the map, Rimkirn, 
Shelshel, Hoti, Leptel, &c., are those of 

camping grounds only-halting places for the 
numerous droves of goats, jooboos, oxen, 
kc., which traders take for pack carrying 

through the tract in the summer. The height 
of the numerous points on the watershed, 
where paths from the tract enter Thibet, 
is not much above the table lands bordering 
the Sutledge ; but the Yong river, collecting 
as its affluent8 all the streams of Hoti and 
Leptel bursts through the line of snow hills, 
and thus forms what would be the gate of 

Thibet, if advantage could be taken of the 
cutting made by the Yong river. 

It is already easy to go from the south as 
far as the junction of the Girtee stream with 
the Yong, and from the north to the junction 

of the Leptel stream with that of Yong; but 
the intermediate portion is so precipitous that 
no human foot has yet traversed it, nnd 
although blasting and birch wood platforms 
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might perhaps accomplish the narrow ledge, 
which serves as a road in those regions, the 
banks being in some places precipitous to 
a great height, the frequent slips of rocks and 
earth, or snow avalanches, would always 
endanger it. If, however, there are no sudden 
falls in the bed, and none are known or visible, 
all the aforesaid engineering dificult,ies will 
doubtless be overcome, whenever our trade 
with Central Asia grows suEciently extensive, 
and the now almost unknown tract about 
Hoti and Leptel, would then becolne an 
important entrepot of commerce. 

When I reached Malari, I sent for a resi- 
dent of the village of Gumsali, by name Surjoo, 
who was supposed to be a great authority on 
all sporting subjects, and by his advice moved 
on next day to Bompa, the next village to 
Gumsnli, and only n short distance from Niti, 
which is the last inhabited spot south of the 
passes. 

I t  is here necessary to dismiss the Coolees 
who have come from lower ranges, and cmploy 
a number of tho jooboos, a mule between the 
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tame ykk and the common cattle, together 
with their owners, one native managing and 

loading two jooboos ; also four or five extra 
men, who were habituated to work in a rarified 

atmosphere, for carrying guns, or for contin- 
gencies from sickness or accidents. 

I paid up the former troop of Coolees, and 

gave them half a month's wages in excess, with 

which they appeared greatly pleased, and 
invested the amount in Tartar salt, which 
they could dispose of in their own neighbour- 
hood for one hundred per cent profit. A pre- 
sent of s couple of sheep, or goats, and a 

a little tobacco now an tl then to the troop of 

Coolees, does much towards keeping them in a 
good humoilr. 

I a t  first intrusted the new arrangements 
required to Surjoo, but  soon found him out to 
be a double distilled scoundrel. He wasted 

four days on frivolous excuses, pretending the 
impossibility of getting baggage a~limals, but 
really increasing his demands for his own 
remuneration. As the waste of time made 
my departure more urgent, I at last applied 
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to two men of Bompa, named Dhnn Sing and 
Buchoo, both of whom I can reconlmend as 
active, able, and willing assistants ; they got 
me twelve attendants, with nine jooboos and 
two oxen. My Cliuyrassie Kunhaya and a 
plains Bheesty determined to accompany me, 
though warned by the recusant Surjoo of the 
frighthl tortures which they were to  suffer 
from cold and rarified air 

After the preliminaries were d l  arranged, 
several packages of my things, and two ser- 

vmts being left at Rompa, and prompt 
supplies of flour, &c., being promised by the 

pudhin whenever my jooboos sllould come 
from Thibet for them-a furtller delay of one 

day was occasioned by the celebration of an 
important festival at Gumsali, at wllich every 
inhabitant with any pretensions to respect- 
ability was bound to be drunk, for wllicll a 

large amormt of extra. strong wlliskey hacl been 
prrpnred, where the lords of creation, from the 
townships of Niti, Pharkn, Bornpa, aod bfalari 
were all to he prcscnt, ant1 whcre, in fact, i t  
would be a sin to be sober nftcr seven o'clock* 
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I could not, of course, offend the religious 
sentiments of my foll~wers, by remonstrances 

against the performance of so serious a cere- 
mony. W e  have taught the natives that the 
best plan for getting their own way, is to have 
a religious prejudice for everything they like 

to do, and a religious prejudice against every- 
thing they don't like to do ; these prejudices 
have, therefore, increased greatly since the 
time of Menii. 

My men were collected next day, and wor~ld 
doubtless have appreciated the present of a 
few dozen of soda water, had that beverage 
been procurable in  the neighbourhood. I 
moved the camp in the evening to Tamersen, 
at the extreme limit of tree vegetation, and on 

the ascent towards the Cllor Hoti Pass into 
the tract of country already described. Mr. Snr- 
joo, the guide, who had formerly monopolized 
tlrc profits of cicerone to the few English who 
had entered the valley, seeing me able to do 
without him, now carnc nrld offered to aceom- 
pany me on moderate terms, but I woulcl have 
nothing more to say to him. We next day 
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reached Kala Jubbur, the last practicable halt- 
ing place before crossing the ghkt, passing 

several herds of burrul on the march, which 
were, however, too wild for a comparative 
tyro in work at such altitudes to stalk. We 
were obliged to carry up to the halting 
ground, from a lower altitude, the roots and 
stalks of a kind of scrubby bush for fuel. The 

plains of Thibet being above the altitude of 
tree vegetation, the only fuel used is this 
scrub jungle, the bushes of which in most 

places are kept down to about six inches in 
height by the wind. 

I may here mention the contract made with 
my new enrployks ; the nien were to get four 
annas (sixpence) each per diem, and n silliilar 
amount was to be allowed to the owners for 
each jooboo; those w11o were employed as 
shiliarees, i. e., hunters, or rather guides, were 
also to have their food supplicd them, and 
receive baksheesh, or reward, ill proportion to 
the nrnount of game they showed ine. This 

was morc than natives of the labouring class 
usually receive ; but the time of these nlen 
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was valuable, as they were employed during 
the trading season, and would lose at least one 

trading trip to Thibet. All the inhabitants of 
our snow valleys trade ; they reside from 
March until November in the villages just 
under the ghLts, where a scanty cultivation is 

carried on by their women, and whence they 
take flour, rice, sugar, cotton, &c. &c., into 
Thihet, bringing back borax, salt, and wool. 

Most of them have some member of their 
families residing at Daba, or Gyanee, on the 
Nunakhar Lake in Thibet, to collect the 
amount of merchandise they require in small 
instalments; hut from the month of Novem- 
ber to March, the cold and snow make all the 
inhabitants of our valleys abandon their resi- 
dences in them, and they live along the banks 
of the Aluknunda about Kurnpryag, Nund- 
pryag, &c., whence they effect their exchanges 
witah the plain beopnrees, or traders, fit 

Nujeebabad. 

Tha means of transport they use ore the 
chowr gni or ykk, which carries n load of 
from 160 to 200 lbs. and is for 
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from ten to fifteen rupees, but which dies if 
taken down to the lower ranges, (this animal 
has lately been acclimated in Prance). The 
jooboo, a mule between the y&k and hill breed 
of cattle, which carries from 100 to 150 lbs. 
weight, is purchasable for from twenty to thirty 
rupees, and can go without injury down to 
Nujeebabad in the cold weather. Lastly, 
goats and sheep, which cost from two to three 
rupees each, carry from 10 to 15 lbs. weight, 
and do not comparatively suffer from change 
of climate. 

The ykks and jooboos are all bred in Bus- 
sahir, whence they are brought for sale ; the 
goats and sheep come from the Chumbn 
district. 

We had a severe day's work before us 
when leaving Kala Jubbur, the next practic- 
able halting-ground being at Rimkim, about 
twclve miles off, but on the other side of the 
&Att. We therefore started at daylight, at 

once leaving all traces of vegetation, and 

mounting ever upwards over dreary tracks of 
worn grey stone, and stretches of snow ; some 
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slight signs of a foot-track worn here and 
there on the stones being the only perceptible 

pathway, while among the Titanic rocks above 
us, a few faint patches of dim unearthly blue, 
like the ghosts of old peaks past away, de- 
clared our approach to the region of glaciers. 

The most critical places in such ascents are 

generally the transits over sloping snow-drifts 
in clefts, or torrent beds. The snow at a slope 
of about 46 degrees, stretches high above the 
line of march on the one hand, and down to 
unknown depths on the other. The leader of 

the party goes in advance with a hatchet, and 
cots out with two blows a place in the snow 
for his foot, and stepping on to the niche so 

made, he cuts another a step in advance, abd 

so on for perhaps forty or fifty yards; all who 
follow, including the Coolees with loads, when 
there are any, follow step by step on the same 
spots. Of course, s false step must be fatal, 
but you have the additional danger that the 
cohesion of the snow may not be sufficient for 
the small patch on which your foot is   laced to 
support your weight, when, of course, you must 
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go down the incline, and, probably, be lost to 
sight for ever. An incline of which you can- 
not see the termination, or which ends in an 
abrupt precipice, or a hole in the frozen sur- 
face of a hill river, must be carefully tra- 
versed. There is only one difficult incline on 
the Chor Hoti, and even that is of limited 
extent. I have passed some requiring good 
nerve on the Borenda, before it had opened 
for regular traffic, and I have heard of a gen- 
tleman losing one of his Coolees, whose footing 
gave way on a snow incline. The officer and 
party, by a long circuit, were able to get to 
the bottom of the slope, which they found to 
enter the frozen bed of a stream ; the Coolee 
had, doubtless, lost all consciousness, if not 
life, before reaching the bottom, and had been 
carried under tho ice, through which, at a 
short distance from the hole, they could see 
the man's body, but could not get at it, nor, 
indeed, would it have been of any use doing 
so. 

As we approached the summit of the Pass, 
which has an elevation of 18,300 feet above 
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the level of the sea, i. e., 2,600 feet higher 
than Mont Blanc, one of the jooboo driven 
who came from another part of the country, 
became prostrated from want of air, or from 

his exertions in climbing and driving with a 

pack on his back, and in so rarified an atmo- 
sphere; but none of the rest of the party 
experienced any unpleasant sensations. 

At such an altitude, snow-storms and driv- 
ing sleet may be expected at any time of the 
year ; aud the sky, which had been very clear 

when we left Kala Jubbur, grew dark and 
clouded, with mist wreaths shrouding some of 

the peaks as we approached the top of the 
Pass. Just before the closing the passes, 

snow-storms are heavy and dangerous ; 
scarcely a year passes without sundry losses 
in the lives of traders, who attempt the 
transit late in the season. The cold at such 

times is so intense, and the snow so blinding 
and bewildering from the entire oblitcratio~l of 

any trace of roadway-that if o convoy be 
caught in a storm, men, jooboos, goats and 

sheep all alike perish, buried in the snow. 
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My men pointed out to me several melancholy 
vestiges of such misfortunes in the clothes of 
tlie lost traders, which were always spread out 
by the spot where they fell, the bodies them- 
selves being burned on the first opening of the 

passes the next season. A chequered woollen 

plaid, a blanket, and some other remnants of 

cloth, were recognised as those of the brother 

of one of the men with me, who had perished 

two years before. 
An abrupt descent had to be effected for 

a distance of five or six hundred yards from 
the summit of the pass on the north side, 
this portion is always covered with snow, 
and the practicability of the descent depends 

on the peculiar conditiorr of this snow at the 
time. If it be too soft, the yklcs, &c., sink 

~~elplessly into it, and removing their packs 
and dmggiog the things down piecemeal be- 
comes n hcart-breaking l d ~ o o r  ; but when the 
snow is hard, or the surfncc frozen, it would be 
certain destruction for mcn or anil~ials to 
venture on it. On our testing tho snow, it 
was pronormccd too soft,, tllc yaks plflnge(l 

31 
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into it but struggled out again. I had gone 
on in advance, followed at a short distance 
by my Shikaree Kunhaya ; but a fine driving 
snow commenced falling, and on looking back 
I found that we were not followed by the 
rest. I had some difficulty in climbing back 
to find out the cause of delay, and found all 
the Coolees sitting helplessly on the stones 
above the snow drift, the greater number of 

them cowed by the cold and snow, and some 
of them fairly whimpering and comforting their 

companions with the assurance that we should 
all die. They had, with thorough native 
apathy, given up all attempt at exertion, and 
had I been a member of the Aborigines 
Protection Society, I might have sat down 
and wept aympnthetically till we lost our 
noses, fingers, and toes ; but being defi- 
cient in sweet sentimentality, and deem- 

ing their defection and collapse not only in- 
appropriate and inconvenient, hut unwarranted 
by the circu~nstanccs, their living in the 
snow mgions cnnhling t,hem to stand cold 

hctter than 1~1vself. T t I c t t~~n inec I  t , l lnt  i t  only 
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remained for me to commence a promis- 
cuous assault and battery on the party, 
laying my " alpen stock" indiscriminately on 
the heads and shoulders of those nearest 
to me. This unexpected misfortulle obliterated 
for the time being the memory of their otlier 
woes, and they became paralytically active 
in undoing packs, forcing the jooboos into 
the drift and carrying down articles them- 

selves, in which, to avoid invidious distinc- 
tion I joined. Wet, cold and exertion fairly 
entitled some of us to become, as we did, 
rather livid, and we disposed of two bottles 
of spirits brought for the occasion, in striking 
harmony and entire forgetfulness of all caste, 
distinctions and prejudices. 1 believe that 
spirits are, as a general rule, unmixedly 
mischievous to a sportsman ; but I am bound 

to confess, that on the present exceptional oc- 
canion, we found our dram drinking of 
material benefit, and as the remainder of tlbe 
descent was comparatively easy, the men 

were soon in high good-homour, and we got 

M 2 
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along cheerily, arriving just before dark at  
Rimkim. 

Now, in this instance, the dram drinking 
was strictly, what it  is often falsely assumed 

LO be, medicinal, the importance of the mo- 

mentary stimulant being deemed worth the cost 
of after depression, or a few days' irritability 
of system. I have myself no prejudices in 
favour of either teetotal or temperance doc- 

trines, but  I have left off entirely the use of 

beer, wine or spirits, without however pledgi~lg 

myself on the subject-simply because 1 
have for~nd them inevitably a i d  unmistake- 

ably mischievous. I attribute the steadiness 

of my hand in rifle shooting, very nmch to 
my not drinking wine or beer, atid I have 

uever in niy life known any case of a hunter 
giving a fair trial to the system of drinking 
water, who did not find he could do better 
ill walking, shooting and endurance of clrery 

kind than when on the " strengtlieniog systenl 

of becr and spirituous tonics." Evcn ill 

the present exceptional instnncc, I foi~rld tllat 

those accusto~ncd to " clrilik" werc tlic first 
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to suffer from the collapsing effects of extreme 
cold on the circulation, were the least bene- 
fitted by the stimulant, and soonest lost 
the slight fillip of abnormal or excited 
strength it gave. 

At the foot of the dip, we fonnd numberless 
traces of the bones, packs and merchandize of 
some droves of goats lost in former years, 

which were peeping through the snow. All 
the traders appear to have a superstitious 
dislike to having anything to do with thc 
ulerchandize thus stranded on the ghlt, ; they 
say that certain misfortune monld attend any 

except thc immediate heirs of the deceased 
owners who appropriated the things, and ils 
most of the far~lily may have perished with 
their cattle, and probably came froln villages 
a long way off (t,lle property being rather out 
of the reacli of the administrator gencrd) wool, 
borax, salt and packings lie bleaching among 
the bones of their bearers, till too inlich dete 
Tiorated to be worth rcmoval. The difficnlt,y 

IVC experienced in crossing the Chor I-loti 
was, it ~rlust bc rcincmbcred, partly cxceptio~lol 
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and due to the unfavourable state of the 
weather ; but this Pass may be avoided alto- 
gether by those who do not mind losing a 

few days and going round by the Niti ghU, 
which is only sixteen thousand feet high. 
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CHAPTER X. 

BEYOND THE SNOWS. 

Tartars prohibit further progress.-Their Tea.-Facts regard- 
ing infusion of tea.-Hoti and Lepte1.-Sight the Kyang, 
and shoot a Pheea.-Fossil beds a t  Takoo1ee.-Tartar 
taxes.-Sight the Ovis ammon.-Hunt and kill the Burrul. 
-Visit Shelshe1.-Dispatch an envoy to  the Zumpun.- 
Enter the Salkh Nullah and sight the Bunchowr.-A niglit 
on the Hill, and march to Kyungrung.-Thibet Geology. 

WE had now arrived at a quarter which, 
although belongiug to the British, under the 

watershed rule, is claimed and treated as 

their own by the Hunnias or Snow-rnell. 
because beyond the principal line of passes ; 
and on the next day's march to Takooler 
ShBrn, I was met by five Tartar zemindnrs, 
who, having heard that an Englishman was 
coming ovor the Chor IIoti into Thibet, hn(1, 
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as compelled by the Chinese authorities, come 

to try and make me go back. They had no 
weapons with them but their tattoos, small Tar- 
tar ponies, and were loaded with a miiltiplicity 
of coverings and impedimenta, most of which 
were connected with their tea-drinking. 
When we reached them, they were busy 
cooking tea, s ceremony they go through 
four or five times a day, and they requested 

that, as a particular favour to them, if not 

a peremptory necessity, we sho~ild at once 
encamp where thcy were, as they had some- 
thing to say to me, and we must talk to- 
gether next morning. I consented to camp 

as they req~msted, though it would have been 
wiser to move on, as every rcquisitiol~ of 
the kind is tentative as to how yo11 are to 

he managed, and every concession made, 
gives them the right to further demands. 

Ilui~dBs affords a promising market for 

the coarser kinds of tea produced in our 

I l i l~la lnyen mnnufnctories. A11 the Il~~nniag 
d r i ~ k  tea, it is brought from Ct~ilia packed 
i l l  llinips, wliich are composcd of the coarsest 
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leaves, twigs, seeds, kc., of the tea, ~ressecl 

by weights into luoips, and sometimes ren- 
dered inore adhesive by a slight admixture 
of the serllnl of sheep's blood ; the leaves are 
badly dried and sometimes partly decom- 
posed, the lumps look like tobacco, and it is 
called brick tea. I purchased a piece weigh- 
ing four pounds for fourteen shillings, which 
was the market rate. 

The Hunnias travel enoruzous distances 
living on nothing but tea, a i d  what the 
Hindnstanees call suttoo, which is the flour 

of parched gram, or chicken vetch. The ten 
is, however, prepared in n peculiar manner, they 
boil the leaves for some hoors, or, if camping, 
for perhaps all night, it1 n stnsll earthen vessel ; 
they then pour the block infusion into s 
large copper vesscl of hot water, and mix it 
with salt and ghee (clarified butter), adding 

5 w - r ~  suttoo if they have any. This, of course, 
produces a species of tea-soup, and thcy can 
live for months, and undergo great fatigue 
in travelling without any otller sustenance. 
I have since scen this scientifically accounted 

M 3 
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for, in the well known and interesting work 
cnlled the " Chemistry of Common Life," by 
Jo!lnst,on. H e  says at page 174, " that tea leaves 

posscss as much gluten as beans and pease, 
but it is wasted by our system of preparation." 
The comparative chemical analysis of tea 
leaves and beans is as follows, the usual 
market samples being taken. 

Tea Beans. 

Water . 5 . * .  14 
Starch, gum, &c. . 27 . 48 

Fat . 3 . 2 
Tannic Acid . 1 5  . . .  0 

Husk, or woody fibre 20 . 10 

So that not only does the tannic acid, or 
theine, prevent, or rather diminish waste of 
the animal tissues, but the gluten, &c., enables 
reparation. 

Dr. Jol~nston says, "There is a large pro- 
portion of gluten in tea which is not dissolved 
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by the water in which we infuse it. It has 
been recommended that as an improved 
method of infusing tea, we should put a 
pinch of soda into the water along with it. 
The effect of this would be that a portion 
at least of the gluten would be dissolved, 

and the beverage, in consequence, made more 
nutritious. The method of preparing the 
brick tea adopted among the Mongols and 

other Tartar tribes, is believed to extract the 
greater part of the nutriment from the leaf, 
they rub the tea to fine powder, boil it wit11 
the alkaline steppe water, to which salt and 
fat have been added, and pour off the de- 
coction from the sediment. Of this liquid 
they drink from twenty to forty cups a day, 
mixing it first with milk and butter, and 
rt little roasted meal. But even without nleal, 
and mixed only with a little milk, they ci%n 
subsist on it for weeks in succession." 

Next morning, after the Hunnias had de- 
layed, as long ns practicable, the important 
communication which they had to make to 
me, our palaver commenced, two of my trader 
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servants acting as interpreters, the surn total 
of their talk proved to be-that it was im- 
possible I sliould go on any further-that 

travelling in their country was strictly pro- 

hibited-that the zemindars, or Tartar resi- 

dents of the countrv had no objection to 
my coming, but they would be fined by the 

Chinese authorities if I persevered. I replied, 

that neither they or the Chinese had any 

right to close that country to harmless travel- 
lers, who did not offend against their custonls 
or laws-that if they merely rested tlieir 

prohibition on the rule of might is right, or 

sic volo sic jabeo, the English would be 

saved a world of trouble by accepting that 
position, thrashing them out of their coun- 

try, and forbidding them to return. That 
we would be delighted to see them on our 

side of the passes, givc them every facility 
for travelling wllich our own so1)jects had, 
n ~ i d  expected some reciprocity. Finally, that 

tlio territory wc were tllerl on was, by tile 
watershed role, within the boundaries of the 
British dominions, and if either party were 
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intruding it was certainly theirs; but it was 

quite useless arguing with them, as they liad 
no infl~lence over the Zornpun of Daba, the 
Chinese chief of the district, who \vas also, 
though to a less extent, dependant on the 

will and pleasure of the Garkoon of Gartok, 

his s~iperior officer. I therefore picked up 
my rifle and 11-alked off, telling my inen to 
marcl~, and the Hnnnias that I should be 
happy to see thein at the ilext halting ground, 

but had no more time to lose at present. 
I liad, however, spent sollle time in  exhibiting 
my own tca-tldngs, weapons, clothes, and 
some curiosities in the shape of stereoscopic 
slides, beads, necklaces, &c., wliicll I bad 
brought as presents, and to barter for flour, 
&c., if proctwable ; they therefore saddled up 
~ n d  cantered dong after us, two of them 
kecpiiig watch over me wherever I went in 
senrch for gamc. 

I past several beds of shell fossils on the 
road, and noticed o number of ponds of clear 
spring water, the tempcrature of wliich was 

wnrrner than the atmosphere, arid in which I 
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would have bathed, but for the bitter cold of 
the wind, which would have been anything 

but pleasant while dressing. I saw on the 
plain for the first time, a few kyang or wild 
horses, also a number of pheea, a kind of 
marmot, and some burrul. The marmots 
are in appearance exactly like the prairie dogs 
of America ; they never stray far from their 
burrows while travellers are in sight, and 

quickly alarm any of their kind who inay not 
be on the alert, by a shrill whistling noise 
which sounds something like " pheea," the 
Hunnia name for them. They sit often 
erect on their haunches, like rabbits, and one 

which I shot with my rifle, turned so quickly 
into his hole, that I had to dig the body out 
from a depth of about four feet. 

At Takoolee ShBm, I found two extensive 
beds of lias formation, the surface reduced to 
soil, or rendered extremely friable by exposure 
to frost and air, while tllc melting of snow 

and rain had, by removing the surface soil, 
left exposed over one bed, a large number of 
ammonites, and over the other o singular 
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looking crop of bellemnites. I found in the 
first bed in the space of an hour, some twenty 
or thirty very fine specimens, varying in size 
from a pin's point to a yard in diameter, the 
interior often beautifully crystallized, and 
glittering with iron pyrites; on breaking a 

number of large black boulder looking stones, 
I frequently found the nucleus of the lump to 
be an ammonite, or some other fossil neatly 
nestled in the centre. 

These ammonites are much prized by the 
pilgrims to Budrinath and Kylas, to wliich 
places they are sometin~es take11 by traders ; 
they value especially those which have been 
worn round by the action of some stream, just 
retaining the waving nautilus like lines of the 
fossil; they are known as sulgrarns, or more 
correctly solik rams, by the Bindoos, who in 
the plains suppose that they are procured by 
perseveringly praying 011 the bank of some 
river in the mountains, (everything very 
wonderful has its locality in some mountain 
or island, according to the savans of the 

plains) and the sulgrain comes swimming 
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along the surface of the water to the holy 
devotee. 

I went out a while at Takoolee, after ovis 
ammon, of which, though rare in that quarter, 

I recognised three with the aid of my binocular 
glass, near the summit of a neighbouring hill. 
Scaling the precipices of the Hoti and Leptel 

tracks where I then was, was easy work 
compared to the danger of shooting on the 

Thar grounds of our own hills, as the country 
approaches the character of the Thibetian table 
lands, rat.her than that of our precipitous hills, 
excepting merely on the faces looking to the 

pathless crags and glaciers, which overhang 
the passage tllrough the snow chain of the 
Yong river. 

The Hunnias with us did a little business 

on our return visit to Takoolee, which it will 
be more convenient to note here, in collecting 
the transit dues from some Rajpoot traders, who 
were encamped at Takoolee, and were about 
to take their wool, borax, &c., across the ghbt; 
the Chinese government gives little or no pay 
to its officers, but they have great advantages 
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in their trading operations, as they are entitled 
to tax everything coming to, or leaving the 
country, and ore to some extent exempt them- 
selves. Long custom and extensive trade, as 
also the vital importance of the grain trade to 
the Hunnias themselves, has established pres- 
criptive tables of tolls whiclz limits their 
exact ions. 

One of the traders, a fine stalwart looking 

man, was introduced to ine as a great shikaree, 
and having fraternized on the subject of Thi- 
betion game, he agreed to go out with me the 
next day, and slrow me some herds of bnrrul. 
We started at daylight, accompanied by two 
of nry men, and making over a small hill to 
the south; went along the slopes by the Yong 
below Rimkim ; these slopes are crossed in 
smcral places by small streams, running from 
glacmier beds to the Yong, and one or two of 
then1 had to be forded. In the largest, our 
legs to the knee were exposcd to the strcem 
for about two or tlirec iuinetcs, and tlrough 
our circulation was vcry good fi*oiri the exer- 
cisc of walking just before we entered, yet 
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the intense cold of the water caused firstly 
aharp pains in the legs, then discolorations, 
which even showed clearly through the black 

skins of my companions. 1 then felt the 
sensation of numberless needles and pins 
running into the legs, as when they "go to 
sleep," from arrested circulation, and in a few 
minutes, had we not got on terra firma again, 
and restored animation by friction, 1 believe 
we sholild have suffered from partial frost- 
bite. 

From the extreme caution and manaeuvring 

of my guide, I gained a clearer idea of the 
extraordinary powers of scent possessed by 
almost all the game animals of the snow, than 
I had before possessed. Sound, sight, and 
scent are the positive, comparative, and superla- 
tive dangers against which the sportsman must 
take precautions, and strain his faculties to 
screen from his game when stalking. Bowl, 
in that locality, and ovis ommoll will take 
alarm at the taint of human beings in the ~ i r  
at two or three miles off, if the wind be favour- 
able, or blowing gently towards them. There 
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were several herds of burrul at intervals of one 

or two miles apart on the slopes, though 
owing to their similarity to the large grey 
stones lying about, they were quite invisible 
at that distance. My guide recognized the 
first herd at about one mile, and sunk at once 
with his face to the grass, all of us doing the 
same, and lying motionless until we had 
clearly determined to what direction the flock 

was feeding. We then drew carefully back to 
the shelter of a small ridge behind us, which 
led to a stream hard by, where we could head 
them. 

We spied over the crest of the bank to 
watch the course they were taking; those be- 
hind soon finished the little grass left by those 

preceding them, and would then step on in 
advance o few paces, the herd thus continu- 
ally advancing in one direction, till two or 
three of the lcnders lay down, and the rest of 
the herd followed their example. We had no 

means of approaching in their present position, 
and as they might, on rising, alter their di- 
rectioll, we hncl to lay qiliet for about half-on- 
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hour, when they resumed grazing on the same 

line as before. My guide finally placed me 
in an admirable position, up to wl~ich the 

herd came trotting, as if they had instinc- 
tively acquired a feeling of restlessness and 
danger, and I tlirew away the opportunity by 
two execrably bad shots, which secured no- 

thing, and naturally disgusted the guide. 

We, however, went through the same per- 

formance further on with another herd, and 
after one bad shot, I fired recklessly into the 
herd at  about six hundred yards off, and 

happening to strike a young burrul with a 

raking fore and aft shot, rolled it over dead. 

Tile men, having had nothing to eat  that 
morning, at once cut it up, and lighting a 

fire of the roots and stalks of the creeping 
and scruh hushes about, threw a number of 
slices on it to cook. Wc then all sat round 

on our linancl~es, and strict etiquette on the 
occasion required, tlint when any of 11s des- 

cried n piece of flcsll sufficicntly frizzled, we 

raked i t  o11t of the nshcs, r~lhhccl it bctareen 
the palms of the linnds till all superfluous 
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charcoal, wood-ash, or gravel was removed, 
and proceeded to chew the morsel while hook- 
ing out another. 

The flesh, for reasons already explained in 
Chapter V, was perfectly tender, and 3fter 
washing our hands and faces in the nearest 

stream, we sent a man back with the burrul 
gralloched, to lighten the load, and proceeded 
to stalk another herd. My experience, on 
this occasion, should be a warning against 
using sharp elongated conicals for shooting ; 
the shock produced by a rouad-headed ball is 
incoiuparably greater then that caused by the 
needle-like points used for Jacob's projectiles. 
On a former occasion, I shot a gooral through 
the chest, the sharp-pointed ball entering 
behind one shoulder, and passing ollt at the 
other; hut so slight was tllc shock, though 
the wound was a fatal one, that, after spring- 
ing from the ground once, the animal quietly 
trotted off throogh bad ground for upwards 
of a mile, and I got it afterwards by a cl~ance 
shot breaking one of its legs. 

On the prcsent occasinn, we had stalked a 
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large herd to within seventy yards. I rested 
the end of my rifle on a piece of stone in front 

of me as I knelt down to fire, and singling 

out two burrul feeding together and so 

placed that one ball would pass through both 
of them, I fired. Both burrul sprang up 
clear of the ground, as the gooral had done 
when struck in the same way; and as the 
body of the herd broke away to the left of us, 

I noted two burrul leading off in another 
direction, which, I felt quite certain, mere 
mortally wounded. They, however, went too 
far for us to follow, as it was growing late, 
and the guide, who knew nothing of the 
scientific reasons for their escape, was in 8 

state of speechless disgust at what he con- 
sidered my bad shooting. I never loaded 

afterwards for game without cutting off first 
the sharp ends of my bullets, and would re- 
commend every sportsman, having a needle- 
pointed mould, to have n brass or iron move- 
able cup fitted to it for casting bullets for 
game-shooting. We returncd to our tents 
pretty well tired out by the day's work. 
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On the next day's march to Shelshel, while 

walking along without any expectation of 
seeing game, we suddenly came on a large 
Thibetian wolf, or chanko, which, however, 
escaped us. The rifle was comfortably cased 
in its leather cover, and though ready to fol- 
low up any head of game suited for stalking, 
was not at hand for such unexpected appari- 
tions as a chanko on the foot-path. I shot 
some snow pigeons which r e r e  very like, 
though rather lighter than our common wood- 
pigeon. We camped close to the watershed 
line at Shelshel, as I determined to devote a 

day or two to the Salkh nullah and its en- 
virons, which, being utterly uninhabited 

tracts witbout any trading lines crossing 
them, were sometimes unvisited by human 
beings for years, and, therefore, favourite 
resorts of the bunchowr bulls from the 
Kailan range. 

Great excit,cinent prevailed among the Tar- 
tar escort with us. New Tartars and ponies 

arriving while others were starting off with 
expresses for the Zumpun of Daba; the Bho- 
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tees ze~uindars were urgent that I should 

make some compact with them as to the time 

of my stay, and the places I was to visit, that 
they might send it off to the Zumpun as a 

proof of their zeal and diplomatic ability. I, 
therefore, told them that I had come to hunt 

for game, that nly present intention was to 

shoot about Tazang Kyungrung, Chounglas, 
and the nullahs of Salkh, Leptcl, and KEO, 
where I would probably remain about a 

month ; but being anxious to avoid all chance 
of getting the zemindars into trouble, and 

having some curiosit8y to see the Zu~npun of 
Daba, I dispatched one of my Coolees as :In 

ambassador to that potentate. My envoy 
was instructed to present a brilliant Victoria 

tartan cashmere plaid to the Zumpr~n, to so- 

licit an interview for me, and to intirnate that 
I had brought a stereoscope, with sunrlry 
photograpllic pictures and othcr presents, 
which I should be happy to prescnt to l l i ~ n  at 
Dahn in person. The Coolee, having tluly 

gone through a course of stereoscopic cxnnli- 

nation, and instruction in tho principles of 
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photography, was sent off with but hazy 
riews on the subject of the science, though 
fully prepared to elaborate a description of 
the wonders he had seen, which would be 
much more marvellons than the reality. I 
was aware that the Hunnias being, to some 
extent, connoisseurs in woollens, wollld admire 
both the material and colouring of the plaid. 

On the 5th of July, I started from my tent 
at Shelshel for the Salkh nullah, taking nothing 
bnt some food and tea for the four men with 
me and myself, and a number of blankets. 
I had little hope of coming across wild yAk 
the first day, and our party was moving up 
the gorges of thc Salk11 stream without having 
any videttes thrown forward, when suddenly, 
as if by electric shock, the whole party threw 
thelnselves on their faces, and I saw, about 
five hon tlred yards a-head, six lnagnificen t 
bunchowr bulls, all ns usual jet black. Their 
eyes and noses were l~nfortunately all turned 
towards us, and it mas evident they had  

long been expecting us, and put on the q u i  

viue by the scent.. Thoagh I crawled out of 
I 
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sight on all fours, and ran up as far as I 
could behind cover, I could not get within 
certain striking distance of their heads or 

hearts ; and being under the delusion that 
they would not move off more than a few 

miles if not alarmed by firing, I let them 
pursue their stately march, up the snow 

gorge they were entering, without a shot, 
leaving them to be followed next day. As it 
was too late to go far, we continued our course 
for the camping ground, sending a vidette 
shout five hundred yards in advance, ~110, 

however, was soon signed back ; for we saw 

a mile in front of us, amidst a chaos of 

m i ~ h t y  rocks, a conical hill with a flat top, 
on which, motionless as his mighty pedestal, 
stood a gigantic solitary bull gazing grandly 
on the wastes around him, sole living monarch 
of the solittude-bu t looking at the distauce, 
whence we saw him, like some ln?jestic 
monument of iron. This monster's head and 

hide I have now among my trophies at home ; 
but it took many days of hard work to obtain 
them. On my hurrying forward, stumbling 
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over bad ground and snow, as fast as the 
essential necessities of retaining both stalking 

screen and the leeward side would permit, 
I found the grand pedestal empty; and, on 
ascending it cautiously, saw the big bull 
frowning defiance at me from a peak at least 
three miles off. My guide declared his belief 
that the first herd we had seen were off to 
the Leptel nullah two marches away, and 
that the big solitary bull was making for 
Keo which was three days' journey ; his first 
conjecture was wrong, the secoild proved 
right, we therefore returned to the side of 
the Salkh strcnnl, where being without tents, 
and at an elevation where it freezes every 
night in the year, we commcnced building a 

low wall of stones to keep off the wind, and 
get up sufficient fire to warm some water for 
ten. While so employed, the guide seized my 
hand, and pointing to a rocky ridge far above 
US, showed me against a clear sky the sharp 
outlines of thc herd of six bulls we had seen 
in the morning, who ~pyeared to be standing 
dupified by the insolence of our intrusion. 

N 2 
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l'his, however, was the last look they had at 
us, or we at them, they started for fresh 
diggings during the night, and though hunting 

in that neighbourhood for a fortnight I never 

came across them again. We found the night 
as a matter of course bitterly cold, and when 

I awoke in the morning, my top blanket was 

covered with hoar frost, and a cup of tea by 
my side, frozen hard. 

The whole of the next day we saw nothing, 
and in the evening moved to Kyungrung to 
which place I had directed the camp left at  
Shelshel to proceed. 

I staid for several days in the Kyungrung 
nullah, finding numerous traces of yilc, but 
seeing none. There is a conical hill at the 

head of this valley called the Jel~l~owr Hill, 
aud the stone of which it is composed, is sup- 

posed by the natives to have valuable inedicinal 

qualities. I collected n number of pieces 
nu the spot, a curious soapy looking stone 

with numerous green shadings through it, 
H I I ~  containing apparently a good deal of 
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Tlie geological strata on this side of the 
passes are like those of the greater portion of 

the Himalaya, principally the oldest sienites 
and scllists ; there are, however, numerous vol- 
canic rooks about Kyungrung and Kuntchego. 
Trap, basalt, surpentine, and arnygdaloid, being 
plentiful. The Hunnias find numerous 
fossil bones in the boulder table land just 
north of the Himalaya, the strata appears to 

be, and I have heard that the fossils also are, 
much the same as those of our Sewalik just 
south of thern. The fossils are called " Bijlee 
Har" (lightning bone) by the natives, aerolites 

are very common about the passes, and 1 
picked up several myself which the natives 
called " Devee Gola," (the bullets of tlhe 
Goddess Devee). 
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CHAPTER XI. 

IN THIBET. 

Short of Supplies.-Chinese Officials and their Policy.--The 
Robbers of Hund.3.-Commercial Staples and means of 

Transport.-Hw~nia modes of War.-Kill the Kyang, 
Nyan, Hunyal and Chasa on the Plains of Heemachu1.- 
Interview with the Zumpun.-March to the Keo Nullah,- 
Kill the Bunchowr.-Return to Bornpa.-Parting advice. 

THE difficulty of crossing the Chor Hoti 
during bad weather, of course renders English- 
men in Thibet lial~le to dearth of provender, 
when their jooboos are detained, or their 
hunting tlnsuccessful. A dispatch of three 
jooboos and their att<endants, which I ex- 
pected with supplies from Bompa having 
been delayed by snow for three days, and I 
having ornittecl the precaution of ordering a 

dispatch through the Niti ghPt, we found our- 
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selves on short commons. The only game 
with which I had lately been able to come 
to close quarters, were some unfortunate 
burrul, that had fallen from precipices coated 
with ice in the winter, and which were of 
course unfit for food, though pretty well 
preserved in the snow ; their fate, however, 
proves, that not only accidents happen in the 
best regulated families in a highly civilised 
and artificial state, but they are inseparable 
also from a state of nature. 

There are some kinds of wild vegetables 
procurable about Hoti and Leptel which are 

an agreeable addition to a dinner table, which 
may perchance consist of nothing but the 
flesh which the sportsman obtains in hunting, 
and the flour he brings over the passes. I 
give the local names, as they are not to be 
found, I fancy, in any written dictionary, and 
it might be difficult to obtain the articles by 
description. 

The wild onion 
The wild leek 

Jumboo 
Diimm 
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Red Rhubarb Ta tree 
Green Rhubarb Dodloo 

All of these are but dwarfish varieties, yet 

possess a good deal of generic flavour; there 

are a number of wild gooseberries, currants 
and raspberries at lower altitudes in olir snow 
valleys-the two former crude and uneatable, 
the last well developed and palateable. 

I sent off some men to purchase food from 
the residents of a grazing station two marches 

off, called Dungpoo. I had seen plenty of 
game tl~rough my glass at long distances, 
and would have killed numbers of burrul at 

Kyungrung, if I could have cornmeneed work 
with the experience about sound, sight, and 
scent, which I afterwards acquired ; but 
though stalking with what a sportsman in the 
plains or lower Himalaya would deem use- 
less care and caution, I drove all the game 
in the neighbourhood wild. My messenger 
returned from Dungyoo without being able 

to effect any purchases, they said the people 
were very willing to sell, but did not dare to 
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offend the Chinese authorities. T l~owever 
made my men buy some young shawl goats ; 
tame ylk's tails, &c., from some traders who 
sere passing, and as my supplies came over 
the ghlt  soon afterwards, we were indepen- 
deut. I had requested the Coolee whom I 
sent to the Zumpun, to embrace the oppor- 
tunity of buying in Dabs some brick tea, 
tame yOk tails, and turquoise ; he returned to 
Kyungrung with all those things, and an- 
swered that the Zumpun was from home, 
but that his wife had appropriated the plaid 
which she greatly admired, and guaranteed 
that her lord should meet me at Surkya when 
I reached that place. All nations and creeds, 
excepting Europeans, are free to trade in 

Hundbs-Ghoorkas, Hindustanis, Sikhs and 
Willayntees, may all travel to Gartok or 
elsewhere ; but though the people of the 
country are friendly towards us, the authorities 
prohibit our entrance, forbid our receiving 
food or snpplics of any kind from tbe people, 
and though unable altogetl~er to exclude 
Englishmen, reverlge tlie~nselves by some- 
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times fining the inhabitants of the district 

throiigh which they pass. My Hunnia guard 
informed me that two English sahibs had, a 

few seasons before, crossed through the Byans 

Pass to the Munsarhwar Lake, and gone 
sailing about on it in a leather boat (probably 
macki~~tosh) which they had brought with 
them ; t,he Hunnias were all in a condition of 

gaping and speechless surprize at their impu- 
dence : the Garkoon evidently considered 
that the dignity of the lake had been insulted, 
he fined the Zumpun of Daba 200 rupees, and 
afterwards sent for him to Gartok to answer 
to the charge of permitting such a flagrant 
offence to take place in his district, as the 
Zurnpuil did not return, I presume he was 

dismissed. 
The Zumpun is District officer or Sous- 

prefet of the valley of the Sutledge. The 
present incumbent is supposed to be more 
intelligent than the generality, and will pro- 
bably hold office for more than the usual 
term of three years. IIe appears to have almost 
absolute authority over the people of hi3 
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district ; he comes from a distant part of the 
Empire, the province of Bood, has no income 
allowed him, but what he can make by trade 

fines, kc., of which the major portion most 
be paid to higher authority in revenue, and 
has only about a dozen police, and an unpaid 

writer styled vizier, as establishment. He can, 
however, call out any number of the inhabi- 
tants of his district for military or other 
duty; they have a great dread of him, and he 
in turn has a profound respect for the Garkoon 
or Commissioner of Gartok his immediate 
superior. The Garkoon's establishment is 

not on a much more splendid scale than that 
of the Zumpun ; he has under him for execu- 
tive duties, a sort of captain of police styled 
Surpoon, who commands one hundred men, 
ragamuffin soldiers arined with ill-made 
matchlocks, and two, sometimes three swords 
a piece ; this last awe-inspiring arrangement is 
intencled to mnke thein a inatch for the robbers 
of IIund&s, who ore at times very numerolls, 
appearing and disappearing again mys- 
teriously, like land quails, or influcnza, and 
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who Come to the attack after discharging their 
fire-arms with a sword in each hand, and one 
tied round the waist. 

The superior officer to the Garkoon is a 

species of Lieutenant-Governor, styled " Shib- 
chid" who resides about a month's march 

from Gartok, in the province of Bood ; this ac- 

counts for all the district officials, all belonging 
to a clique from that province. 

My men told me that the Zumpun himself, 
when travelling, had been robbed by the Da- 
coits of Hundhs ; and that, in winter, when all 
our snow valley villages are abandoned, they 
have been known to cross the Niti ghit and 
plunder the empty snow villages. They have 

an almost superstitious dread of English fire- 
arms, and ascribe unlimited powers to them. 

On one occasion, my guide, Dhun Sillg, said 
he and a number of Jowaree traders were 
attacked just over the passes, on the Thibet 
side, by a band of Dacoits; thcy did not 
kill any of them, as the trouble was quite 
unnecessary, the traders did not think of 

resisting, and their goats with the merchan- 
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dise on them were a11 driven into one large 
herd, and appropriated by the Dacoits, while 
the traders passed the night after their loss 
in bemoaning their having to start for their 
homes next morning destitute of their pro- 
perty ; but, early next day, a young English- 
man, with two Shikarees, arrived on a huutil~g 
expedition, and so afraid were the Dacoits 
of his gun, that they absconded at once, 
abandoning the plunder; and the only dif- 
ficulty the traders, had was in separating 
their respective droves. They took care, 
Dhun Sing said, to leave the place next day 
with the Sahib, who was going bock to 
R4illum. 

All the inhabitants of our snow valleys 
trade ; they reside from March till November 
in the village just imder the GhOts, where 
a scanty cultivation is carried on by their 
women, and whence they take grain, flour, 
rice, sugar, cotton, &c., illto Thibet, bringing 
back borax, salt, and wool. Most of them 

have some ~ucmber of thcir families residing 
at 1)uba or Gyanee, on the Nuna Khnr Lalce, 
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to collect the amount of merchandise they 

require from the Hunnias, and from No. 
vember to March the inhabitants of all these 

valleys abandon their villages and live along 
the banks of the Aluknunda about Kurn- 
pryag, Nundpyrag, &c., whence they effect 
their exchanges with the plains Beoparees at 
Nujeebabad. The means of transport used 
are the chowr gai, or tame ykk, which car- 
ries a load of from one hundred and fifty to 
two hundred pounds, and is purchased for 
from twelve to fifteen rupees, but which dies 
if taken down to the lower ranges, (the 

acclimatization of this animal has since been 

effected in France). The jooboo, or mule, 
between the y9k and the hill breed of cattle, 
which carries from one hundred to one hun- 
dred and fifty pounds weight, is purchasable 
for from twenty to thirty rupees, and can go 
without injury down to Nujeebabad in the 

cold weather ; lastly, goats and sheep, which 

cost from two to three rupees each, carry 
from ten to fifteen pounds weight, and do 
not comparatively suffer from change of cli- 
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mate. The y&ks and jooboos are all bred 
in Bussahir, whence they are brought for 
sale; and the goats and sheep come from 
the Churnba district. The feed of these 

animals costs nothing, they have ample 
grazing in Thibet, and in the cold weather 
throughout the whole course of the Aluk- 
nunda and Ganges to Nujeebabad, excepting 
just the day's march about Sreenuggur and 
Paoree, there is unlimited grazing. 

Borax costs, a,t the mart of Gyai~ee, from 
two to three rupees a maund (80 lbs.), 
it comes from the Chaba lake, wliich is 
beyond the Kailas range of hills, about 
three weeks journey for a drove of goats 
from Gyanee. At the Lake of Chaba itself, 
the payment of a tax of one rupee entitles 
the trader to load his drove with as much 
borax as they can carry. 

The cost of sheep's wool at Daba and 
Gynnee is one kuldar or Company's rupee 
for four or five fleeces according to size, it 
averages one and a half to two annas, or 
three pencc per pound. The cost of pushum 
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varies considerably, and it is generally 
bought in the goat's fleece mixed with the 

hair. 

The Hunnias are almost entirely dependant 

on our hill territories for their farinaceous 
food ; the only kind of grain they grow on 
the table land about the banks of the Sut- 
ledge is Oowa, a species of barley, but in 

small patches only. So sensible are they of 

their precarious position in this respect, that 

they keep in stores, throughout Thibet, about 
three years' supply of grain to provide against 
any accident interrupting their trade with 

our territory. As they are thorough barbarians, 
-and their rulers, the Chinese, have a great 
dread of English travellers or English investi- 

gations entering their territories, they might 
perhaps be starved into relaxing the stringency 
of their rules against us, by our closing the 
ghlts, and remitting all dues for the inhabitants 
of the snow valleys while they were closed ; this 
woultl, however, injure our own s~lbjects as 

well as the I-Iunnias, though the results might 
be worth temporary inconvenience. There is an 
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enormous amount of raw material of various 
kinds available in Hundb,  and any treaties we 

may effect at Pekin will not be attended to 
for years after, if even then, iu Thibet. 

Our assessment in Icumaon and Gurhwal 
is very light, more than the revenue being spent 
in the province by Government for establish- 
meuts, troops, tea planting, &c., and the 
traders of the snow valleys who used to pay 
large sums as taxes to the Ghoorkas, having 

but little land ~ult~ivation, pay us next to 
nothing. The Commissioners of these districts, 
which are extra regulation, (i. e., free from 
the miseries inflicted by our civil courts and 
their inazes on the people of the plains) have 
always bcen very lenient rulers, the 1311 ulen 
are therefore as loyal as it is possible for 
IIindoos to be to any Government ; they have 
not yet forgotten the tyranny of the Ghoorkas 
driven out by General Ochterlony, and have 

fresh in their recollections the noble exertions 
of Major Henry Rao~sajr, C.B., their present 
cornmissioi~er, to relieve their wants during 
the lost two years of famine in the hills. 
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Judging, therefore, by the accounts of their 
position which our hill traders give, the 
Hunnias say that if any foreign raj or go- 
vernment is established in their country, they 
hope it may not be that of the Sikhs or 

Ghoorkas, but that they may have the same 
English raj as our Hill men. 

While I was at Kyungrung, the Hunnias 
were much excited about an expected invasion 
of the Sikhs from Cashmere vi8 Ladakh. 
They had two years before been attacked by 
the Ghoorkns, on account of the disputed 
right to some border villages, and in the time 
of Runjeet Sing, o large army of Sikhs, under 
one J walla Vizier, invaded their territory. As 

the I-Iunnias have no regular troops, and 

those sent from China take a long time 
coming, they can make no defence in summer ; 
being, however, a nomade people, when 
they remove their cattle and families to the 
mountains, they leave literally nothing for 

the invader to injure or destroy ; their villages 
are mere encampments of tents, the chief 
town of Daba has only one stone and mortar 
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built edifice in it, viz., the residence of the 
Zumpun, while Gartok has two for its 
officials, all the rest of these cities is composed 
of woollen and canvas towns of various de- 
grees of dirt. In  the winter, however, which 
is so severe that few invaders of any nation 
from the southward can live, the Hilnnias all 
return armed as they did on the occasioil of 
Jwalla Vizier's invasion, hang on the flanks 
of the invading army, cutting off stragglers ; 
and when the Sikhs were dying in huildreds 
from frost bite, cold and starvation, the 
Hunnias surrounded and massacred them about 
Kyungrung and Purung, north of Naipal, 
where ~ w a l l a  Vizier perished with the rest. 

I passed several remnants of low stone 
dikes, while hunting in the nullahs of Salkh 
and Kyungrung, which had been locations 
for Hunnias flying from the Sikhs. They 
told me that the chief part of their defence 
was entrusted to their Llama, who called down 
snow in winter to kill their enemies. I point- 

ed out to them that it might be more con- 
venient if, in urgent cases, he would do it in 
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the summer, as I could undertake to perform 
the former ceremony myself. 

My march from Kyongrung by the 
plains and nullahs around Tazang to Surkya, 
led me through a country swarming with 

game. As a spectator stands on the elevated . 
land south of these plains, he sees, to the 

north, the course of the river Sutledge running 

from east to west through a table land 
which is fourteen thousand feet high, and 

intersected with ravines. The Himalayas, to 

the south, seem but an ordinary range of hills, 
scarcely so elevated in appearai~ce as the 
range beyond the Sutledge, which bounds the 
view, and in which to the eastward the peak 
of Kailas rises conspicuous ; there are a few 

groups of small hills here and there on the 
plains, and large herds of kyai~g all over 

them. The kyang are more asinine than 
equine in appearance, are of a light red 
colour with white belly and legs, and about 
fourteen hands high, the hog mane, stripe down 

the back and tail of the ass, and bray instead 
of neighing; the head is disproportioilately 
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large, and the term, wild horse, a misnomer. 
There are here and there a few herd 
of gigantic ovis amroon, the females and 
young remaining always separate from the 

males. The horns of the felnales are remark- 
ably different from those of the males, being 
but slightly curved, about a foot long and flat- 
tish, while tlze male has a horn like a common 
Etlglish ram, measuring, perhaps, three 
and a half feet round the curve. Arnong 
the hills, at the edge of the plain, are numer- 
ous bnrrul, and the scrub and grass contains 
a number of large blueish tinted hares, which 
turn white like the Scotch ones in winter. 
On the day I marched to Surlcya I shot a 

kyang, scveral hares, and a hunyP1. 
I found the Zuinpun waiting for me as 

promised at Surkya ; he liad scnt two or three 
messengers to ascertain my progress before 
I arrived, as he appeared to dread the indig- 
nity of having to wait for me, ~ 1 1 d  he sent to 
inform me, on my arrival, that being on his 
own side of the gl~fit, I must visit hill1 at his 
tent illstcad of his coming to mine. 1 therefore 
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walked over to his tent at once, and my 
advent caused a tremendous routing out of 
the properties in his, two dirty little canopies, 
considerable scene shifting inside, being gone 
through before I was admitted to the august 
presence. I found the Zumpun a dried up 
little man of about forty, more Chinese faced 

thau the Hunnias with me, and dressed in 
a yellow-flowered silk robe, with the usual 
mandarin hat with red fringe round it, and 
a plain glass button. EIe spoke of the capital 
of the Chinese Empire as " Gyanuk," said he 
knew the Yang-tse-Kiang river ; but had not, 
so he pretended, heard of the war with the 
European powers. H e  ridiculed the report of 

an invasion of Sikhs, and was very anxious that 
I should leave as soon as ~ossible. I pro- 

mised that I would only remain at Surkya 
for three days, but refused his request that 
I should go back through the Niti ghit, 1 
was determined to kill a bunchowr, if ~ractic- 
able, in the Keo nullahs or Leptel. 

The Zmnpun had brought a Llama with 
him, as a sort of domestic chaplain, who had 
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his hair cropt short, and wore a dull red 

coloured robe after the manner of his kind. 
I thought him wonderfully like a Jesuit, a 

high forehead, hollow cheeks, aquiline nose, 

instead of the usual Hunnia snub, a sensual 
mouth, and a sinister leer in the eyes-alto- 
gether very good raw material for the make 
up of a fashionable Puseyite father confessor. 
The Znrnpun having about a dozen attendants 
and his little son with him, I took my 
Shiknree Kunhaya and two of my Bompa 
men as interpreters to the audiei~ce. Some of 
the usual thick soupy Hunnia tea was 
prescnted to me, and I rnanagcd two mouth- 
fuls without being sick, but was obliged to 
declare that, even at the risk of eternal war 
between our nations, I mnst protest against 
drinking any inorc of that inedicinc. I offercd to 

make some, English fashion, for the Zumpun ; 
hut he declined wit11 a rcqurst that 1 should 
send him tho dry ton instlead. I presented 

a dozen stereocopic picturcs to " Zompnn 
9 , fils ; thcy werc examined upsidc down, 

lcngtllwnys, crossways, and rubbed wit11 dirty 
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fingers to see if any " development" could 

thereby be produced, and were finally pro. 
nounced to be "nothing;" but the first of 

these seen in the stereoscope caused a scream 
of delight, and the Zulnpuri had to take snuff 

continuously, which he supplied hilvself with 
from a green agate bottle, like a scent bottle, 
in order to keep his intellects up to the mark 
in examining such wonders. 

I gave the old gentleman a bottle of essence 
of rose as a substitute for his snuff, but it 
was declared by all the I-Iunnias, who smelt 
it in turn, to be very nasty. The English 
ladies depicted on the st,ereoscopic slides, were 

considered decidedly inferior in beauty to 

the hippopotamus-faced Houris of Hundbs, but 
the photograph being now at Dabs, may in 
time improve their taste. On partring with 

the Zumpun, he told me that hc should be 

obliged to leave next day, as the smell of the 
kyang which 1 had shot, and which was 
about two miles off, made him faint. IIe lnust 

have had considerable inventive genius to 

think of tliis fable, for all the dead horses in 



China, would not within five hours, taint the 

air like one live Hunnia. H e  presented me 
with a specimen of Daba woollen manu- 

facture, a couple of y ik  tails, and a cap of 
very fine felt, which might have fitted ~ r ~ y  
head at six months old, but looked like a tea 
cup on it  when presented-we parted of course 
sworr~ friends. 

I next day killed four kyang, a hunyal, 

:lod so nlany h:ircs, that all my camp was 
supplied with hare soup. The day after I 
secnred a fine o ~ i s  alnnlon, and the next 
lnanagcd to shoot a kyang iliare of which I 
caugl~t the foal ; this 1 picketted in front of 
111y tw t ,  but ns it  disappeared during the 
night, thougll too young to wander far, or 
forage for itself, I suspect the Wunnias innst 
11avc appropriated it. I was very anxious to 

push on to t l ~ e  Chahti Lake, on hearing fro111 
my illcn tllat no Ellropean had visited it ; 
but the lluilnias declared they had orders t o  

fight, if I il~nrclled further into thcir tcn.i- 

tory. My pn~lllisc to the Zumpon rendered it 

inipossiLlc fol. ille to r e~na i i~  longer without 
0 
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his leave, and I dreaded coming to blows 

with the Hunnias, as though they were com- 

paratively harmless, it would compromise me 

wit11 my own Government. 
I left the Tazang plains with regret, and 

in three days entered the Keo nullahs. 

The Hunnia guard who still watched me 
closely, informed me that I had no chance of 
finding bunchowr that year, as the bulls only 

came once in winter to our hills, and always 

returned to visit their families on the Gangri 
hills by Gartok in the beginning of July. I 
nevertheless determined t,o use every precau- 
tion in approachil~g the last locality, where 1 
could hope for the game I had come SO far 
to obtain. I would not ~ e r m i t  the comp to 
ascend far up  the nullah, and directcd my 
Inen to pitch low down, close by tho 

stream, in as sheltered a spot as they could 
fincl. 

I went over a good deal of gountl the 
first day of my arrival, and fount1 fresh traces, 
but saw no bunchowr ; burrul were numerous, 
but not worth shooting, at thc risk of ~ c ~ i n g  
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nobler game. On the second day I was to 
conclude my search, but sufficient ground 
remained unvisited in the Keo nullahs to 
occupy one long day's march ; and although 
Dhun Sing had all along declared that the 
big bull of Salkh nullah must have gone to 
Keo, I set off to climb the heights com- 
manding the furthest course of the stream 
with sundry nlisgivings as to the result. 
We traversed some eight or ten miles of 

grollnd without seeing anything, when the 
quick eye of iny guide, Buchoo, detectetl s 

black spot a long rvav off, which a careful 
inspection with my binoclilar glass proved 

to be a bnnchowr ; we had been west, nortb, 
ond east of the spot witfhnut being within sight, 
and having, fortunately, n southern breeze, 
lie lay chewing the clld in sublime indif- 
fercnce as to our neighbourhood. There was, 

howcver, no cover to stalk hiin by, except 
on the sonth side, but as we should have 

only a hundred and fifty yards to go after 
he had winded us, 1 determined on risking 
it, inokillg stmight for a stone %boat seventy 

0 2 
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yards from him, without daring to look up 
till nre reached it, then found that the bull 

had scented us and risen to make off; but 
it was too late, the bunchowr never moves 
far when wounded, apparently stupified by 
its effect, though he sometimes charges fiercely 

a t  the hunter if he shows himself. A ball 
from my rifle in the shoulder, and another 
in  the haunch which lamed him, sealed his 

fate, he only moved a short distance, while 

we followed up, and when he tamed round 
to look at 11s ; my two attendants corn~rlenced 
shouting, on which he shook his horns and 

brought down his head to charge on three 

legs, hut  a ball in the shoulder, laming 
another leg, rendered charging impossible, 
and two more shot,s at close q~inrters firlisherl 

him. The legs are so short that his sillking 

on his chest did not much reduce his ])eight, 
he had an unusual ntnonnt of long hair 811 

along the flanks and legs, theugh the hock 
\lTns smooth; he measured nine feet round the 
rhcst, while his horns werc sixteen inches in 
circamferencc at the h s e ,  and  eleven inches 
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half way up. He appeared full front like an 
ellormous American bison, and would, I be- 
lieve, weigh considerably more than that 
animal, though not so high at the wither 
from the shortness of his legs, which, being 
allnost lost in the long hair of his flanks, gave 
him a peiticoated appearance. 

As the day was closing when bunchowr 
died, we rnade at once for our tents, carryillg 
off the tail as a proof of our success, and 
I found it equal in size and weight to thi-ee 
of the tame y&k tails which I had purchased. 
Two days were devoted by myself and men 
to removing the skin, sud preparing the head 
for transport. The Hutmias not only assisted 

in the work, but feasted with great delight 
on the flesh, which I found to be excellent 
heef. Many of the men, beir~g Rajpoots, 

could not, of course, eat the flesh of an 

animal, bearing so nruch resemblance to the 
sacred Brahminee Bull; and their activity in 
hurl t i ~ ~ g ,  and all excey t act~ially eating bitll, 

proves how far Hindoos will forget their 
prejudices ut~less continilally recalled to their 
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recollection by the nervousness or indiscre- 

tion of Englishmen ; some of whom are rnore 
bigotted in favour of Hiudoo whimsies, and 

high or low caste distinctions, than the Hin- 

doos themselves, who most naturally take n 

" religious prejudice " against everything they 

dislike, or don't choose to do, if they find 

that such a course frightens both private in- 
dividuals and government into submission to 

their wishes, but who forget their oldest an- 
tipathiea if properly managed. 

The best method of preserving and pre- 

paring skins, is that adopted by the American 
Indians for their buffalo robes, being nothing 
but careful and minute remo\lal of all flesh 

or fat from the hide, and continued rubbing 
with rounded pieces of bone or wood, till the 
permanent softening of the skin is effected. 
As this takes some days to accomplish, and 
it is necessary to keep the skin moist all the 
time, it should be rolled up carefully when the 

day's work is over ailtl put into a wet cloth 
for the night. This plan of preparing skins 

is of course impossible in  tlie plains, where 
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the heat causes decomposition within twenty- 

four hours: I used, therefore, simply to 
stretch out the skin on the ground by small 
wooden pegs driven into the edge of it, and 

leave it to dry in the sun, which took three 
or four hours, or else sprinkle the inside with 

wood ashes, or a little lime water ; this latter 
plan is always objected to by the dressers 

who have to prepare the skin afterwards, on 
the ground that it burns them, and makes 
softening sometimes impossible. 

Four days later our party arrived a t  Rim- 
kim, for the second transit of the Chor Hoti, 
and, starting at daylight, found the state of 
the siiow and weather so favourable, that Itre 
arrived by noon at Kda Jubbur. The men 

were in high spirits, and proposed pusll i~~g 

on nt once for Bompa, running three marches 
into one, which they easily effected on 

my promising them, if they did it, three dnys 

pay for the work. 
Though familiar with many strange scenes 

in the hunting ground of the snorvs, the most 

ordinary siglrts of ail inhabited qllarter had, 



even after so short an absence, all the fresh- 
ness of novelty, and on approaching our 

villages one of the young Coolees raised a 

laugh by pointing in an excited manner, as 

if sighting a wild yik,  to a speck near the 

village of Niti, and gravely annorinaing " Wuh 

to Zenani hai !" " That is a woman !" 
Our arrival, and the motley display of skills, 

horns, and tails, produced great exckement 

among the dirty looking denizens of Bompn, 
where my men devoted t,wo days to feasting, 

while 1 packed my traps for Mlissouree. 
Having nothing further to gain in the hunting 

line near Bornpa,, I woilld not wait for fine 

weather, but  made up my mind to face a 

fortnigl~t's march tllro~igh the rain. 

My deductions froin my labours through 
the Mountains of Hnnd8s being-the discovery 

frequently made by sportsmen, and, perhaps, 

fiilly eqrlnl to what has alrcarly heen prodilced 

hy " ~nountains in labour"-tllnt if I collld 
only have started with all the expcriencr 

with rvhicll I returned, m y  Ira2 mnst have 
been infinitely heavicr ! 
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In  conclusion, I beg to offer a word of 

parting advice to my brother sportsmen, on 

a subject more important than venerie. I 
regret to say I have known many cases where 
Englishmen, once removed from home scenes 
and associations, and among a heathen people, 
deem the due observance of Christian sab- 
baths no longer imperative, and falsely fancy- 

ing that their Mahommedan or idolatrous 
associates will ascribe to liberality of feeling 

a forgetfillness or indifference to the forms 
of their faith, hunt and shoot indiscriminately 

on every day of the week. I believe that 
such a course not only does not increase the 
attachnleot, but materially lessens the respect 
of their native subordinates. 

I know there are men who, 011 the highest 
principles, will jealously cherish that attach- 
ment and respect for our Christian sabbaths, 

which they imbibed in English homes with 
the earliest gcrms of manly English feeling; 

but even, if no better motive existed, I feel 
assured that on every consideration, even of 
expediency and good policy, it is desirable 

0 3 
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to hold at least one day for rest and reflection, 
when the English hunter in the farthest 
gorges of the Himalaya, or the wildest plains 
of Thibet, perhaps sole representative of his 
nation, may for a space forget foreign in- 
fluences-the dusky forms or the mighty 
snow peaks around him-to picture scenes in 
a dearer country, and though far from the 
reach of church bells reflect 

" How many happy groups this day are bending, 
Through England's primrose meadow paths, their way 
Towards spire and tower, 'midst shadowy elms ascending, 
Whence the sweet chimes proclaim the hallowed day ; 
The halls from old heroic ages gray, 
Pour their fair children forth, and hamlets low, 

With whose thick orchard-blooms the soft winds play, 
Send out their inmates in a happy flow." 



RIFLES AND GUNS. 

Smooth-bore.-Breech-loading.-Measurement for stock.- 
Bakers and Galton's opinions on guage and sighting.-Met- 
ford's shells.-Challenge cup rifle nlatch at  Debra.-Best 
kind of Rifle barrels.-Whitworth's improvements.--De- 

tails to be defined in ordering a rifle or gun. 

I HAVE experi~nentalized with almost every 
kind of rifle and gun, and think the simplest 
plan for imparting experience on the subject, 
will be to describe merely the weapoils which 
I believe tho best for all purposes, and the 

principle reasolls for my conclusions, without 
attempting to detail the peculiarities of 
weapons I could not recommend. 

As regards the smooth bore, there is no 

doubtr, I believe, but that ere long brcech- 
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loaders will supersede all others ; their atlvan- 

tages are rnaxifest and numerons, while their 
present disa(1vnntages are attribl~tnhle to 

mechanical deficiencies, which in course of 

time will do~lhtless he removed. 1 believe 

the best breech-loader at present k~lown,  

is Messrs. Cnllinher and Terrv's, not only 

because of its strength and simplicity, hilt 

because the gun can be used with ordinary 

ammunition as a muzzle loader. This is, of 
course, a great advantage for Indian use, be- 

cause un ti1 breech-loaders are much rnore 

colrlmoil than they are at prcscnt, cartridges 

may at times be unprocurable ; and in llenvy 

game shooting, moreover, it is often desirable 

to add, when loading, two or tliree drains more 

than the ordinary charge of powder. The 

cartridge, however, for Terry's patent can 

be made by the sportsman himself, being 
cased in thin paper only, in lieu of the 

common copper capsule. The best p a g e  for 

general shooting, and especially Hiodayan 
shooting is fourteen, it is large enough for any 
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I t  is absolutely necessary for hill pheasaut 

shooting, that the s2ortsuan possess a gull 
that \+rill kill at uiiusually long distances. 

I t  is always better to have too much than 
too little power in a gun, indeed you can 

hardly have one too powerful, as a little extra 
weight is of no consequence when your gun 

is allnos t always carried for you. I know, by 
long experience, that alignment is lnuclr surer 
with a lo~ig gull than a short one ; and, also, 
that, nltlioogli nothing is more common tliail 

for careless talkers to boast of some particular 
short barrel of their own, wl~ich thro\rs or 
rsltller is said to throw closer than any long 
gun, and to generalize on the supposed fact- 
as a rule, no short gun can compete 
with a longer one of equally efficient and 
cnreful aorkniauship. 

I should therefore reco~nmend a sportsman 
of average stnturo anil strength, to have his 
gun riot less than tl~irty-four inches i barrel, 
and if of superior llcight and more tllan 
avernge strength, hc shoiild have it thirty-sir 
i n c h ;  the shape and length of the stock 
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should of course depedd on the shape and 
make of the owner's arms, shoulders and neck. 
A stock should be made to measure, instead 
of a sportsman trying to twist his own figure 
and mode of shooting to a shape which he 
has purchased, without any reference to his 
own fignre. 

A straightish stock has many advantages 
in lessening the effects of displacement caused 
by recoil ; a very crooked stock, if the gun 
kicks at all, must throw up the barrels and 
necessarily hurt the cheek, as the shoulder is 
out of the line of recoil. I myself like what 
is called a loug straightish stock with a pistol- 
handled grip. 

The annexed diagram will show the system 
adopted by the trade to measure the bend of 
a stock, and will enable any one in India who 

has a favourite and suitable stock to take its 
measure, and get one like it without sending 
it home to be copied. 

A straight rod of wood C L) being laid 
on the barrels, the length of the dotted line A 
gives the bend of the stock at the cheek, that 
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at B the bend at the heel. The length of 
the stock is the distance E F from the first 
trigger to the bend of the heel plate. 

There are some valuable hints contained 
in the opinions recorded as to guage and 
sighting in Messrs. Baker's and Galton's works. 
I have tested in practise the truth of the 
general principles they enunciate, and give 
their opinions in their own words. Baker 
says, page 135, of " The Rifle and the Hound 
in Ceylon : 9 9 

" With these elephants, the four ounce 
rifle (No. 4 guage) is an invaluable weapon ; 
even if the animal is not struck on the mortal 
spot, the force of the blow upon his head is 
so great that it will generally bring him upon 
his knees or at least stop him. I t  has failed 

once or twice in this, but not often ; and on 

those occasions I had loaded with the conical 
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ball. This, allhough it will penetrate 

farther througl~ a thick substance than a 

round ball, is not so effective in elephant 

shooting as the latter. The reason is plain 
enough. No shot in the head will kill an 
elephant dead, unless it passes through the 

brain ; an ounce ball will effect this as well 
as a six pound shot; but there are rnaily 

cases where the brain cannot be touched, 

by a pecliliar method of carrying the head 
and trunk in charging &c., a power is then 
required, that by the concussioll will knock 
him down. 

" The four ounce conical ball should be an 

excellent weapon for African shooting, when 
the usual shot at an elephant is at the 
shoulder. This shot would never answer in 

Ceylo11 : the country is not sufficiently open 
to watch the effects produccd upon the 
animals, and although he n ~ n y  have a u~ortal 

wound, he curries it away with him, and is 

not bagged. I have frequently tried this 
shot ; and, although I liavc see11 the elephal~ts 
go away with ears and trunk droopiog, still 
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I have never bagged more than one by any 
but the head sl~ot." 

I t  must be remembered that this four 
ounce carrying rifle, though only a single 

barrel, weighed 21 lbs. and even at that weight 
recoiled unpleasantly. I recommend the shells 
which have since been perfected, as giving the 
shock to the system which can render one 
shot instantaneously fatal or paralyzing, 
though not in train, heart, or spine, 

though fired from a 12 or 151b. double 
rifle, of only the Government twenty-four 
guage, with a proportionately heavy charge of 
powder, but with absolute immobility as to 
recoil or ringing of the barrel. 
I Where shells, from their expence or any 
other cause are not intended to be used, the 
principle pointed out in the above quotation 
should be attended to. I t  was freqliently 
found during tbc Indian mutiny, that Colt's 
revolver (navy size) thol~gli the best of all in 
other respects, 11nd so snlall and so sharply 
poiat,od a bnllct, that thcre was brlt little im- 
mediate parnlysing effect, wlicn it was fired 
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into the body of a man; and that an opponent, 
so wounded, could after it cut you down with a 

sword, or bayonet you, though the pistol wound 

proved ultimately mortal on himself. The 
calibre of our present army guns and rifles has 
been reduced to twenty-four, and it is in 
contemplation to reduce them considerably 

more ; this will, I fancy, be carried to an ex- 

treme. Sharpshooters may be more efficient, 
and attain to greater accuracy, by retaining 
the full weight of the rifle, but reducing to a 

limited extent its calibre ; but the fire of the 
line at close quarters must he less effective, 
and flesh wounds by little picket bullets are 
almost always trifling. 

Francis Galton in his " Art of Travel," page 
137, says very truly. " American bushra~~gerg 
advocate a long heavy pea rifle, on the plea 
of its accurate shooting, and the enormous 
saving in weight gained by using bullets of a 

small size. The only objections to s1-1~11 

bored rifles are those of insufficiency against 
very large game, even when co~lical brlllcts 

are used, aild a tendency to become fold after 
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o very few shots. A short light rifle, whether 
with large or small bores, is, I believe, utterly 
worthless. 

"In the hands of a man trembling with 
running, or with exhaustion, it shakes like a 

wand ; and the shorter the rifle, the more 
quickly does it oscillate, and in the very same 
proportion is it more difficult to catch the 

exact moment when the sights cover the 
object. 

" Tn all cases, the hind sight should be far 
from the eye, even halfway down the barrel, 
else it becomes quite out of focus and indis- 

tinct, when the eye is firinly set on the object 
aimed at,, and t.hia drawback izzuch more than 
corn peiisat,es for any advantage that is gained 
by having the front and hind sights far 
asunder." 

I think that this principle of long barrels 
admits of some modification-thus for in- 
tance a 151b rifle, if of considerable length, 
would from its leverage feel vcry much 
heavier ; in fact be, in effective result on the 

arm, much heavier than a 161b rifle of 



only twenty-four inches in the barrel, tohe 

latter may be used with facility by many 

persons who could not support the other 

steadily. I have, however, frequently tested 

the truth of the observation as to the advisa- 
bility of focussing the sights, and it is a point 

on which, because unusual in the trade," 

rifle makers are often obstinate. 

I have noted " two hundred copper tubes 
for Jacob's shells," as an item in the list of 

articles to be taken out from England, by any 

sportsman bent on doing execlltio~l among the 
game of the Himalaya or elsewhere. These 

tubes cannot be got or imitated effectively 
in  India, and are very expensive even in 
England. It is convenient, under any circurn- 

stances, to have a small supply at hand ; but 
the courtesy of Captain Warlow R.A., tile 
Government Inspector of small arms at Bir- 

mingham, enables rrle to present to my readers 
an invention a t  once cheap, simple, and ef- 
fective, which appears to me to conlbinc all 

that is wanted in rifle shells for sporting 
purposes. I t  is the invention of a yo1lng 
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civil engineer of the name of Xetford, who, 
finding that the Jacob shell did not at times 
explode on coming in contact with the flesh 

of an animal, adopted, as his explosive agent, 
a mixture of equal parts of chlorate of potass 

and sulphate of antimony. The two can be 
mixed together on a plate with a bone paper 
c~itter or a pen, the more they are mixed, 
the more sensitive their detonating power 

becomes. The bullets are moulded with a 
hole from the apex to about one third from 
the base, just as for Jacob's shells, but no 

copper tubes are used, the powder is filled 
in with a quill to the toy, then settled down 
by n few taps of the base of the bullet on 
n table, and the space left at the top filled 
up with bees' wax, thus : 

These sliells 1 not only cxylode on 
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striking an animal, but ignite 011 being fired 

into water. The important difference in the 
result of a day's shooting in the Doon, which 

the use of such missiles must insure, m y  be 
guessed at from the instances I have already 

mentioned, of ninety bullets being sometimes 

fired to only five animals bagged, some twenty 

additional ones must have been wounded 
under such circumstances, but the use of 

Metford's shells, though but slightly increas- 

ing the cost of ammunition, must insure 
almost every animal hit being secured. 

Rifle shooting is a common airl~iseluent at 

all our Hill stations, gentleinen there, being 

almost all " on leave," have plenty of time for 
practising, and rifles, as a mattcr of coiirsc, 
are brought in great numbers to n game 
district. Major Skinner, a son of the famous 

Colonel Skinner of the Hurriannli Irregular 
Horse, who rose to fame in thc chivalrous 
age of our Anglo-Indian history, used to 

promote rifle practice and cornpctition by his 
public spirited hospitality to all lovers of the 
art. Frequent meetings to contest for prizes, 
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with varying results, at his residence, led to 

some general matches at Dehra, and ulti- 
mately to a match in 1855 for a plate, value 
i100, made by Hunt and Roskell. Thirty 

coinpetitors appeared for this match, and the 
results of the shooting will probably con- 
vince most English riflemen that, at present, 
they would find themselves more than 
a match for the majority of Indian sports- 
illen. 

The distances at which compet'ition took 
place, were those most useful for sporting 

purposes: viz., one hundred, one hundred 
and fifty, two hundred, and two hundred and 

fifty yards. 'I'hree sllots being fired by each 
competitor at each of these distances, and 
the aggregate of t,he distances of a11 the 

shots from the pin's-point in the centre, 
regulated the mnrltsmon's position in the 

firm1 list, tllc shortest string, of course, win- 
ning. The target was on iron hoop, with a 

dinmetcr of six fect,, covcrctl wit11 clot1h and 

whitc paper, tlre oilly black mark being 
n bull's-eye of six inches dinmcter. All 
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black circles or rings are objectionable 

as they detract from the clearness of the 
bull's-eye. 

Many of the members having implicit con- 
fidence in the experience of English rifle- 

makers, perseveringly continued practising for 
the match with the old polygroove sporting 
rifles of heavy calibre and comparatively light 

weight, there were even three rifles of this 
style expressly commissioned for the nlatch, 

from Messrs. Smith, of Princes Street, Lei- 
cester Square, the cost of a single barrel being 

400 rupees, or £40. As I was, eve11 then, 

fully aware that impenetrable obstinacy to 

any kind of ilnprovcment had thrown our 

makers far bellintl the Americans and Swiss, 

1 got possession of a 60 dollar, EG rifle, by 
Edwin Wesson, of Massachusetts, R.  loll^ 
heavy barrel, increasing twist, [licket bdlt 
polygroove, and very finely sighted. 'rhc per- 

formances of this weapon were so superior to 

the slovenlv Minie principle English weapons, 
or the antiquated old Xnglish, or mediaval poJJ'- 
groove and round ball, that my conlp~titor~~ 
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though they ridiculed my bad taste and 

want of judgment in the choice of a weapon, 

soon found that they had no chance at all 
in the match. My first shot at two hundred 

and fifty yards was eighteen inches from the 
pin's-point, but all the rest, eleven in number, 
were within a radius of twelve inches ; this, 
though steady, was not good shooting, yet 
it won the cup by c c  a long chalk," the 
plllnging round-shot of the sporting poly- 
groove being " nowhere." This conntry owes 
much to General John Jacob, and Mr. Whit- 
worth, the great ilnprovers of the English rifle. 

Very great iinprovei~lent~s have, as all know, 
been effected in English rifles, since a period 
just prior to the Crilrlcnn war, and a com- 
plcte revolution llas been effected in the 
enterprizc a i d  cnpal~ilities of our rifle manu- 
facturcrs. Up to tliat time thcy were gcncrnlly 
so wcdclcd to their own routine system of 

mnn\lfilctnrc, so self-sufficient as to what 
riflc users ought to want, and so indifferci~t 
us to what improvcrs actually wanted, that 
their wcnpons were objccts of ridicule and 

I' 
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contempt at  all the great American and Swiss 

matches. At presefit, although great im- 

provements have been effected in army rifles, 

we are still far from perfect as regards 
weapons for sporting purposes. 

The best barrelling, indeed the only one 

I consider which in point of finished ac- 

curacy is fit for a sportsman's weapon, is that 

on the mechanical adaptation principle, in 
which the bullet is shaped exactly or mechani- 

cally to fit the interior, or the lands and creeses 

as they are tecllnically called, of the barrel. 

General Jacob's and Whitworth's rifles are 

different specimens of this principle, but 
neither Mr. Whitwortb, or Messrs. Witton 

and Daw, who principally manufacture the 
Jacob rifle, have yet perfected any breech- 
loading for them, and Messrs. Cnllisher nnd 
Terry, as yet, apply their patent to tlie illink 
principle barrels only, in wbich the sides of 

the projectile are a smooth cone, and are 

blown into the grooving, or expnlldcd to fit 
the shape of tlie bore by the explosive force 

of the powder, or else by a small box-mood peg 
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being drivep by the explosion into the hollow 
of the projectile. 

The Minie system was of course of very 
great service in the army, when muzzle 
loading only \+.as known, as great facility 
for loading was combined with great pro- 

pelling power; but, as regards accuracy of 
fire, it is a very clulnsy contrivance; but 
accuracy, great force, aiid facility of loading 

would all be combined, if the co~nbinatisli 

of thc breech-loader and the mechanically 
adapted conical ball plan was effected. 

The advantage of using the Government 
Enfield a~nmnnit~ion with the new breech- 
loader, will doubtless perpctustc for some 
time the Millie principle, but it will be driven 
out of the field if l f r .  Whitwort11 can 
perfect his wcnpon, by applying an efficient 
lontling breech to it. 

The Lilncastcr rifle is the most accurate 
Governmc~~t wcnpon usctl at present. It bas 

at any rntc often beatcn tlic Eilficld ; Jacob's 
rifle is very milch sllperior to either of tlicm, 
whilc Whit~vortll's is thc best of all, though 

P 2 
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its superiority to the Jacob is chiefly due, I 
believe, to its extreme accuracy of manufacture. 

Jacob's shells can be used with either 
Whitworth's or Jacob's rifles, and in a suit- 
able breech-loader their use would be rendered 
perfectly safe. 

I consider that the two most novel facts 
enunciated by Mr. Whitworth during his 
late experiments with rifled cannon at South- 

port are, firstly. That the reduction of the 
diameter of the base of his projectile increased 
its flight at long ranges by five hundred yards. 

Every one would naturally suppose that 
the base of a conical projectile should exactly 
fill the bore of its weapon, and that the 
surface to be acted on by the projecting 
power would thus be better adapted to  

operate on ; but Mr. Wbitwortll found 
that something like the nm or lines of a 

steamer through the water, adopting a beam, 
or widest diameter for the projectile, at which 
point he mechanically fits it to his hexagon 
bore, and tapering it off both fore and aft 
improves its flight. 
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The cause has not been clearly determined, 
but it appears to be principally attributable 
to the reduction of the area of vacuity which 
the rapid flight of t'he projectile causes 
behind, and which is equal to 151bs. on two 

square inches. 
The next important fact, is the effect pro- 

duced in penetrating iron sheeting, or passing 
through water when the point of the projectile 
is cut square off; pointed or round-headed 
projectiles have a tendency to tear and rend 
iron sheeting, while Whitworth's square cut 
iron bolt punches out a hole with a clean cut. 
The tendency of a ball, whether round or coni- 
cal, to glance froin the surface of water is well 
known, and the difficulty consequently found 
in fish shooting, u111ess the fish come to the 
surface; but one of Whitworth's flat-headed 
heavy shot '* has made its way through twenty- 
seven feet of wntcr, and then penetrated a thick 
woodcn butt." 

I annex a note of the details which should 
bc dcfined when ordering n gun or rifle, the 
measurenlcnt nrc those which I adopt, but 
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may, of course, be easily altered to suit the 
person ordering them. 

1st. A double gun, breech-loading, (maker ?) 

14 bore, 36 barrels, length of stock 148 
inches, bend at cheek 1 # inch, at heel plate 1% 
inch, pistol handled grip, entire weight Dlbs. 

I n  case with fittings complete. 

As perfect a weapon, in all essentials, as 
can be made in England is worth £25. 

2nd. A do~lble rifle, Jacob's grooving and 
twist, regulation bore, hexago11 shaped barrels 

outside, length of barrels 24 inches, fly sight 
beaded and very fine, a block back sigbt 

which with fly is parrellel to bore, folding 
sights for hundred and two hundred yards, 
spring sight to two tl~ousand yards, the sights 

to be fixed half way up the barrel, i. e. ,  12 
inches from mnzale, and graduated for the posi- 
tion, hair triggers, in case with fittings complete. 

As perfect n weapon, in all essentials, 8s 

can he innde in England is worth thirty 
guineas. 

'I'FlE END. 
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